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When the thesis topic was formulated in 1972, it was felt that a comprehen-
sive study of current high-speed flexible rotor balancing techniques should 
be made. In conjunction with Dr. N. F. Rieger, Gleason Professor at Rochester 
Institute of Technology, a three point study was decided upon for the thesis, 
the three points being: 
1. Study the modal balancing method of Bishop, et al, 
2. Write a computer program to apply the modal technique, 
3. Make a computer simulated comparison of the modal and influence 
coefficient technique. 
In the attached thesis dissertation, the three points of the original plan are 
covered. The points have been studied in the following manner: 
1. Study of the modal techniques of Bishop, Federn, Kellenberger, and 
Moore and Dodd; 
2. Modal balancing programs written including BAL, MBAL, and Modal 
I and II; 
3. Comparison of three rotor systems-an undamped steam turbine, 
a dal'T!ped steam turbine, and a gas turbine. 
The following dissertation is submitted in partial fulfillment of the require-
ments for the Master of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering from 
Rochester Institute of Technology. 
Respectfully submitted 
John 
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As the cost of machinery has risen and the need for dependability, safety and increased per
formance have in a similar manner increased, the needs of industry for viable flexible rotor balanc
ing techniques has no less increased. Various flexible rotor methods have been advocated for su
percritical shafting, but few studies or comparisons have appeared in the open literature. Among
the procedures for balancing large and/or high speed (supercritical) rotors are the
"N"
modal
method of Bishop and Gladwell, the "N +
B"







modal method of Kellenberger, and the influence coefficient method of Lund and Rieger.
Each of the aforementioned balancing techniques is examined and explained in detail. The first
known modal balancing programs are listed and described. Using these programs as a basis, the
influence coefficient method of Lund and Rieger is compared to the modal methods of Bishop and
Gladwell, Fedem, and Kellenberger. The companies are made with the aid of a Prohl based unbal
ance response computer program. The rotor systems used for the comparison are flexible shafts,
some mounted in damped bearings, and some mounted in undamped bearings. One sample sys
tem exhibits rigid body behavior in addition to flexible behavior.
These examples form the basis of the first known direct computer based comparison between
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NOMENCLATURE
change of mass eccentricity as a result of addition of discrete weight additions
A cross-sectional area
A.B.C, rotor vibration coordinates, i.e. OA.OB.etc
A'.B'.C.
A1.A2.B1...
b viscous damping coefficient of element i
b.b'.b"
viscous damping coefficient
b critical viscous damping coefficient
B.B'.B viscous damping coefficient
c
|
hysteretic damping and stiffness coefficient of element i
cc'.c"
linear stiffness coefficient
C ij influence coefficient of response of plane i to effect at plane j
C mass center of shaft slice
C
r
modal constant(s) for mode r
D.D'.D"
hysteretic damping and/or stiffness coefficient
e.e'
eccentricity of mass center from geometric center
e complex statement of mass eccentricity
e i eccentgeometricricity of mass center from center at plane i in complex notation
e r complex eccentricity expressible in modal form for the rth mode
E geometric center of shaft section
El flexural rigidity
FK ,F bearing forces in x and y directions, respectively
g force of gravity constant
I . moment of inertia about the i axis
K j stiffness of bearing i
m mass of shaft section
m . r . weight in the ith plane with a magnitude of m and at a radial position of r from the geometric center
M mass center of shaft section, i.e. the center of gravity
M bending moment
n balancing mass per unit length in the i location
12
N generalized coordinates for the rth mode
0 geometric center-line formed by the bearing centers
q ; unbalance forcing function of element i
S shear force
, tj.Tj trial weight at plane i
Uj.U'j unbalance acting at plane i
U r characteristic mode of vibration for mode r
V
;j
vibration at plane i under condition or speed j
V complex motion of shaft slice
V r complex representation of shaft motion expressible in modal terms for the rth mode
w speed of shaft rotation, radians per second
w ;
ith system natural resonant frequency
W distributed mass of shaft
x X coordinate of geometric center of shaft section
x'.y'
X and Y coordinates of deflection of bearing support
x",y"
X and Y coordinates of deflection of rotor shaft
X r modal representation of deflection of rotor in XZ plane for the rth mode





Z dimension from position b. about which moments are taken for bearing i
Z axis about which rotor rotation and motion occurs
Zj.Zj axial position of plane i
a t j
influence coefficient relation reaction at i to a disturbance at j
/3 phase angle of mass center to elastic center
y
phase angle of reaction
Y weight per unit volume
0 (z) characteristic modal function for the s principal mode, being a function of z
5
8 s (z | ) deflection and angular
position of plane i in the principal mode x, i.e. a complex statement of the location of
the center of gravity of the ith section in the sth mode
2 r modal function for r th mode
H*
; (z) characteristic mode function for the ith mode of the rotorbearing system
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INTRODUCTION: OBJECTIVES
The year 1882 marked the year that Gustav de Laval built his first impulse turbine, for use in a cream separator. From
1884 to 1889 de Laval produced turbines with capacities ranging from 1 hp at 100.000 rpm to 100 kilowatts at 6,000
rpm. The importance of these dates is not that they mark an introduction of an impulse turbine with commercial appli
cations, but rather, the significance resides in the fact that these, as well as the first de Laval turbine of 1 882 were pieces
of rotating apparatus designed and built to be operated at rotational velocities in excess of the first bending critical speed
of the system; they were supercritical systems.
So long as turbomachinery or other forms of rotating machinery remained below seventy-five percent of the first critical
speed it was possible to achieve satisfactory levels of residual unbalance by using the classical two-plane low-speed bal
ance which compensates for the rigid-body effects of unbalance vibration. However, by operating a rotating system to
within seventy-five percent of its first flexible critical speed or beyond, the residual mass eccentricities (unbalance) no
longer exhibit a constant relationship with the rotor response, but rather becomes variable, dependent on speed, because
of the elastic behavior of the system.
With the inception of elastic behavior of the rotor system and the attendant loss of a constant unbalance - rotor response
relation the rigid-body balance is incapable of correcting for unbalance over the entire speed range, because its basis is
founded on the residual unbalance bearing a constant relationship to the rotor response. Hence with the failure of the
two-plane balancing scheme to successfully cope with the situation of flexible shafting, it becomes necessary to develop
new balancing approaches which compensate for the flexible character demonstrated near the system flexural natural
frequencies (system flexible critical speeds).
In the intervening years since 1919, when Jeffcott introduced the first accurate analytical formulation of the unbalance
response of a simple flexible rotor, numerous methods for balancing flexible rotors have been proposed and/or utilized.
Some of these methods have met with success and others with obscurity. Two methods, in particular, have appeared,
both incidentally in the early sixties, which have been more widely advocated and studied than any others. The two meth
ods are the modal method of Bishop and Gladwell and the influence coefficient technique.
Except for the limited comparison between these methods made by the Armour Research Foundation in 1962 (39), no
comparison of any form seems to exist between the two methods in the open literature. In light of today's requirements
for high speed rotating equipment, it is imperative from economic, safety and defense viewpoints that the rotating appa
ratus produced be free of unwanted unbalance vibration and effects. It is. therefore, the purpose of this dissertation to
study in-depth those methods of balancing flexible high speed machinery which are most widely used in industry and dis
tributed in the open literature.
In line with this in-depth study, a comparison of the methods is made using analytical computer simulations based upon the pro
cedures demonstrated in reference (91). Discussions of the computer programs produced during this research, strengths and weak
nesses of the method, and an analysis of the results are presented in this report as well as the various procedures utilized in its
production.
This first known comprehensive study and comparison of the modal versus influence techniques is presented in fulfill
ment of the thesis requirement for the Masters of Science degree granted by Rochester Institute of Technology.
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The resulting equation.
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The first terms of the solutions denote the transient shaft behavior which dies out in time leaving the steady-state motion
with a vibratory amplitude of
2
mew
-l/ Fl 2 2 I
y (c-mw ) + b w
which is caused by the forcing action of the mass eccentricity,





This speed constitutes the whirling speed of the shaft which is referred to as the critical speed,
18
The phase angle of the displacement of the mass center relative to the elastic center is given by 0. which can be seen to
be 0 when w is zero, or very small. When
mw2 = c,/3=
7i72, or the displacement now lags the mass center by 90. This is
the situation at the critical speed of the system. Above this value of w, fi continues to increase in value until it becomes tc
at very high values of w. This change of phase occurs at every critical speed of a system, going through the entire phase
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Figure 3 Phaea angla in vicinity of a critical apaad.
The change in the response of the rotor system with speed, i.e. the phase-speed relationship, is illustrated in Figure 4.
which demonstrates the eccentricity
- displacement changes with speeds.
(a)
w < w_; $ * 0
r
(b)
w - wr; 6 * ir/2
Figura 4 Rotor bahavlor balow, at, and above a critical apaad.
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In the absence of damping, which provides a convenient means of demonstrating the mass-displacement-speed relation
ship, and in the neighborhood of the critical speed, w =Jc/m , the equation of motion leads to a solution which increases
continually with speed and, therefore, approaches infinity.
The inclusion of damping prevents the amplitude from approaching infinity and keeps it within finite bounds. Jeffcptt ob
served that the damping is not zero: hence, it is possible to operate the system beyond the critical speed.
Jeffcott's formulation when rewritten in terms of vibration levels of forces shows the rotor increases in amplitude and forces as the
critical speed is approached, but is low below 90 percent, or above 1 10 percent of the critical.
Figure 8 Syatam raaponaa In vicinity of a critical apaad.
Experimental verification of Jeffcott's analysis was made by Muster (78) and the results are shown in Figure 6.
Extension of the Jeffcott analysis to include flexible and damped bearings was made by Smith (103) who modified the
equations of motion in fixed axes to be
mx - Fx - mw (g cos wt - h sin wt) = 0
mx - Fy - mw (g sin wt + h cos wt) = 0
where g and h are out-of-balance displacements which are constant in rotating coordinates, and Fx and Fy are the bear
ing forces in the x and y directions, respectively. The forces Fx and Fy include both elastic and damping effects, applied
through the bearings, and any other external disturbing forces applied other than through the bearings, for example the
viscous forces on the rotor caused by rotating in a viscous environment.
For the case of the Jeffcott rotor
, the system, or total deflection (x, y) is the sum of two independent parts, one of
which (x\ y') is the deflection of the bearing support and the other (x", y") being the deflection of the rotor shaft
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describe the shaft damping and elastic coefficients.
Describing the bearings and shaft as above leads to the equations of motion of the form
x + (j +n) x + wny + jjx = 0
y + (j +n) y - wnx + py = 0
with:





stationary damping coefficient representing the
effect of damping the bearings:
=
rotating damping coefficient representing the
n - m ( C
' +c"




+c") =overall stiffness of mounting
In the absence of internal (rotating) damping the equations are uncoupled,
x + jx + ux = 0
y + jy + ^iy = 0
The critical speed of the system is given by w =TfiTwhich is the same as for the undamped system. Inclusion of damping
(stationary-bearing) gives rise to large unbalance induced vibrations at the critical speed but are finite in value.
Smith investigated various combinations of symmetrical shafts, asymmetrical shafts, symmetrical bearings and asym
metrical bearings. Further expanding Jeffcott's work, Smith also investigated multimass systems as well as rigid rotor
systems.
When referring to the assumption of viscous damping, Smith wrote, "The assumption as to viscous law of damping, .is
not even approximately fulfilled, and analytical predictions as to the effect of damping are, in consequence, only qualT
itative."2 Its inclusion, in this form, as with other authors, is for its mathematical tractability.
Reference (103), p. 117.
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Rigid Body lancing
Even though Jeffcott contributed the analytical development of the response of a flexible rotor, low speed or rigid body
balancing continued to preoccupy writers in the balancing field, and many practical two-plane techniques were formu
lated and disseminated. Prior to 1 929, when sufficiently accurate phase measurement equipment became available (90),
it was necessary to rely upon methods based solely upon displacement measurements. Bromberg (23) elaborated on one
such technique which is illustrated in Figure 7.
Figura 7 Brombarg'a diaplacomant construction.
In this figure, 0 is the center of the vector plane representing a measuring plane of the rotor, Vector OP represents the
unbalance force: vectors OA, OB, and OC represent the response amplitudes (forces) of the bearings to a trial weight
placed successively in three angular positions in the balancing plane. Vectors OA',
OB'
and OC are the resultant vectors
obtained by adding OP to OA, OB and OC, .respectively.
Triangle ABC is equal and parallel to triangle ABC; translating A'B'C onto ABC is possible by moving in the direction
and distance as given by AA, B'B, or CC. Similarly, 0 can be translated to
0'
by movement in the direction and distance
vectors A'A, B'B or CC. The subsequent vector.
00'
is the necessary balance weight and location being equal to -OP.
While in use, the vectors OP, OA',
OB'
and OC are not known, the magnitudes, but not angular orientations of OA, OB
and OC are known. Also it is known that OA',
OB'




The direction and length of
00'
can be determined if it is realized that
0'
lies at the intersection of:
a. The locus of points whose distances from A and B have the ratio m/n.
b. The locus of points whose distances from B and C have the ratio n/p.
c. The locus of points whose distances from C and A have the ratio p/m.
Graphically it is possible to solve this problem and Bromberg (23) elaborates on the method and gives some
examples.
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A shortcoming of this technique is that it must be performed twice in order to obtain the correct balance
weight and location. This is because each graphical application yields two possible solutions and, therefore,
in order to determine which solution is correct, it must be performed a second time with different data. The
solution which repeats is the correct solution. The minimum number of measuring runs is then four, usgally
one original response and three trial weight runs.
An example of the straight displacement method is illustrated in Figure 8, in which the vectors OA, OB and
OC represent the bearing amplitudes corresponding to the original unbalance condition and trial weights
placed successively in each of two angular locations, the second being diametrically opposed to the first.
Figura 8 Vactor diagram of dlaplacamant balancing method.
Vector OB can be considered to be_the sum of the original unbalance vector, OA, and the change in the un
balance level, AB; similarly, vector OC is the sum of vectors OA and AC. If the trial weight was the same for
both trial weight runs, then the change in the amount of unbalance will be identical with the magnitudes of
vectors AB and AC being equal. This means that OA is the median of triangle OBC. Although the angular re
lations are unknown, it is possible to construct triangle OBC. Using Euclidian geometry, OA can be doubled to
produce OD, which can be considered the diagonal of parallelogram OBDC. Constructing the parallelogram
yields triangle OBC.
Balancing is then accomplished by increasing the magnitude of the correction weight in the ratio of OA/AB
= OA/AC, and the angle of correction being angle OAB, counterclockwise from the location of the first trial
weight location.
As in the case of Bromberg, this method can lead to the alternate solution deduced from parallelogram
OB'DC as given in Figure 8. It is therefore necessary to repeat the operation and produce an additional two
solutions. The common solution yielded from the two operations is the correct balance solution.
This method of balancing is applied to each of the two balancing planes in turn, afterwhich the process is re
peated in an iterative fashion until a satisfactory unbalance vibration level is obtained.
The accuracy of this balancing approach to two-plane rigid body balancing and its acceptance is amply illus
trated by its inclusion in the balancing literature and its being advocated as a simple and very effective bal
ancing technique as late, and as recently as 1957,when Hill, Barker and Murtland (7) published a revised ver
sion of the amplitude balancing method.
The advent of accurate phase measuring equipment ultimately led RathboneJ90) to introduce the first pub
lished single trial weight balancing technique in 1929. In Figure 9, vector OA represents the original unbal
ance, to one scale, and the original bearing amplitude to another scale; vector OB represents the bearing
re-
24
sponse to the addition of a known trial weight at a known angular location. Because both the magnitude and
angular position of each of these vectors is known, it is possible to immediately determine vector AB, repre
senting the change in system response to the trial weight.
CORRECTION 4
Figure 9 Rathbone'a balancing procedure.
As in the case of Bromberg's construction, the magnitude of the final correction mass is found from the mag
nitude of OA/AB . with the angular position being the value of angle OAB, rotated counterclockwise from the trial
position. Addition of the correction mass allows the other end of the rotor system to be similarly corrected in
like manner.
If after balancing each end of the rotor in turn it does not produce satisfactory balance levels, the procedure
can be iteratively applied until satisfactory balance levels are achieved. Rathbone also demonstrated the ap
plicability of the method to asymmetric bearings.
A shortcoming of considering only one of the two balancing planes at a time arises from the lack of total in
dependence of the vibration in one plane as related to another. In other words, in each and every system the
addition of a weight in one plane will have an effect of some proportion on every other plane of the system. In
practice this means that a balance weight added in one balance plane to annul the vibration of the corre
sponding bearing will produce a change in the vibration of the other bearing. If this attendant alteration of the
vibration levels was such that attenuation of the vibration at one bearing forced amplification of the vibration
at the other bearing, then the technique of considering only one plane at a time can lead to difficult balancing
situations.
Thearle (106) recognized the shortcomings of considering one plane at a time in the balancing procedure. To
correct for this condition he authorized a balancing procedure which simultaneously balanced a rotor in two
planes, while taking into account the coupling effects from one operation to the other, thereby allowing for
the successful elimination of vibration in both bearings of the system at one and the same time.
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The method introduced by Thearle is depicted in Figure 1 0, in which vectors OA and OB represent the magni'
tude and angular placement of the original bearing vibrations, to one scale, as well as the original effective
unbalance at bearings A and B. respectively, to another scale.
Figure 10 Thearle'* method of two-plane balancing.
If a trial weight of known magnitude and angular position is placed in the balancing plane corresponding to
bearing A. the resultant bearing response can be plotted as vectors OA, , at bearing A, and OB, , at bearing B.
The effect of the additional weight is equivalent to vector AA, and BB, , at bearings A and B, respectively.
Similarly, if a trial weight is added in the balancing plane of bearing B, the procedure can be repeated to pro
duce vectors OA2, OB2, AA2 and BB2, which represent the corresponding effects at bearing B.
It is possible to annul the vibrations at bearings A and B simultaneously if values of and fi can be found
such that
c< AA + BAA = -OA
1 2
oi BB + 3BB = -OB
1 2
Because there are two equations and two unknowns a solution is possible, which is, by vector algebra
OA (BB ) -AA (OB)
<* = 2 2
AA (BB ) - AA (BB )
2 1 12
AA (OB) -0A(BB )
3 = 1 1
AA (BB ) - AA (BB )
2 1 12
It can be deduced that the change in bearing vibration also reflects an equivalent change in the residual mass
unbalance; the trial weights will, therefore, be related to the original unbalance (UA, UB ) in proportion to the








represent the relations between the original mass unbalances and the trial weights (TA, TB). Solution of these
vector relations yields the proper magnitudes and positions of jhe balance weights in terms of the trial
masses.
The calculations involved in Thearle's procedure are easier to comprehend if they are written in terms of in
fluence coefficients along the lines derived by Lord Rayleigh in his THEORY OF SOUND (1894) , in which the de
flection or reaction at one point of a system is defined in terms of an impressed disturbance at another point.
Rewriting equations (a) in terms of influence coefficients results in
- = oru, + cxou
V._ al 1 a2 2
AO





is the original vibration of the bearings A and B, respectively. U
1
and U2 are the effective
unbalances, in balancing planes 1 and 2, respectively; the influence coefficients, a ci , representing the effect
of an impressed force in plane i, as measured at bearing c. The values of the various terms are determined
from trial runs; the first run yields the original vibration vectors Vao and U bo ; the second and third runs are
trial weight runs with a trial weight first in one balance plane and then the other. The trial weight runs yield
changes in the measured bearing vibrations which can be used to determine the influence coefficients. If vec
tor V A1 indicates the vibration at bearing A when a trial weight represented by vector T , is applied in balance
plane 1 , then the corresponding influence coefficient, a a1 can be calculated by
V - V




In like manner all of the influence coefficients can be determined which allows for the solution of the equiva
lent unbalances, U i and U2. The balance weights are then simply -U , and -U2
So long as rotor velocities remain well below the first flexural critical speed of the rotor-bearing system,
or
the rotor flexural stiffness greatiy exceeds the stiffness of the bearings, the rotor behaves as a rigid body re
maining undistorted regardless of angular speed. Rotors behaving such as this, under the influence of
unbal-
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ance, experience two fundamental characteristic modes of vibration which are termed the first and second ri
gid body critical speeds. Figure 1 1 diagrams the nature of these vibrations. The first rigid mode has the entire
axis of the rotor translated away from the axis of rotation (centerlines of the bearings). The second vibrational
form is one in which the axis of the rotor is inclined, which makes the rotor appear to
"tumble"
in space trac
ing two cones in space, one at either end of the rotor.
~T FIRST RIGID MODE T
Figure 11 Rotor axia deflection ahapea.
The first rigid mode, or translatory mode, is excited by any form of mass unbalance existing in the rotor, trans
lating in the direction of the greatest unbalance force. Because of the sensitivity of this mode to force unbal
ance, it is also referred to as a static unbalance mode, which can be corrected by considering only the sum
mation of forces acting on the rotor.





where KB is the stiffness of the bearings and I x is the moment of inertia about the x axis. This expression is
valid only for a symmetrical shaft
in symmetrical bearings. Smith also investigated other shaft and bearing
conditions, but for illustration purposes the
symmetrical system is adequate.
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Smith also determined that the second rigid body vibrational mode occurs at
w =
where the terms are defined as previously. Also, it should be noted that the second vibrational critical fre
quency depends upon the moment of inertia about the z axis, which is the axis of rotation of the system.
This second rigid mode, or the conical mode is stimulated by the actions of unbalanced moments in the rotor
system. Correction for this vibration must, therefore, take into account the moments in the system and is re
ferred to as moment or dynamic balancing.
In the case of the translatory mode it is possible to annul the system vibration by placing a single weight any
where along the axial length of the rotor and at an angular position and of sufficient magnitude to satisfy the
requirement that at the bearings
^Forces = 0
Similarly for the conical mode two correction masses can be utilized to guarantee
yjMoments = 0
about the bearings, thereby yielding a satisfactory balance. As is obvious, it is possible to combine these two
operations and with the use of two balancing planes guarantee low speed balance by considering
y,Forces = 0
^Moments = 0
at the bearings. It is exactly these conditions which the low speed, two-plane, rigid body balancing methods
consider.
Flexible Rotor Balancing
Rotor systems which possess rotors which behave as rigid bodies by definitions experience no, or negligible,
distortion of the rotor shaft. The corresponding unbalance vibration, even at the rigid body critical speeds is a
result of a constant unbalance-motion relationship. In other words, the rotor will always vibrate such that the
"high"
side of the rotating shaft corresponds to the plane of unbalance of the rotor; attachment of balancing
weights diametrically opposite to the
"high"
side will reduce the vibration of the system. Referring back to
Jeffcott's model, the maximum unbalance amplitude corresponds to the point of effective unbalance. (See
Figure 4.)
Reference to Figures 3 and 4 shows that this constant coincidence of the unbalance displacement is lost in
the vicinity of the flexural critical speed. Not only is there a phase difference between the unbalance and the
displacement but the shaft distorts, reaching its maximum amplitude at the critical speed. As the system
speed approaches any of the flexural critical speeds, the system's amplitude-phase cycle is repeated. Typical
deflection shapes for the first three modes of vibration are sketched in Figure 1 1. Because of the
distortion of the rotor with speed, it becomes necessary for the balance weights to vary with speed so as to
annul the rotor vibrations. The use of only two balance planes to correct for flexural rotor unbalance fails to
attenuate the rotor vibrations.
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Illustrated in Figure 1 2 are the rotor deflection shapes at the first three flexi6le rotor critical speeds. These represent the affects of
an unbalance, U. acting at the rotor midspan. In order to balance the first mode it becomes necessary to place weights, each of a
magnitude of U/2 , in each of the two balancing planes. The result is the elimination of the vibration in the first mode and the altera
tion of the mode shapes as shown in Figure 1 2.
?ORIGINAL VIBRATION
VIBRATION AFTER BALANCING FIRST MODE
Figure 12 Failure of 2-plane balance to balance flexible vlbrationa.
If the unbalance U is a assumed to act at the midplane of the rotor, which if uniform and symmetrical, then the original
unbalance will be at a mode in the second mode and will not excite that mode (1, 3, 5, 7..). The addition of two balance
planes at either end of the rotor in which balance weights are added to correct the first mode will affect the unbalance
distribution and it becomes apparent, referring the Figure 1 2, that the addition of the balance weights will now excite the
second mode of vibration.
It is possible to correct this vibration if balance weights W3 and W4 are added as indicated in Figure 1 2 and proportioned
according to the relative distortion of their planes of attachment. Although the second mode vibration has now been cor
rected, the correction weights for the second mode will reintroduce an unbalanced condition in the first mode as well as
all higher modes.
Recorrection of the first mode will likewise introduce a new unbalance condition in the second mode, and so on and so
on. This is especially true if not only flexible
modes must be considered but also the rigid body modes.
Smith (103) and Rathbone (90) both early recognized the inadequacy of two-plane balancing for flexible systems.
Although two-plane correction is effective at a given balancing speed, it is sometimes impossible for a two-plane balance
to correct a rotor system for its entire speed range, especially if the system experiences rigid body effects which must also
be considered. If the system considered is an unsymmetrical rotor and/or unsymmetrical bearings, then as Smith (103)
states it is not possible to balance the rotor unless the unbalance masses are entirely within the correction planes.
ModalBalancing
As a rotor system increases in angular velocity it will execute certain natural forms of vibration which will achieve large
amplitudes of deflection and force at the system crtitical speed, both rigid and flexural. Typical deflection shapes of a uni
form symmetrical rotor in ideal symmetrical bearings are diagrammatically presented in Figure 1 1. Even with very crude
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instrumentation it is possible to determine a system crtitical speed and a rough approximation of its deflection shape.
Armed with such knowledge, it is possible to formulate and apply a rotor balancing technigue which accounts for the flex
ible as well as the rigid behavior of the rotor system.
Such a balancing system was proposed by Federn and has been referenced in much of the literature, for example (31 , 39,
78). An intuitive stepwise approach, Federn's method is based upon the two basic equations of mechanics to remove the
rigid body effects, i.e.
^Forces = 0
^Moments = 0
Subsequent inclusion of these factors in the flexible rotor balancing process allows for balancing the flexible rotor system without
upsetting its rigid body balance.
Figure 1 3 refers to this technique and its application. As a rigid body, the rotor can be balanced in two planes to annul the
effects of the translatory and conical modes as shown previously. If the planes 1 and 5 are used for this step, the relative
positions of the correction weights will be shown in Figure 13 (a) and (b),
Balancing the first flexural mode can be accomplished by the use of a single weight at mid-span, plus the inclusion of two
end weights so proportioned as not to upset the lower speed corrections. Similarly the second mode can be corrected by
the use of two weights as illustrated in Figure 13 (d) with the two end masses proportioned so that no lower speed ef
fects are introduced. The process is similarly repeated for all other modes of importance always using (N + 2) balance
weights for the Nth mode to be corrected, so that unbalance in modes N -1, N-?, ... 1 will not be introduced.
Knowledge of the deflection shape allows each of the necessary weight distributions to be calculated. The resultant dis
tributions are of the proper relative magnitudes and angular orientations for balancing: however, the final magnitudes and
positions must be determined by using the calculated distributions as sets of trial weights and then deducing the final
weights according to the change in vibration levels in the rotor system, such as exemplified by the method of Figure 9.
Removal of the effects of each mode in turn results in the successful reduction of rotor vibration throughout the speed
range of the system as long as all modes of major consequences are considered.
Bishop
[\0)3
extended Jeffcott's analysis to cover the vibrations of uniform symmetrical continuous shafts under the in
fluence of distributed internal and external damping and spring forces carried in symmetrical ideal bearings. Recognizing
that the response of a rotor system to centrifugal unbalance forces occurs in terms of the natural vibratory modes of the
system, the equations of motion were solved in terms of its principal natural modes of vibration.This technique of "modal
analysis"
was thenformulated by Bishop and Gladwell (13) to take into consideration the effects of the addition of small discrete
masses. In this manner the modification of the modal series, i.e. the unbalanced flexural vibrations of a shaft, could be ex
pressed in terms of discrete mass, or balancing units. With the establishment of these relations it was possible for Bishop
and Gladwell to examine the rigid body balancing procedure and to formulate and present a stepwise balancing pro
cedure based upon the modal analysis of the system in terms of its orthogonal modes of vibration and response.
Briefly, the concept of modal balancing which Bishop and Gladwell developed is based upon the idea that any vibration of any rotor
at any speed can be expressed as a combination or sum of the effects of each principal mode of vibration at that speed. Also, at a
critical speed the principal mode of vibration corresponding to that speed will be sufficiently amplified so as to be the doninant
mode of vibration, with all other mode effects being negligible by comparison. Therefore, it is possible with a judicious selection of
balancing planes to remove each principal mode in turn throughout the speed range of the system, and in so doing successfully bal
ance the rotor. Thus, because of the principal of orthogonality, removal of one or more principal modes will not affect any other
mode, and removal of all modes within the speed range will remove the prime modes of vibration, leaving only small residual effects
from those principal modes not removed which lie outside the realm of operation.










ANGULAR DEVIATION CAUSED BY DYNAMIC
UNBALANCE MOMENT (AT SLOW ROTATING SPEEDS).
(B)
V-SHAPED MODE: BENDING DUE TO A SYMMETRICAL
INTERNAL MOMENT AT HIGH ROTATING SPEEDS (NEAR
THE SECOND FLEXURAL CRITICAL SPEED).
(C)
CO
S-SHAPED MODE: BENDING DUE TO AN ANTISYMMETRICAL
INTERNAL MOMENT AT HIGH ROTATING SPEEDS (NEAR
THE SECOND FLEXURAL CRITICAL SPEED).
(D)
Figure 13 General aurvey of the
first four CHARACTERISTIC SHAPES of a turbogenerator shaft in aoft-
laotroplc bearing*.
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If it is assumed that the vibrational behavior of a rotor system under the effects of centrifugal unbalance forces is expres
sible solely in terms of its natual flexural principal modes then it is possible to write the condition of balancing to eliminate
the
"S"
principal mode, denoted by 6S (z) as a solution to a series of simultaneous equations which relate the displacement
of balancing planes z f and the associated balance weights, m , r , , to the effective unbalance distribution Us *, which is
expressible in terms identical to that of the natural mode to which it pertains and stimulates. Under these definitions the
balancing procedure is mathematically expressible as




















with the condition that
0 (z ) 0 (z ) .oooo 0 (z )





As can be seen from these equations, it is necessary to use N balance weight to remove the Nth natural mode of vibra
tion. For example if in Figure 1 4, the planar deflection shapes illustrated are the normal modes of a rotor and it is desired
to remove the third mode of vibration, then it is necessary to use three balance planes. If the small letters in the diagram
are given to be the deflection in the corresponding balance plane, such as
"b"
being the deflection of plane z 2 in the first




















Unless the exact nature of the natural modes, Q i (z), are known as well as the exact expression of the unbalance, the pre
ceding equations cannot be solved. However, a relative balance weight distribution can be found by setting
U3*
equal to
any convenient numerical value, such as 1, 100, etc. The resultant solutions of m,^, m2 r2 and m3r3 are then the relative
magnitudes of the balance weights which can be utilized as trial weights for the system. Noting the change in vibration
levels at the bearings when these weights are added allows the correct magnitudes and angular locations of the balance
weights to be determined by any convenient means, such as Figure 9. Insertion of the then calculated weights removes
the effects of the third mode without affecting the first or second modes, which are assumed to have been previously
balanced.
-TV
Figure 14 Illustration of the N modal method.
The requirement of N weights or planes to remove the Nth natural mode has resulted in this procedure being termed the
"N modal
approach."
To experimentally validate the modal approach prescribed by Bishop and Gladwell. Parkinson, Jackson and Bishop (Ijj,
]6) performed a series of laboratory experiements on a series of small, long, slender, flexible shafts of uniform and non
uniform circular cross-section, supported in ball bearings which approximate closely to ideal bearings of the pinned, for a
single bearing, or clamped, for a double bearing, end condition. By so selecting the shafts and bearings the characteristic
functions 0 j (z), of the principal modes of vibration could be calculated and compared to the experimentally derived
function obtained by electromagnetically exciting the
non-
rotating shaft in the vicinity of its calculated resonant natural
frequency.
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Comparison of the theoretically calculated and the non-rotating experimental characteristic functions by the investigators
led to the conclusion that the mode shapes derived by either method were so similar that discrepancies could be ignored,
and that the rotors exhibited nearly ideal mode shapes. Based upon the closeness of the experiementally determined
mode shapes to their orthogonal calculated counterparts, it was further concluded that the characteristic (orthogonal)
functions for a real rotor system could be determined by exciting the system at its resonant frequency; the resultant de
flection shape was then the desired characteristic deflection function, S i (z). Therefore, the actual behavior of the rotor
system could be used in the balancing procedure rattier than the calculated functions.
A related finding was that with the systems tested, the damping was of negligible proportions and did not alter the shaft
vibrations from those of the theoretically undamped system.
Determination of the angular location of the plane of unbalance was experimentally achieved by scribing the shaft at
speeds which were equal increments above and below the resonant frequency; the plane of unbalance was then midway
between the two marks, and the radial plane of balance weight attachment was 180 degrees opposite.
*
Determination of the actual balance weights was a trial and error procedure based upon a heuristic technique until a
minimum vibration level was achieved. For modes other than the first, the proportions of the trail weights were obtained
from the simultaneous relations given previously.
Acknowledgment of the fact that real rotors may not possess modes of vibration near their resonant frequencies in which
distortion in extraneous modes is negligible led Bishop and Parkinson (1_8) to investigate methods of mode separation, or
isolation. The culmination of their work was the adaptation of the polar plot technique to graph rotor amplitude-speed-
phase relations. Figures 1 5 and 1 6 illustrate this technigue. The complex vibration, or three-dimensional spatial vibration
of a rotor system may be considered to be of the form a= X + iY, which correspond to the principal planes of symmetry
of the rotor system. Plotting a, the rotor amplitude and phase angle at a measuring plane, on an Argand diagram for
known speeds and speed increments, w, it is possible to produce a polar plot of the rotor motion, as in Figure 15. From
the resulting locus of points it is possible to construct a circular arc which will join the points so plotted The resulting arc
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Figure 16 Argand diagramwith non-negligible vibration in other
modes.
Investigation of the plot produced by such a method will yield information regarding characteristics of the rotor system
which are applicable in the modal balancing procedure. For example, if the speed increments are equal through the criti
cal speed range, then the point on the plot corresponding to the greatest change in phase angle, with reference to the
change in speed, corresponds to the resonant natural frequency Of the system. In Figure 1 5, the critical speed would coin
cide, or be very nearly equal to the point denoted as wt on the diagram.
Reference to the speed-phase angle diagram of Figure 3 reveals that the plane of unbalance leads the plane of maximum
displacement by 90 degrees; the balancing plane hence will lag the displacement by 90 degrees. Therefore, if a diameter
to the circle of the plot is constructed, then the balancing plane will lag the displacement by 90 degrees (see Figure 1 5).
If a suitable trial balancing weight distribution, such as would be obtained from the characteristic deflection shape at the
critical speed, is attached to the rotor in the indicated balancing plane, then by observing the change in the size of the plot
of the Argand diagram, it is possible to generate a set of balancing weights to annul the system vibrations.
The resonant frequencies of the system may not. however, be widely separated and/or the response of the rotor system
to modes of vibration other than the principal mode of vibration under consideration may not be of negligible proportions.
As pointed out by the authors (18) this situation does not produce any insurmountable complications; in fact, the only
change will be that the circular plot joining the locus of points in the Argand diagram will be offset from the origin of the
diagram, as in Figure 1 6. In Figure 1 6, the critical speed and the balancing operation, previously detailed, is unaltered ex
cept for the shift away from the origin. This shift, exemplified by
00'
of the diagram, is a measure of the effects of other
vibrational modes on the response of the system in the vicinity of a critical frequency.
Verification of the material presented on mode isolation was accomplished by means of experiments using some of the
laboratory shafts of (1J5, 16) and an actual 6500
- hp motor shaft.
Extension of the Argand response diagram to industrial rotors, and of the application of the modal balancing method of
Bishop and Gladwell to the same rotors, was accomplished by Lindley and Bishop (17). The effectiveness of the Argand
diagram to the determination of critical speeds as presented in (18), as well as the similitude of the experimental plots to
the predicted plots of (18) was illustrated from the tests done on a 200 megawatt turbo alternator.
The application of the modal technique to balance the same 200 megawatt generator rotor is described in detail. The de
flection forms, 9 1 (x), for the actual balancing process, since some knowledge of them is necessary for the procedure,
were calculated. To quote the authors.
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"It may be argued that these deflection forms are known,
and in the absolute
sense this is true. But with large rotors design computations of the critical speeds are certain
to
be made and. with the modern computing machines available, little extra effort is required to
obtain
additional information about the modal shapes. These are calculated ones and are not necessarily the
true ones; but for the first and second critical speeds the estimated modal shapes should be suffi
ciently accurate for the purpose required...
"
4
Further emphasis is placed upon this subject later in the same work when the authors state "tha assertion that (it is es
sential to know the modal shapes, and they must be determined experimentally) seems unjustified, since calculated
modal shapes have hitherto proved satisfactory
enough."
5
An empirical method of determining the actual rotor deflection shapes is, however, mentioned that being the method of
(H>) in which a mass is
"traversed"
along the axis of the rotor; the resulting change in the bearing response, if plotted,
will yield a very accurate approximation of the actual deflection shape.
A difficulty encountered with application of the modal method to large industrial rotors arises from the fact that uniike a
laboratory model rotor, such as (15, 16) , large industrial rotors do not necessarily exhibit truly in-phase bearing reac
tions at the odd criticals (1,3, 5, ...), nor will they exhibit truly out-of-phase bearing vibration at the even criticals (2, 4, 6,
...). The lack of this ideal bearing behavior means that at a given critical speed, if the attendant characteristic mode is re
moved, there will still be measurable bearing vibration. As a result, in the balancing procedure it is necessary to reduce
the bearing vibrations to an acceptably small amount.
Often in the balance weight calculations different sets and positions of the correction masses will be obtained for each
bearing considered. This in practice necessitates a compromise between the different balance weight distributions. One
such means of compromise is by faking the averages of indicated corrections. The concept is illustrated in Figures 1 7 and
1 8, which represent the method for the odd and even modes, respectively.
-r- J-A
OA - vector giving amplitude and direction of
vibration at bearing A.
OB - vector giving amplitude and direction of
vibration at bearing B.
Dotted Lines - vectors showing effect of added
trial mass.
Mass required to balance out OA
- 7 1/2 x trial mass
and rotated through angle Q^
.
Mass required to balance out OB
- 9 x trial mass
and rotated through angle By
b. OA. - vector giving amplitude and direction at
bearing A.
OB. - vector giving amplitude and direction at
bearing B.
Mass added - 8 x trial. mass rotated through
angle e~ + Q,
I
Figure 17 Typical vector's for vibration at flrat chosen
apeed (near but below the flrat critical apeed).
OA - vector giving amplitude and direction at
bearing A.
OB - vector giving amplitude and direction at
bearing B.
Dotted Lines - vectors showing effect of added
trial couple. Couple required to balance
out the OUT-OF-PHASE vector, AB - 3-1 x trial
couple rotated through angle e.
OA,, OB,
- vectors showing the IN-PHASE vibration
to be balanced out by the masses:
M. near mid-span on one side.
M_, M- diameterically opposite to M,,
but M is near one end of the rotor,
and M, is near the other end.
Position and magnitude of M-, M_, and M, choosen
so that they have little influence on
the first and second modal balance.
Vector representetion of conditions at tha second
choaen apeed (near running speed and below
the second critical apeed).
Reference (1_7). p. 817.
Reference (17), p. 841.
Figure 18
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Final balancing of the rotor along modal lines is accomplished by a distribution of balance weights according to the next
highest mode of vibration outside of the system overspeed range. Determination of this balancing mass distribution along
standard modal lines, i.e. so as not to upset the lower balanced modes, allows the rotor fo be a balanced at operational
speed and further reduce the system vibrations over the level previously attained.
Parkinson (81 ) examined the behavior of a symmetrical shaft in asymmetric bearings in modal terms. He established that the shaft
executes characteristic modes of vibration in each principal plane of the bearing. These modes are identical to the modes character
izing the same shaft supported in symmetrical bearings, whose stiffnesses equal the stiffnesses of the asymmetric bearing in the
corresponding principal plane. The resulting vibration in one mode in a given principal plane was thereby
found not to affect any
other mode in the same plane or in the other principal plane because of the condition of orthogonality. Parkinson was able to extend
the modal balancing approach to cover asymmetric bearing effects. The alteration of the procedure to correct for
asymmetric sup
port conditions involves removing each characteristic mode in turn adding one additional balance plane
for each successive mode
encountered. In other words if the critical speed of the rotor system are such that w, < w , *< /2<w2'<Wj . ..
where the asterisk implies the 7Z plane and the other speeds denote the XZ plane, then it is possible to remove the effects of wi
with one mass, wi
*
with two, W2 with three, and so on. The conditions for determining the balancing masses are the same simul
taneous relations and non-zero determinant conditions which must be fulfilled for a symmetrical shaft in symmetrical bearings.
The modal analysis of rotor systems which are comprised of uniform asymmetric shafts supported in symmetrical bear
ings was also investigated by Parkinson (82), with the feasibility of application of the modal balancing technique as the
objective. So long as the shaft is supported in ideal bearings, the shaft will execute characteristic modes of deflection
which will be the same in both principal planes of the shaft, though the critical speeds for the rth mode. 9 r (z) . will be
different in each of the principal planes. The critical speeds of the system will occur in pairs, namely
wf<w*
, for the rth
mode where wr is the critical speed corresponding to the plane of principal stiffness with the lowest value of flexural ri
gidity, and
w*
is the remaining plane of principal stiffness.
Balancing such a system by use of the modal approach is possible through three rotor speed runs; one will be the original
unbalance response of the rotor; the other two runs are with trial balancing distributions in each of two different radial
planes. By means of some simple vector algebra and construction of some graphical operations, it is possible to deter
mine the balancing masses necessary to attenuate the rotor vibrations.
Further investigation to establish the limitations, if any, of modal balancing was conducted by Parkinson (84), who in
vestigated the effects of massive flexible bearings. Prior to this investigation the mountings were assumed to be massless
supports exhibiting only stiffness characteristics, i.e. massless springs. So long as the "spring
bearing"
approximation
was used the condition of orthogonality could be. derived and applied, namely
0 (z) 0 (z)dz . 0 , r j
r s
Introduction of the massive supports, however, leads the equations of motion to produce an altered orthogonality rela
tion. If ty (z) is the deflection shape of the rth mode of the rotor bearing system,
r
.1 n
ty (z)ip (z;dz +X) CMipriPsi
= 0




results, where C is an arbitrary constant, Mi is the mass
of the support at z = z\ and Pj (r) and Pj (s) are the deflections
of the bearing support as z
=
Zj in the
rth and sth modes, respectively. The meaning of this equation is that no longer are
the deflection shapes 9, (z) ,92 (z) , ... of the
beam orthogonal, but rather the deflection shapes of the entire rotor-bearing
system compose the orthogonal set. Parkinson goes on to prove that the sole condition necessary for the applicability of
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the modal method is the linear independence of the deflection shapes i^ (z), ty2 (z) which can be deduced from exper
imental observation of the shaft as it vibrates at speeds in the vicinity of its corresponding critical speed.
Normally after applying the modal technique to all characteristic functions within the speed range, the vibration of the ro
tor will be at a sufficiently low level to be acceptable. Sometimes, however, if the next higher critical speed lies just out
side of the rotor speed range, or if there are two modes situated close together, the resulting balanced rotor does not ex
hibit a satisfactory state of balance. Moore and Dodd (34) published a practical modal based technique to alleviate such a
condition. The technique is based upon a graphical solution to the balancing problem. The construction so used is shown
in Figure 1 9. This particular technique is based upon the realization that at a given speed for which balancing is desired.
such as at an operating speed, the residual vibration of the rotor will be in the extraneous modes of the system not al
ready removed. These modes will be both even and odd modes. Thence, if trial weights are added for the removal of the
next higher even mode and the results recorded, as well as the results from attaching trial weights for an odd mode, it is
possible to annul the bearing vibrations by using a certain combination of these weights and positions. This particular
combination is the solution derived from the construction of Figure 19.
The balance achieved by this technique of modal balancing is accurate only for a single speed and will not normally annul
bearing vibrations over a wide speed range; it is meant only as a final balance technique to be used in cases of rotors
which are not satisfactorily balanced by normal modal methods.
Industrial application of the
"N"
modal method along the lines formulated by Bishop and Gladwell was successfully and
"intuitively"
demonstrated by Grobel (46) who stated that the modal method was being successfully employed at
General Electric Corporation, Schenectady, New York, as early as 1950 on large turbine-generator rotors of up to 100
tons weight and between bearing spans of 80 feet. Though prior to the formualized presentation of the modal balancing
procedure by Bishop and Gladwell (13), it was nonetheless the same basic modal procedure.
Prause, Meachem and Voorhees (75) demonstrated the successful applicability of the Bishop and Gladwell
"N"
method
to the balancing, and the proposed production balancing, of a 28-foot helicopter power-transmission shaft operating
beyond its fifth critical speed.
Moore and Dodd (35) noted that in large industrial rotors there are cases in which a rotor will experience non-negligible
rigid body vibrations, in which case for successful balance to be achieved a low speed, rigid body balance must be first
performed.
Kellenberger (54), recognizing the possible non-negligible rigid body effects on a rotating system modified the modal
analysis of Bishop and Gladwell to incorporate a rigid body two-plane balance. The concept of Kellenberger's formulation
is the modal approach of Federn, but with an analytical modal analysis style development along the lines of Bishop and
Gladwell.
The analytical basis of Kellenberger's development is the modal formulation of Bishop and Bladwell with the addition
of
Z Forces = 0
E Moments = 0
The addition of these two conditions upon the equations of the
"N"
modal development subsequently requires that two
additional balance planes be used, assuming a two bearing system. Hence, in order to balance a rotor for the first N
modes by this approach, it is necessary to utilize N + 2 balance planes. Extending this to other than two bearing systems,
the requirement for balancing a system with M or B bearings for the Nth mode is (N + M) or (N + B) balancing planes. This
6The development of Kellenberger is included in the section entitled "Equations of Motion".
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Let OAv OBa represent the vibration when the
calibrating weights for second are removed and
are replaced by a three weight calibrating con
figuration which will largely ailed third mode.
Then vectors AAA, flfl:1 represent the effect of the
calibrating weights Ibr third mode.











Construction: Join CO and draw iines parallel to it
through A and fl. ProduceAO tomeet the parallel









. Join fl O and produce to meet parallel
BB m
line through A in A'.
Consider the case ofa rotor which has been balanced
in first mode, which is still unbalanced in second and
third modes, and which at full speed is running well
below either second or third critical speeds. Under
this condition there might well be a significant contri
bution from both modes. The measured vectors of
vibration have first to be split into modal components
where the asymmetry of the modes is not known, and
then each component has to be corrected.
For the purpose of the balancing operation it can lie
assumed that the effect of the calibrating weights added
mostly for second mode represents the asymmetry of
second mode, and that the cflect of those added mostly
for third represents the asymmetry of third. Thus it is
necessary to split the original unbalances into second
and third modal (or
"out-of-phasc"
and "in-phase")
components of the same proportions as deduced from
the calibrating weights. This is achieved as follows.
Lei vectors OA, OB represent the original unbalance.
Let OA2, OB2 represent the vibration measured when
a calibration pair of weights 'is added to the
rotor mostly to affect second mode.
Then vectors AAV BBt represent the effect of the
calibrating weights for second mode.


















component can be corrected




corrected by adjusting the calibrating weights
for third mode.
Solution: Increase the calibrating weights for second




circumferenlially through the angle labelled 02,
and increase the calibrating weights for thiid in
A'A
the ratio of and move them circumferen-
AA3
tially through the angle labelled 03.
N.B. In both cases the proportions between
the individual weights in each configuration must
be maintained and as it happens, in the example
illustrated, the correction for second would have
to be placed clockwise of the calibrating position
and the correction for third would have to be
placed anti-clockwise from the calibrating pos
ition, always regarding the rotor from one end
throughout.
Figure 19 Moore and Dodd'amodal AVERAGING procedure.
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requirement has led this method to be entitled the "N +
M"
modal, the "N +
B"
modal, the "N +
2"
modal, the
"comprehensive modal", the "method of minimum planes", or the method of "dynamic straightening",
By requiring the above conditions, it is possible to balance a rotor to correct for its rigid body vibration and then to annul
its flexible effects without disturbing lower mode balances or the rigid body balance.
An interesting facet of the development of Kellenberger as presented in (54, 55) is that although it derives its conceptual
basis from the procedure advocated by Federn, it can be used in either a stepwise or on a stepwise-simultaneous basis.
As clarification, assume that a rotor has been balanced to eliminate its rigid body vibrations. Also assume that within the
system speed range there are three critical speeds (modes). The procedure may be applied in a stepwise fashion similar to
the
"N"
method by considering the first mode and removing its affects by using three balance weights (1 +2); moving
into the vicinity of the second critical, the second mode could be reduced by use of four weights (2 + 2); the third mode
could then be attenuated by the use of five balance weights (3 + 2).
On the other hand, if the rotor deflection shapes can be calculated or experimentally determined for each of the three






















can be solved to provide three sets of five-plane weight distributions which may be used as trial weights for the corre
sponding critical modal deflections, applied in a stepwise manner. It is possible to obtain these solutions by solving the






set equal to some convenient numerical value and
with the other two unbalance terms, Ui*etc, set equal to zero. For example, for the first mode solutions UT could be




would be set to zero. Solving the equations yields a set of trial weights for
the first mode which would not upset the low speed balance, and likewise would not have any effects on the second and
third modes, because of the condition of orthogonality.
The calculation of the final system of correction weights can then be established by attaching the trial weights to the rotor
and noting the change in system reponse, such as per Figure 9.
In his discussion of the balancing process, Kellenberger makes use of the calculated characteristic functions using either
the solutions from the eigenvalue problem (54), or the deflection shapes as derived from the critical speed deflection
methods of Myklestad, Pestal, Prohl, Benscotter, etc. (55). The calculated forms are referenced to symmetrical undamped
systems.
As can be deduced from the preceding, the prime factor which separates the
"N"
from the "N +
B"
modal technique is
whether or not the rigid body modes of vibration must be considered. Difference of opinion on this subject has led to vari
ous comparisons between the methods as typified by (21 ), (54), (55), and (39), with neither school of thought success
fully convincing the other of the truth of its assertions.
Another area of disagreement, though not particularly tied to either school, is what data should be used for 9 , (z), the
modal functions, in the balancing process, i.e. the calculated theoretical modal deflection shapes or the actual experimen
tally observed deflection shapes. Bishop and Gladwell (14) observed
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It is probably true that, for certain very special types of non-uniformity of section it is
possible to evaluate the natural frequencies of a non-uniform shaft and to find its characteristic
functions in mathematical form. In general, however, this is not possible and it becomes neces
sary to find these quantities and functions by other means. There are several ways of doing this
by an approximate calculation, of which the method of Myklestad ... is a well-known example.
The practical approach to the problem (involving 'resonance testing') may also be useful, though
it must be remembered that the characteristic functions and natural frequencies are not directly
observable properties of a real system but, rather, of an unattainable idealized form of a real
system.7
The later statements of Lindley and Bishop (1_7) on this subject have already been stated. Briefly they again iterated that
the experimentally determined mode shapes were unnecessary as the calculated functions were adequate, even though
these authors did mention a practical means of extracting the actual deflection shapes in the same paper.
In (_1_6), Bishop et al. stated, "It may be remarked that the success or failure of the balancing technique ... is not affected
by discrepancies between the theoretical and the experimentally derived functions. The balancing procedure demands
only a knowledge of the actual characteristics of the shafts."8 Later in the same work it was stated, "In actual fact, the
shapes of the experimentally derived curves resembled those of the theoretically derived curves so closely (and the
descrepancies mattered so little anyway) that the process of normalization was not carried out with any great accuracy at
this stage".9 It was in this work that the experimentally derived functions were derived from resonance testing of the rotor
by electromagnetic excitation; also the technique of traversing a mass along the rotor to determine the functions was
tried, and the characteristic functions were mathematically computed.
Parkinson (83) subsequently wrote "At present numerical methods for calculating principal modes are suspect because
there is insufficient information available concerning the physical properties of bearings and pedestals. In particular the
exact nature and magnitudes of the oil film forces in journal bearings are uncertain."10 On this basis Parkinson advocated
the use of the "mass
traversing"
technique.
In 1968, Bishop and Parkinson (20) wrote that
there is normally no need to depend upon a theoretical evaluation of the modal shapes and natu
ral frequencies. Those modes whose shapes are needed at any stage in the balancing process are
normally lower ones than that being examined, and they will have already been balanced. The re
quired shapes can be readily determined by test ... This is a valuable property, as the numerical
calculation of mode shapes for large rotating shafts is not at present a particularly reliable proc
ess, despite its advocacy in a recent paper...
11
Kellenberger (55), as already mentioned, referred to use of the calculated deflection shapes. In the discussion at the end
of the work, Bishop and Parkinson take odds with the use of the calculated modes writing, "the accuracy of both the N
and the N +2 methods (but not the modal method) rests upon calculated modes and critical speeds: we are sure the au
thor would agree that practical calculations of these are seldom
accurate."12 In reply Kellenberger stated, "As regards the
modes, they can be obtained with sufficient accuracy from the vibration calculation carried out for every rotor running at
'Reference (14), p. 83.
Reference (16), p. 136.
Reference (16), p. 137.
'Reference (83), p. 57
''Reference (20). p. 445.
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supercritical speeds. Actually, neither method is very susceptable to small deviations from the exact shape of the
modes."12
In comparing the method of Kellenberger to the method stated by Bishop and Gladwell. Bishop and Parkinson {2V) state
in reference to the "N +
B"
modal approach as presented by Kellenberger.
The method, therefore, must rest heavily on calculation and, for a large modern generator, would
almost certainly require the use of a computer. In particular, the characteristic function 9 r M
would have to be calculated. When it is remembered that some assumptions have to be made
about "bearing stiffness", it will be understood that such calculations are notoriously
inaccurate.13
Federn, writing in the discussion of (21 ), refers to the fact that the "mass
traversing"
technique can be used to determine
the characteristic functions of the "N +
B"
method just as was done for the
"N"
method and as such gives an option to
calculated modes. Further, Federn states, "Making use of a computer when balancing large expensive rotors would now
adays be considered progress and not a drawback". In closing the discussion of (21), the authors conclude, "At present
practical data on the dynamic characteristics of the bearing oil films, bearing pedestals and foundations are not known
accurately enough for computed mode shapes to be of much practical value".
,B
A comparison of the
"N"
method of Bishop and Gladwell to the "N +
B"
method of Federn was made by Eubanks (39).
Also included in the comparison were two plane and multiplane influence coefficient methods, a low speed two-plane
method, and an N-plane modal method preceded by a two-plane low speed balance similarly postcorrected by a two
plane trim at speed, termed the
"U.S."
methods. Basing the experimental comparison on a long, slender, uniform sym
metrical shaft supported by symmetrical ball bearings, the balancing procedures were implemented using the theo
retically calculated characteristic deflection functions. After completion of the aforementioned procedure, Eubanks con
cluded that the
"N"
modal method was the most successful balancing procedure; the U.S. method, though not as
effective as that of Bishop and Gladwell, produced very similar results, the method of Federn (N + B) proved to be the
least desirable of the modal methods in terms of results and ease of application; the influence coefficient methods were
not as effective as the modal based approaches.
Influence Coefficient Approaches
When an inquiry was posed to Lindley and Bishop (17) as to why the modal technique was formulated
and advocated
rather than an analytical method based upon influence coefficient principles, the authors replied
there is nothing novel in the method ... which uses an algebraic
approach to balancing. Having
naturally thought about this matter at an early stage of the
work reported in the paper, we came
to the conclusion that the algebraic technique is not as good as that which involves physical rea
soning (modal method).
1
The influence coefficient technique derives its name from the mathematical quantity which relates a force or dis
placement applied at one point to the effect produced at another. For example, if in Figure 20 a forcing function of (P cos
wt) is applied to the beam at plane b and the response in the form pf[d cos (wt -V)] is measured at
point a, the forcing
function and the response can be related by Cab the influence coefficient
as
d cos(wt -Y)
= C . (P cos wt)
ab
12Reference (55), p. 560.
13Reference (2Vi. P- 567.
14Refererice (2U p. 575.
15Reference (21), p. 576.
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Figure 20 Influence coefficient principles.





if the forcing function of (P cos wt) is applied at a, the response at b is +d cos (wt-y)], or
d cos(wt -y)
= Cbg(P cos wt) = Cgb(Pcoswt)
Thearle (106) was an early advocate of an influence coefficient based technique. Though his two-plane simultaneous bal
ancing approach was a very rudimentary form of influence methods it was nonetheless an application of the concept of
influence coefficients. The particular point is better understood when reference is made to Kroon (60) who reformulated
Thearle's technique into an influence coefficient format.
Den Hartog (114), after presenting Thearle's two-plane method in terms of influence coefficients, turned to the problem
of flexible rotor balancing. Observing that a flexible rotor could not successfully be balanced in two planes over its entire
speed range, even with recourse to influence numbers. Den Hartog, theorized that extension of the influence approach to
balance a rotor in an arbitrary number of planes, i.e. multiplane balancing could be accomplished if n measurements were
made in n locations such that n simultaneous vector equations could be set up to solve for the necessary corrections in n
planes. Elaboration of this theme was later made by Den Hartog (32), in which the influence coefficient concept was pre
sented in terms of the most general rotor vibration case, that of a rotor which experiences both rigid body and flexural ef
fects. The simultaneous relations developed by Den Hartog to successfully annul rotor vibrations at the bearings for the
first N flexural modes can be written in terms of the discrete masses m
( ,
at plane z = z . and their eccentricities e
at plane z = z .
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These equations can be solved if only(N + 2)conditions, and thence only(N + 2)equations remain. This can be accomplished
if it is assumed that the effective unbalances act at the planes of correction: k is thereby equal to (N + 2) and the equations
can be solved simultaneously if the influence coefficients can be determined.
Experimentally the influence coefficients of (b) can be determined by a process outlined by Den Hartog (32) in which the
rotor is run at the balancing speed and its original response, V10 at measuring plane 1 is recorded. A trial weight run is
then performed and the measurements repeated to yield Vn . If"^. represents the trial weight in the first balance plane.
the influence coefficient, a , , ,





In like manner all of the influence coefficients can be determined.
It becomes obvious that the influence coefficient method as formulated by Den Hartog can be applied in a stepwise man
ner, increasing the number of balancing planes as another critical mode deflection is encountered, or in a simultaneous
one-shot form, if information on the rotor response and influence coefficients can be determined prior to any attachment
of balancing masses. The end result will however, be that a minimum total of N + B balance planes are necessary to bal
ance the rotor as a rigid and flexible body, supported in B bearings.
Goodman (44,45) published a description of a multiplane, multispeed balancing procedure founded on the influence
coefficient approach which General Electric Corporation was routinely using as early as 1961. Basing his development on
the procedures outlined by Thearle, and Church and Plunkett (30), Goodman formulated his influence procedure to allow
for more vibration readings than balance planes. Using the experimentally derived data, matrices were formed to solve for
the correct balance weights; however since there are more measuring planes than balance planes, the resulting influence
matrix is not square which renders the matrix solution impossible. Therefore, the residual vibrations are calculated, based
upon the influence coefficients, and the optimum weight distribution is calculated which minimizes the residual bearing,
or measuring plane vibrations. Under this format it is possible to balance the rotor for N modes with the use of N planes,
i.e. and
"N"
influence approach.17 If the balance achieved by the first application of this method does not yield a satisfac
tory performance level, it can be repeated until an acceptable level is achieved.
17Because of the involved matrix operations necessary for the least-squares influence method of Goodman, only a brief
description of his method is included here. In Appendix A will be found the complete matrix operation involved.
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Shortly thereafter, Lund and Rieger (9J)18 developed an influence coeffiecient balancing technique and computer pro
gram based upon Thearle's work and the formulations of of Den Hartog. The technique was theorized along lines similar
to that of Goodman except that it required the number of measuring planes to be equal to the number of balancing
planes, thereby doing without the necessity for resorting to a technique for matrix manipulation such as the least-squares
technique. Later, the least-squares capability was added (5) to expand the applicability of the influence method to sys
tems in which sufficient data and planes are available to allow for the selection of optimal balancing distributions.
Proof of the applicability of the method of (91) to balance rotor systems was demonstrated in a series of works. Analytical
computer sjmulated balancing comparisons utilizing the Lund and Rieger method were reported in (95), (3), and (4), as
well as in (9j). References (91) and (95) report investigations into simple geometry symmetrical shafts supported in sym
metrical, damped bearings, which execute rigid body as well as flexible rotor vibration characteristics. The work of (3)
was concerned with demonstrating the method's capabilities in handling rotor systems of complex geometry in damped
bearings. Extension of the work of (3) was carried out in (4), in which a rotor of complex geometry supported in asym
metrical and damped bearings was used in the balancing simulation. In this case the objective was to deduce the effects
and complications imposed by asymmetric bearing configurations on the balancing procedure. The conclusion of this pa
per was that there was successful balance achieved but with an additional balance plane(s) being necessary for the asym
metrical bearing effects. This conclusion was in line with the successful results reported in the previous works.
Experimental verification of the method of (91) was presented in OJ, (73), (1J0), (5), and (2). Each of these references
reported experiments conducted with rotors exhibiting flexible charactericstics supported in fluid-film bearings, with suc
cessful balancing achieved by single or multiple applications of the Lund and Rieger influence coefficient method.
To illustrate that the use of influence coefficients is not relegated to special instrumentation and equipment, Petersen
(85) described a Thearle based multiplane flexible rotor balancing influence coefficient method being used prior to July,
1 960 by Westinghouse Corporation to balance their large rotors in standard balancing machines or in their own mount- .
ings. The procedure was basically that presented later by Den Hartog, Goodman, or Lund and Rieger.
Other FlexibleMethods
Utilizing beam theory Warner (111) devised a balancing technique based upon the static deflection curve of the non-ro
tating rotor. Using the principles of influence coefficients. Warner calculated influence coefficients based upon gravity in
duced static deflection curve measurements at desired planes. The differential equations of motion were written and
solved in terms of the previously derived influence coefficients; the differential solution was then
"fitted"
to the static de
flection curve, thereby solving for all factors and terms in the differential equations. With the equations of motion thus de
fined it is possible to calculate the natural modes and deflections of the system. With the aide of the previously obtained
influence coefficients it is possible to theoretically balance the system by a judicious selection of balance planes and
weights, though no formal method on how this could be done is stated.
LeGrow (63) formulated another influence coefficient based balancing method along lines similar to Warner. Prior to any
rotor balancing the system was analytically modeled and the influence coefficients calculated. Assuming a sinusoidal
forcing function to be caused by unbalance, a sinusoidal response, but with a phase change, was calculated. Calculating
the influence coefficients to refer to the balancing planes it'was possible to set up matrices relating the balance weights -
to the rotor deflection in the balance planes through the influence coefficients. Running the rotor and recording the de
flections at the balance planes yields the raw data necessary to be used in the matrix algebra to determine the correct
balance weights. Though the experimental results reported by LeGrow provided some verification of his formulation,
LeGrow made a very grave error in the presentation of the fundamental principles of his technique. The error was in the
phase relations of displacement and unbalance at the critical speeds. To quote, LeGrow stated, "These forces are magni
fied because the shaft reaches a resonant frequency at which the forcing function occurs exactly in phase with the re
sponse of the shaft". In actuality this should have stated that at the critical speed the frequency of rotation coincides with
the natural resonant frequency of the nonrotating shaft. Further he should have continued, that at this frequency of rota
tion the displacement of the shaft lags the unbalance forces by 90 degrees.
18The development of Lund and Rieger is included in the section "Equations of
Motion'
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Church and Plunkett (3) formulated a different balancing approach, though still using basically the influence coefficient
technique. In their formulation the equations of motion, of the rotor system to be balanced, were solved in terms of two
coordinates of the shaft, one being the coordinate of the forcing function and the other the coordinate of the measuring
plane (balance plane). Solving these equations it is possible to produce plots of the response of the rotor at the balance
planes throughout the speed range. These in essence comprise graphical influence coefficients, which can be used in set
ting up a system of N simultaneous equations which are to be used to solve for N balance weights to annul the effects of
the N modes of vibration. As with LeGrow, the actual rotor vibration at the balance planes can be related through these
influence coefficients to the effective unbalances acting in the system. Making one original unbalance speed run allows
the deflections at the balance planes to be obtained, which when introduced into the simultaneous equations allow the
balance weights to be calculated. This is possible through the assumption of modal analysis that the response of a rotor
system at any speed is the sum of effects of all modes at that speed. Thereby, the response of the rotor can be expressed
as the sum of effects of each of its modes. By selecting a combination of the effects at the balance planes it is possible to
simulate the rotor response and in so doing establish the magnitudes and distribution of correction weights.
Hundel and Harker (49) presented a modal method of balancing of the
"N"
form. The formulation of the balancing
method is based upon modal analysis using a development paralleling that of Bishop and Gladwell. The essential theme
which separates this method from that of Bishop et al. is the dependence of the method's application upon the calculated
deflection functions and the attendent calculated distributions of mass unbalance in terms of characteristic functions.
Comparison of the actual rotor response to the calculated reactions in the theoretically chosen balance planes allows a
balance weight distribution to be derived which, when used as a system of trial weights, leads to the final rotor
corrections.
Formulation of the equations of motion in terms of the mass eccentricities in each of a finite number of rotor sections,
into which the rotor has been imagined to be divided is the basis of the balancing method of Tang and Trumpler (104,
105). The balancing method consists of selecting, with the aide of a computer, the optimal distribution of mass eccentric
ities so as to minimize rotor unbalance response. Basic assumptions of this method are that the rotor is built-up of sec
tions previously rigid body balanced with the residual mass eccentricities measured and stored in a computer which
would statistically select the assemblies and eccentricities for the optimal distribution giving the lowest
response level.
With such a method, it is proposed that no further balancing of the rotor would be necessary. As is obvious, if there are
no, or few built-up sections of the rotor the possible eccentricity combinations become very limited with the distinct
pos
sibility of an unacceptable level of residual unbalance. Similarly, there is no recourse available to
balance the rotor if the
optimal eccentricity distribution leads to unsatisfactory behavior. Therefore the
method as a prime balancing method is of
only limited value, whereas the basic idea of selecting the optimal eccentricity
distribution is valuable in minimizing un
balance levels; such a program is already used by most large rotor manufacturers as a standard procedure.
Method Compariaona
As previously mentioned. Eubanks (39) compared some
of the flexible rotor balancing techniques. The comparisons made
were both analytical and empirical in nature. From the analytical
comparisons made on the basis of residual unbalance
after the application of the various techniques it was concluded that the
modal methods (Bishop and Gladwell, Federn,
U.S., etc.) were preferable because of the possibility of successive
improvement with application. The method of Church
and Plunkett and the influence methods of Den Hartog were concluded to be useful for
more general shaft conditions
than the modal methods, however it was also concluded that the necessary
corrections for the influence based methods
may be unreasonably large. From the
experimental results, the modal methods were shown to be superior to the
in
fluence and two-plane methods, with the method of Bishop and Gladwell yielding
the best results. The influence
coefficient based methods were found not to provide balance
conditions which were as satisfactory as the modal meth
ods. The overall conclusion was the superiority of the modal annulment methods.particularly
the method of Bishop and
Gladwell.
A shortcoming of the experimental
application of the methods studied by Eubanks was, as he pointed out in his dis
cussions, that if the selection of the balancing planes and the balancing speeds
are not well chosen the balance condition
may be detrimentally affected. Also, in the
analytical comparison, the influence coefficient balancing methods are dis
counted on the basis of assumed difficulties in obtaining actual deflection measurements,
this obviously pertaining more
to the equipment used than to the method itself.
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Dimentberg (33) published a review of the current balancing methods as of 1 964, in which he presented a brief synopsis
of various methods proposed for use in balancing flexible rotors, including the methods of Meldahl, Den Hartog, Federn,
Hu'bner, Bishop and Gladwell. Because of its lack of indepth material, providing only a very brief statement of the included
methods, it is valuable in giving insight into the state of Russian flexible rotor balancing as of 1964. In this regard, based
upon the methods covered by Dimentberg, the iron curtain countries were concerned primarily with methods of
two-
plane flexible rotor balancing, as is evidenced by their multiplicity in this work.
A much more indepth review of flexible rotor balancing was made by Kushul and Shlyakhtin (61). In this work the authors
reviewed and compared the influence coefficient method of Den Hartog with various modal balancing methods including
simultaneous and "N +
B"
modal methods, as per Kellenberger, and a
"combined"
N + B modal. The difference be
tween the
"combined"
N + B modal method and others is that N balance planes are used to annul the rotor vibrations
resulting from the N characteristic modes within the speed range. Then a trim balance is performed using B planes to re
move any residual effects at any of the B bearings. Based upon a series of simple examples (calculated) the authors con
clude that the "combined*N + B modal is the most desirable of the methods considered, with the trim balance providing
the advantage over the influence method or the pure modal approaches.
Bishop and Parkinson (20) and Rieger (96) present literature surveys pertaining to the broad field of rotordynamics, with
an emphasis of the former on the modal technique of Bishop and Gladwell, while the latter emphasizes both the modal
and the influence coefficient approaches. The former concludes the accuracy of the modal method formulated by Bishop
et al., while the latter
1. Modal balancing is a turbine-generator developed technique whose effectiveness has been
demonstrated for laboratory and turbinegenerator systems;
2. The influence coefficient method of Lund and Rieger appears simpler to apply than the
modal method because it requires no knowledge of the general rotor response characteristic
modes;
3. Neither the modal nor influence methods have been verified on complex multicomponent
turbomachinery.
A principal reason for the importance of either work resides not in the conclusions which either reach but in the literature
review which they both provide, giving a thorough examination of the previous balancing and rotordynamics works.
The work of Levit and Royzman (64) comprises a thorough survey of balancing procedures for both rigid and flexible ro
tors, with the emphasis being on the flexible systems. For each technique studied the appropriate equations are derived
and the technique's method of application described. Included in the survey are various influence coefficient methods.
Den Hartog's influence method, various forms of modal balancing (stepwise, simultaneous. N, N + B, using limited
planes, etc.), graphical techniques/and Fourier seriesbased techniques. Also reviewed are the effects of the rigidity of the
rotor and the effects of flexibility in the bearings. No comparisons are given of balancing techniques and examples are
sparse, however the thorough analytical presentation of each method renders each of the methods understandable and




Prior to any theoretical development of balancing methods it is first necessary to be able to express analytically
the equa
tions of motion. Therefore, consider a circular shaft of uniform cross section rotating in the XYZ coordinate system,
fixed
in space such that the Z axis coincides with the line of bearing centers. Neglecting gravitational effects this is also
the sta
tic elastic axis, or in other words the line that is formed by the geometric centerline of the shaft when the
shaft is not
moving.
Because of manufacturing errors the mass axis of the rotor, that is the line formed by the centers of gravity of an
infinite
number of elements of the thickness dz, will not lie along the elastic axis. Although the size of this defect may be
of negli
gible proportions, the effect of the defect is proportional to the square of the velocity of the rotation, or the centrifugal
force is equivalent to mew2, where m is the mass of the element, e is the radial offset of the mass axis from the elastic
axis and
w2 is the speed of rotation in radians per second.
If the selected shaft is divided up into small elements each of whose length is dz, one could represent one
such element
as shown in Figure 21 , where E is the geometric center of the element, C is the center of gravity, and e is the offset of the
mass axis. (C) from the elastic axis (E) at some speed of rotation w. If the assumptions are made that the shaft obeys
beam theory, gyroscopic and rotary inertia effects are negligible, shear deflections are negligible,
and the flexural rigidity
(El) of the shaft is constant along its length, then the equations of motion can be developed as follows.
Assume the shaft to be subjected to distributed viscous and hysteretic damping as well as subjected to the once per revo
lution effects of unbalance as in Figure 21 (c). In the XZ plane the summation of forces yields
S + dS - S + Wdz - (Bx + Dx) dz = 0 (D
or after simplifying and dividing by dz
dS
dz
= (Bx + Dx) W (2)
dY/2
(B'
? + D'Y) dZ
(B1
8 + D'X) dZ
dX/2
Figure 21 Sign convention for the equation of motion.
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taking moments about the left-hand side of the element gives




+ S = 0
M - dM = 0
(3)
neglecting second order terms.
Recalling the differential equation for the deflection of a beam to be
El -& - - M
d2z





M = El dSi
dz*
because El is constant. Further, differentiation of (3) with respect to z yields
-d2M
dZ2 dz
Substituation of (5) into (6) leaves
El
d!x
+ d = Q
dz1* dz
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produces the differential equation of motion
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are functions of z only.
When the motion of the shaft is viewed as an Argand diagram, (12) and (13) can be combined with the aid of















The solution to (15) can be derived by seeking a solution in terms of the normal modes of vibration of the beam. If the
characteristic modes of vibration are expressed as 6 , (z). 6 2 (z). ...then e"can be expressed as
l(z) = S i 0(z) (16)
r=1
r r
where the coefficients of e
r
are complex so as to produce a real series to represent e(z) and an imaginary series to repre
sent ie'(z). Also the solution of (15) can be expressed in a similar manner so that
00
V(z,t) - S V (t)0 (z) , (17)
r=1
where the coefficients Vr are also complex to yield a real series of x(z,t) and an imaginary series to represent iy(z,t).
The free undamped transverse vibration of a beam has characteristic functions which demonstrate the following prop
erty, where w
r




2 - / x
Application of (18) to (15) combined with substitution.of (16) and (17) into (15), and using (18) provides the following
Vr + ^ Vr + (% - w2 + w2) Vr = W2ir (19)
YA r YA r r
As was the case for the undamped free vibrations of a uniform shaft, equation (19) indicates the independence of the
coordinates Vr when damping, both viscous and hysteretic, is included in the theory.indicating the deflection shapes are
the same for the damped free vibration as for the principal modes (undamped natural modes).
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Modal Balancing (Biahop and Gladwell)
The importance of the applicability of orthogonality to the modes of vibration of a rotating shaft is hard to over emphasize.
In essence the satisfaction of orthogonality means that the response of a rotor at any given speed is the resultant of the
sum of the effects of each and every natural mode of vibration of the system at that speed, At resonance, that is a
natural
frequency of the rotor-bearing system, the natural mode whose frequency is in resonance is highly amplified and is the
prime contributor to the resulting response of the shaft, w all other natural modes contributing very little. Graphically this
can be illustrated in Figure 22. As the rotor is operating at low speed w, (w< wn) there is negligible effects from any nat
ural mode but as the operating speed increases toward the first natural frequency the system approaches resonance and
the deflection shape corresponding to the first mode is amplified and becomes dominant. In the ensuing rotor motion and
deflection, the first mode is of primary importance with the remaining modal effects from W2, W3 ... contributing only a
small portion to the observed effects.
Figure 22 Critical apeed affect*.
As the operational speed of the system exceeds the first natural frequency the effect of the first mode lessens until it is
finally of minimal importance. If the rotational velocity approaches the second natural frequency resonance begins to oc
cur with this mode. The observed effects are caused primarily by the second mode with only minor effects from wi, , W3,
W4, ... The importance of this mode too begins to decrease as rotational speed exceeds the second natural frequency and
approaches W3 where the third mode of vibration is excited, and so on, ad infinitum.
Because of the orderly nature of the vibrational factors a logical and orderly method of balancing flexible rotors becomes
readily apparent. If a rotor is run up to the vicinity of the first natural frequency, the first mode will become dominant and
all other modes will stay of minor importance. Therefore, balance out the first mode. In this manner the dominant in
fluencing factor is eliminated and the rotor should be balanced through the first critical frequency. Running the system to
the vicinity of the second natural frequency should excite the second mode into a dominant condition. If it too is balanced
so as not to upset the first mode, then the resulting unbalance of the shaft will only be affected by the natural modes of
W3, W4, W5,... Accelerating the shaft to the next critical speed, and eliminating it should balance the shaft through W3 with
the only influencing factors being wn^i W4. Similar stepwise balancing of the system for all the natural modes covered in
the rotor-bearing overspeed range should balance the rotor for all speeds from zero to the overspeed limit. A trim balance
at the operational speed, if necessary, should complete the procedure.
It is all well and good to verbalize a method of balancing, but does it hold up under analytical scrutinization? To prove that
it does, the differential equation relating the loading caused by centrifugal forces (unbalance) to the deflection of the shaft
can be written as, referring to Figure 23,
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Curve A - disposition of mass centres
relative to axis of rotation at very
low speed.
Curve B - disposition of mass centres relative
to axis of rotation at higher speed.
Curve C - disposition of mass centres relative
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position of mass centres above the
first critical after the first balance
weights are added.
position of mass centres near
the second critical speed.
AXIS OF
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v distance,of center of mass from rotational axis at the speed of rotation, w;
v = distance of center of mass from rotational axis at a very low speed or rotation!
v
-vQ
= deflection of rotor caused by inertia forces on rotor;
w = angular speed of rotation.
If the low speed of rotation is taken to be zero, V0 represents the unbalance distribution and as such can be defined in
terms of the normal modes of the system, such that






where C1C2, ... are constants whose values depend on v0 and
9 1,02, 03 ... are the normal modes of the system. Likewise, the mass axis, v, at speed w, can be represented as
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Examination shows that at low rotational speeds the denominators of (26) can be approximated by one or.
=




which proves the deflection at a low speed is equal to the sum of the system's modal components (Cr9r). If the normal
modes, or natural frequencies are widely separated, then as the rotational speed approaches the first natural frequency
the modal components remain essentially unchanged except for that of the first mode. This particular component tends to
an infinite value making it clear that it is the significant factor behind the system's motion in this area. It was stated that
the modal component tends to infinity, while this is indeed true the actual deflection of the rotor will seldom if ever reach
such levels because the damping in the system will normally limit the amplitudes to finite, though large levels. With an
increase in rotational speed past wi, the first modal component will be noted as decreasing in value and hence in impor
tance. Though this value is negative it can be readily seen that the value of its contribution rapidly approaches zero as the
speed is increased beyond wi. Approach of w to each natural frequency in turn produces the same effects, hence it can
be concluded that the orthogonality of the modes indeed yields valuable benefits in terms of balancing possibilities.
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From equation (19) it can be seen that in the absence of any balancing masses, the unbalance or lack of balance in the
rth mode is
er=
7* f I e(z) * 0r(z)dz (28)
e'r=I* / Je'(z)0r(z)dz
where
l['r'z* = / : 0 (z) dz (29)
is a normalizing constant.
When balancing masses are added the new mass axis can now be defined as
a (z) = a(z) + ia'(z) ,*r
= r+irf. (30)
where a(z) is identical everywhere to e(z) except where there is a balancing mass added to the rotor. If such a
balancing mass were added over a length x about the section 5 = z 1 such that ( z <5z/2 )^ z ( z, + 5 z/2





m = applied balancing axial length
n radius at which the balancing mass is applied.
In these statements there is the implied condition that the balance mass is substantially less than, or negligible com












with, m = n8z.
Then, since "a(z) and e\z) differ only in the finite additional
"mass"
at z = z, , the normal mode
representation fora(z) will be the
same as the normal mode representation for"e(z). In reality, however, the additional
"mass"
will be distributed in a normal interval
dz about zi , as illustrated in Figure 24 where e(z) would correspond to the
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To evaluate the integral in equation (33), we must use the Mean Value Theorem for integrals. Thus
a_
=
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YAZ^ 0r (zk) 0r(z;] (35)
The implications of the significance of these results are not fully realized until one recalls that a and
a'
are representations
of distributed continuous systems, whereas the balance masses are discrete units. Equation (35) thereby represents the
reaction of a distributed mass system to the addition of a discrete mass at an arbitrary point. This relation can therefore
be used in the development of an analytical balancing theory.
The purpose behind balancing, or perhaps rather a definition of balancing can be said to be the procedure whereby
through the addition of a finite number of discrete masses to a rotor-bearing system the mass axis of the system is forced
to coincide with the static deflection axis, that is the eccentricity of the mass axis from the static elastic axis.is eliminated.
Under this condition it can be seen that in order to attain these ends it becomes necessary to force the quantities in the
square brackets of (35) to be equal to zero for evey value of r. It will later be proven that the elimination of the unbalance
will indeed force the mass axis into coincidence with the static deflection line. For a continuous distributed system the
value of r approaches infinity indicating a continuous balance mass distribution, which is both impractical and impossible.
Physical limitations prevent finding an unbalance distribution and thereby limit the application of balancing masses to dis
crete rather than distributed values. It thence becomes necessary to limit the value of r to a finite number. This point will
be discussed in detail later.
The objective of this is to formulate a systematic and logical procedure for eliminating the unbalance of the system. If it is
recalled the 9 , (z) is the normal mode function of the rth mode, then it will also be recalled that the normal mode func
tions will assume deflection shapes similar to those illustrated in Figure 25. Further, according to the previous devel
opment e r will assume a distribution similar to the mode function r (z)for the corresponding rth mode. Assuming the
value of the unbalance e(z) in the rth mode is known or can be found, as the rotor speed is brought into the vicinity of wi,





01(z1) = 0 (36)
where mi is the balance mass attached at the transverse plane at z = zi. The value of mi will be seen from (36) to vary
inversely with n, hence if ri is taken to be the maximum deflection of the rotor, an antinode in reality, then the rotor can
be balanced for the first mode using the smallest possible weight. The relation (36) will not give the absolute or actual
magnitude of mi but rather a
"normalized"
value because of the inability of highly idealized systems to accurately predict






Figure 25 Application of tha modal balancing method of Bishop and Gladwell.
The addition of mi to the rotor to balance the first mode may or may not have any effect on 92(z).03(z), ... If there is any
detrimental effect it is of no consequence as these modes have not yet been balanced. Regardless of the effect on higher
modes, the vibration at wi should be the result of the effects of the remaining modes at wi, which should be of negligible
consequence as has already been shown.
If W2 lies within the operational speed range of the system then as the rotor velocity approaches W2 the effect of02<z) is
amplified. Under this set of circumstances the rotor may be balanced at W2 by adding a mass m2 to balance the second






i2(z2) = 0 (37)
The magnitude of m2 must be determined by trial and error. Unfortunately, if this arrangement is utilized the unbalance of
the first mode may very well be excited as well as03 (z),04<z) .... etc. The effect on higher modes is of no consequence.
however, it is important to maintain the level of balance already achieved for any lower modes. Therefore, to balance the
second mode without upsetting the first mode balance, two balance masses, rri2 and rm, must be attached so that for the
second mode
m2r2g m3r39




while for the first mode, so as not to upset the balance at wi.
m201(z2) + m301(z3)
= 0 (39)




As for the balance of the second mode, the most efficient (smallest) values of m2 and m3 will result from selection of Z2
and Z3 to be the antinodes of the second mode. Such an arrangement is shown in Figure 25 (B).
If the third mode lies below or near the operating speed of the system it too must be taken into consideration. A single
mass may suffice, however it will most surely affect the balance of the lower modes. This then would not be a wise
choice. Two masses may be utilized but it can be proven as in reference (13) that this situation will also yield a balance
for the third mode affecting lower modes, or an insufficient balance for the third mode.
To balance the third mode successfully without upsetting the balance for the lower modes requires a minimum of three

















(Z5) + M^) = 0'3^5
YAz-
with the condition that
W W 01(z6)
02(zk) 02(z5) 02(z6)
03(zj 03(z5) 0,(z6)^ '
* ?0 (41b)
From the necessary steps to balance the first three modes without upsetting the
level of balance achieved in the lower
modes a pattern can be seen to be emerging. In order to balance the rth mode without diminishing the balance achieved
for any modes below the rth , it is necessary and sufficient to add r
balance weights at r positions along the rotor such
that the sums of the masses times their displacements in each of the lower mddes is zero. A further condition is that the
normalized mass-radius-displacement products in the rth mode are equal to the negative of the unbalance distribution in
that mode, the only limit on the selection of planes for the attachment of balance
masses being that the determinant of
displacements of the r planes in the rth and lower modes shall not be equal to zero (singular).
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which guarantees a nontrival solution.
Since the exact nature of the original unbalance distribution is unknown, the balance weights yielded by the solution of these simul
taneous equations are not of the proper magnitudes to balance the system, but are in the proper proportions. The actual magni
tudes of the balance weights must be found by trial and error.
Because of the orthogonal nature of the normal mode functions, 0r (z), it is theoretically only necessary to balance for
those critical speeds which lie within the overspeed range of the rotor bearing system. If this does not produce a satisfac
tory balance at the operational speed it may be necessary to either
"trim"
balance the system at the operational speed or
to include the next higher mode in the balancing scheme. Moore and Dodd (34) have shown that under certain conditions
a special
"averaging"
procedure may be necessitated in order to balance the rotor, however under normal conditions this
should not be necessary.
Method of Minimum Planea
The method of modal balancing (Bishop and Gladwell) as analyzed previously can be extended to cover the
"classical"
balancing procedure commonly referred to as low speed or rigid body balancing. This is adequately covered in numerous
references among which are (13) and (21). However under the method of modal balancing as proposed by Bishop and
Gladwell, the rigid body balancing is an extraneous procedure and is not considered essential to the balancing process.
As such it is not included in the routine analytics and is not recommended by Bishop et al., because of the restric
tions which it places upon the simple, systematic modal procedure. Whereas the modal method advocated by Bishop uti
lizes N balance weights to annul the effects of the Nth critical speed of the rotor-bearing system, consideration of the ri
gid-body effects forces the addition of two planes, or N + 2 planes total, to be used to eliminate the unbalance effects for
the Nth critical speed. This latter method whereby N + 2 planes are used to balance the Nth normal mode is referred to
as the N + 2 method, the comprehensive modal balance, or the method of minimum planes, among others. Regardless of
the title, the point remains that under this school of thought, the inclusion of the rigid body modes is considered to be cru
cial to a successful balancing technique.
The analytical development begins with the equation of motion as defined by (11),





3z* t 9 3t2 9
w (43)
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This can be simplified if damping, both viscous and hysteretic are neglected. This is a reasonable assumption when it is
realized that with the system yielding (43) the viscous damping, as well as the hysteretic, are distributed terms and under
most conceivable circumstances the viscous forces will be those attributable to the environment, which is likely to be a
light viscous fluid. The viscous effects produced from these will be of insignificant proportions. The hysteretic damping is
dependent on the vibration or movement of the rotor to produce any sizable effects. The only means by which the rotor
will vibrate at speed under the synchronous effect of unbalance is if the rotor or the bearings are asymmetric. Most rotors
and bearings of modern manufacture tend to design and build rotors and bearings so that asymmetry is reduced to as low
a level as possible. Hence the rotor system is designed to execute nearly circular bearing orbits to minimize the instability
of rotor effects. Acting under these conditions the deflection mode curve of the rotor at any given speed will therefore
tend to act as if
"frozen"
in space rotating about the Z axis with little or no change in deflection as it rotates in space.
Therefore the effects of hysteresis can be ignored except under circumstances including consideration of a major form of







w x = w a (44)
Because the rotor motion is "frozen "in space, the time dependence of (44) can be disregarded since it is the steady-state




w x = w a (45)
Consideration of the unbalance (35) and assuming the solution to be of the form
x(z)
= 1 X (2)0 (z)
r=1
(46)
together with the relation expressed in (18) produce
Z w 2x 0 -
w2
Z. x 0 = w2a
r=1 rrr r=1 r r
(47)
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0r(z) (49)
If the rotor behaves as a rigid body at some speed interval below the overspeed range, usually at low speeds for a flexible
rotor, the rigid body modes may be of significant consideration, especially if the bearings are flexible . Basically, rigid body
or low speed balancing is a process whereby a rotor supported in L bearings is altered by L balance masses so that the
center of mass of the rotor lies on the centerline of the bearings in such a manner so that no net force or moments are

















ze(z)dz = 0 (51)
The relation of equation (50) simply insures that the summation of the forces along the rotor length is zero. Since under
any real circumstances the distribution of the unbalance, e(z),is unknown it is normal to utilize the bearing reactions in









The remaining L-1 conditions are expressible in the form of (51 ), these being simply that the summation of moments, as









where bi is the z dimension from the position b, about which moments are being taken for the ith bearing. It is obvious





























These equations represent a system of N + L simultaneous equations for N weights. Obviously there are L more equa
tions than solutions, therefore there exist two choices. The first choice is that no reasonable solution exists for (54), or
secondly that L additional balance planes be admitted, thereby requiring N + L balance weights for the Nth mode. For
example, if one has a two bearing system and one also wishes to balance for the third critical speed, there would have to
be N = 3 balance planes for a successful flexible rotor balance, plus L = 2 additional planes to insure the rigid body bal
ance, or a total of 3 + 2 = 5 balance planes . Using the terminology of N + 2 for this method applied to a two bearing
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Similar to the method of Bishop and Gladwell the condition of a non-singular coefficient matrix must be met as the only
restriction on the selection of balancing planes. Thus to insure a successful balance for the third modeof a two bearing.















01(z1) 01(z2) 01(z3) 01(z2() 01(z5)
02(Zl) 02(z2) 02(z3) 02(zA) 02(z5)
03(Zl) 03(z2) 03(z3) 03(zk) 03(z5)
* 0 (56)
where the first row of the determinant expresses the sum of the forces and the second line expresses the relation of the
moments. Also, as with the N method of Bishop and Gladwell, equations (55), with the condition of (56), do not produce
the final balance weights but rather the correct proportioning of the balance weights, the final values only being deter
mined by a series of trial runs (trial and error). Unlike the N method there is no special
"averaging"
procedure as pre
sented by Moore and Dodd (34), although since these are both modal methods it is forseeable that without substantial
difficulty the averaging procedure of Moore and Dodd could be extended to the N + 2 case.
One word of repetition is necessary to point out that for the N case satisfaction of equations (42), or for the N + 2 case
satisfaction of equation (55). will theoretically yield a balance condition in which the eccentricity of the rotor elastic axis is
eliminated, i.e. there is a condition of zero displacement at the bearings and hence no rotor vibration. This statement or
deduction comes from re-examination of the equation of motion of the rotor-bearing system as defined by (49).
Exact Point-Spaed Influence Coefficient Method (Lund and Rieger)
Since the advent of modern engineering techniques influence coefficients have been utilized to relate the effect at point B
to a reaction at point A. The classical development for this can be found in Theory of Sound, by Lord Rayleigh. It was log
ical that influence coefficient procedures should be extended to the balancing of flexible rotors. Methods involving in
fluence coefficients have been expounded (32), however until the introduction and widespread application of computers
few comprehensive influence methods were utilized. With the advent of modern computer capabilities, methods requiring
the influence coefficient approach have been presented and demonstrated.
The IC method of (91 ) is probably the most widely distributed and accepted procedure of general availability at the pre
sent time. It has the advantages of sharing the same general analytical procedures and background of other IC methods
while being simple and straightforward in its application.
Picking up the development of the rotor response to unbalance at equations (49), and rewriting it here.
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k=l T^S 0r <"k>
0r(z), (57)
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it can be seen that the system response in the XZ plane is a function of the unbalance present in the system. Another way of ex
pressing this type of interaction of unbalance and response is through the use of influence coefficients as briefly outlined previously.
Under such a development the rotor system could be divided into a discrete number of sections, or elements, of number p. The re




In this form c
lk
is the influence coefficient relating the unbalance in the kth section, uk to the response in the ith section, Xj .
As there are a total of p elements in the rotor, it is possible there would be a total of p unbalances. Hence the response of the ith
section would be the sum of the effects of all the unbalances throughout the system. This can be stated as
P
x = Z c y.. (59)
j=l
1J J
A similar relation exists in the YZ plane, namely
? 1 1
Using the notation of equation (14), equations (59) and (60) can be rewritten as
P
V,
= Z 0(. . U.
where
J=l




A generalized matrix equation can be written from (61) which would be
H =[]{} (63)















where i is not necessarily the same as j. In this manner if the effects at only i elements are desired then it is not necessary to con
sider the effects on the remaining (j-i) elements. This assumes that i is less then j. Let i range from A to B such that
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In this particular case, V is the deflection of the rotor measured at two locations, A and B, which for a two bearing rotor
system might be the bearings. The a matrix, ]a\, is now defined as being the flexibility influence coefficient matrix whose
coefficients relate the deflection at point z = A to the unbalance U j . These matrices, as with the V matrix, are
complex.
To balance this rotor-bearing system it is necessary to eliminate the unbalance {ll}. The following describes how this
goal can be accomplished. To begin, it is necessary to define the subscripts of ]a [. The first number corresponds to the
measurement location, whereas the second refers to the plane of attachment of trial weights. It will be noted that corre
sponding to the j terms of {ul there are j elements (columns) in each row of \a (. Not only is this necessary for mathe
matical accuracy, but it is also necessary from a logical point of view, for the matrix operations cannot be performed un
less | a [ is a square matrix. The jth balance plane is also the jth unbalance plane, or in other words the unbalance
distribution e(z) has been, it is assumed, broken up into j components, each of these j components occupying a plane
transverse to the axis of the rotor. The position or selection of these j planes are such that they will also serve as balance
planes, with the balance weights producing the identical but opposite effects of the j unbalances. With the effects of the
unbalance thereby removed, the rotor is balanced to exhibit negligible amplitudes at the measurement planes. In short
since J U \ is reduced to zero, by (63) the amplitudes i V I ace equal to zero.
Let there also be a superscript added to the terms of frl and ]a [. This superscript will denote the balancing speed con
sidered, usually a system critical speed or operational
speed. For example3(2) would be the influence coefficient corre
sponding to the effect of trial weights in the third balance sponding to
the effect of trial weights in the third balance plane,
as measured at the second balancing speed, as recorded as measured at the second balancing speed as recorded at
measurement location B.
In order to solve for the proper balance weights it is crucial to determine the discretized unbalances U j . To do this it be
comes essential to first obtain values for the influence coefficients which is accomplished by means of some simple cal
culations based upon a series of trial weight runs. The procedure is initiated by first selecting the measurement locations.
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normally the bearings or some other important locations and by selecting the number of balance planes. With this pro
cedure the number of balance speeds is defined by
4-
; for j even
P
- { t + i (66)
^-* ; for j odd
where j is the number of balancing planes as defined by
j = (N + R) + 1 (67)
with
N = number of the critical speeds considered in operational speed range
R = number of the rigid modes considered.
It should be noted that with this terminology it would be necessary to use (1 + 2) + 1 =4 bal
ance planes to balance a rotor which operated near or above its first flexible critical speed. With
some application of logic it should be apparent that three planes would also suffice, although it is
not necessary to reduce the number of planes as both the three and four planes balances will
produce similar results (9J). Further, it should be noted that whereas the modal balancing pro
cedures have the number of balancing planes required based upon the mode specifically being
considered, this present technique defines the number of balance planes based upon consid
eration of the total speed range, selecting the number of planes based solely on the number of
critical speeds and rigid modes covered by the system up to the overspeed limit, or by the num
ber of speeds at which a balance is required. This influence coefficient variation could be de
scribed as an N + 3 approach in terms previously defined, where the N + 3 not only states the
number of planes necessary to balance for the Nth mode, but also is the total number of planes
required up to the vicinity of the (N + 1) th mode.
To illustrate the difference in the number of planes necessary according to the theoretical appli
cation of the N, N + 2, and the N + 3 methods, refer to Table 1 . From this it can be deduced that
whereas the influence approach requires substantially more planes than do the N or N + 2 modal
methods, for the lower modes, it also requires substantially less to balance the higher modes. It
should be pointed out, in all fairness to each method that Table 1 . indicates the theoretical num
ber of planes required, whereas in actual practice fewer planes can actually be successfully uti
lized, thereby reducing the true number of planes necessary for a successful balance.
Once the number of balance planes has been decided, as well as the number of measurement
speeds, the actual balancing procedure can commence. Without any trial weights the rotor is run
to the first balancing speed at which time measurements of the amplitudes and phase angles of
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Mode N N + 2 Influence
First 1 1 +2 1+3
Total 1 3 4
Second 2 2 1
Total 3 5 5
Third 3 3 1
Total 6 8 6
Fourth 4 4 1
Total 10 12 7
Table I Comparlaon of the number of required planea.
The rotor is stopped and a trial weight, T, of known magnitude and angular location is inserted in
the first balance plane. Again the system if accelerated to the balance speed, and again the am






















































Continuation of this practice through the pth balance speed yields all of the influence



























where the only unknowns exist in the U matrix. Because of the condition of (66) relating p and j,
]a [ can be seen to be square, hence inversion of ] | and forming the product | a [
-1 \ vj allows
the effective unbalance, j U I, to be determined . Placement of an equivalent but opposite unbal
ance (-U , ) at the r th balance plane forces annulment of the unbalance and hence a balanced con
dition to exist throughout the rotor. The equivalent but opposite unbalance for the rth plane,
-U r) is in actuality the correction or balance weight.
Because the unbalance is the cause of the rotor deflection in a particular manner at a specified
speed, it is essential to stipulate sufficient discretized, or localized, unbalance along the rotor and
also at those planes of maximum benefit, for example at antinodes. Intuitively the shape that the
rotor assumes is also dependent on the mode having the major influence at that speed, it is for
this reason that the balancing speeds are normally selected to be the critical speeds, operational
speed, or rigid mode speeds as these will be the major factors in determining whether or not a
balance weight distribution is effective or not.
Extension and modification of this method to allow for additional measurement locations, for ex
ample more than two bearings, is covered in reference (91), (IJ and (5).
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Generalized Equationa Solution*
The expression presented previously as equation (19),
r







is derived from the differential equation (15) representing the equations of motion of the lateral
vibrations of a bar composed of an infinite number of discrete elements possessing uniform axial
symmetry of constant cross-section under the effects of uniformly distributed viscous and hys
teretic damping, uniformly distributed elastic restoring forces, and discrete mass eccentricity. If
instead of representing the rotor shaft as a continuous bar, the rotor is represented to be a sys
tem of discrete elements, a development parallel to that presented for the continuous system is
possible.
If m, represents the mass, b, the viscous damping coefficient, c, the combined hysteretic
damping coefficient and elastic restoring force, and q , the forcing function caused by unbalance,
of the i th element, then it is possible to write a general differential equation of motion for the i th
element,
m.x. + b.x. + ex. = q. (75)
ii ll li M
v '
Using matrix notation to write the simultaneous equations of all elements of the system (75) can
be written in the general form
[M]{x> + [b]{x> + [C]{x> = {q} (76)
where the matrices ]M|. |b[, and ]C| are symmetric and are positive definite for a positive definite
system.
Similar to the method of uncoupling the equation of (15) by use of the characteristic functions
8 r (z) , it is desired to uncouple the equations of (76). Assume a linear transformation can be
made to uncouple the equations in terms of their characteristic modes of vibration Ur , in terms
of the generalized coordinates Nr. The transformation could be stated as
{x} = [U]{N} (77)
The orthonormal modes ]U( are the solutions of the eigenvalue problem associated with
[M][U] = [C][U][X]d (78)
which is the eigenvalue problem of the undamped system. The matrix |A[ is diagonal and is
the matrix of the eigenvalues (critical speeds). Premultiplication of (78) by
|U(T
yields
[U]T[M][U] = [U]T[C][U][W2] (79)
19The use of a subscript
"d"
on a matrix signifies a diagonal matrix.
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fb][U]{fl} + [U]T[C][U]{N> = [U]T{q>
which, with reference to (80) becomes
{N} + [B]{N> + [W2]{N> = {Q} (82)
where
[B] = [U]T[b][U] (83)
is symmetric but not generally diagonal, and
{Q} = [U]T{q> (84)
is a column matrix of generalized forces based upon transforming fq I to the generalized coordi
nates Jn}. -
The result as stated in equation (82) is the result of the application of classical modal analysis
techniques and is equivalent in nature to the relation of (74) based upon the modal analysis of
Bishop and Gladwell (1j3). Examination of (82) reveals, according to Meirovitch (76) that in the
special case of the damping matrix ]b[ being a linear combination of |M[ and )C|, then the |B[
matrix is diagonal and the equations of motion (32) are uncoupled. Further, if the damping matrix
is expressible as a polynomial in terms of the ]M[ and ]C[ matrices then "the modal matrix ob
tained from the solution of the eigenvalue problem associated with the undamped system can be
used as a transformation of the damped
system."20
If the damping matrix ]B| is not diagonal then the resulting equations are not uncoupled.
However, if the elements of the damping coefficients are small, then it may be possible to neglect
the offdiagonal terms without introducing serious error. Physically this operation means that the
damping is of sufficiently small magnitude as to be considered a second order effect.
"Reference (76), p. 393.
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On the other hand, if the ]b| matrix cannot be reduced to a diagnol form in the matrix |B[ by use
of the modal matrix in the transformation, and the damping terms are not negligible, then the
equations cannot be uncoupled by use of the modal matrix. Hence, "classical modal analysis
must be abandoned and a different procedure adopted."21
If an assumption is made the (76) can be written in the form of
[M]{y(t)> + [K]{y(t)> = {y(t)} (85)
where
f{A(t)}) f {0} 1
Wt)}-i{x(t)}HM'>>={Mt>>|- <86
by use of Hamilton's canonical equations, then an eigenvalue problem can be written for (85) in
modal terms. If a further assumption is made that nontrivial solutions are derived from the eigen
value problem, then (85) is expressible in modal terms and the resultant modal functions |r are
orthcngonal. Meirovitch in referring to the motion of this case in the rth mode states
The motion in this mode, although synchronous, is not as easy to recognize as in the case of un
damped systems. Every complex element possesses a different phase angle, so the correspond
ing coordinate will reach its maximum excursion at a different time than the remaining coordi
nates. However, the sequence in which the coordinates reach their maximum remains the same
for each cycle; furthermore, after one complete cycle the coordinates are in the same position as
at the beginning of the cycle. Therefore, the modes continuously change their position during one
cycle, but during the next cycle the pattern repeats itself... This motion is distinctly different than
the synchronous motion of the modes associated with undamped systems. For undamped sys
tems the elements are no longer complex and thus the phase angle is either zero or 1 80 degrees
(if the element is of opposite sign). All the elements reach their maximum excursions simultane
ously and these maximum excursions remain the same cycle after cycle; the modes are station
ary.22
21 Reference (76). p. 394.
"Reference (76). p. 415.
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ANALYTICAL BALANCING SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In a review of the open literature primarily three balancing techniques emerge which are currently in use and are
appli
cable to flexible rotor systems. The three are:
I. Modal Method
A. Method of Bishop and Gladwell
B. Separation technique of Moore and Dodd
II. Combined Rigid Body and Modal Method
A. Method of Federn
B. Simultaneous method of Kellenberger
III. The influence coefficient technique of Lund and Rieger.
Each of these foregoing balancing concepts will be outlined in the following sections in terms of the means of their appli
cation to rotor systems. Immediately succeeding the methods will be descriptions of the sample rotor systems and the
results of each method applied to that particular system. Because of limitation, all methods were not applied to all the
sample systems. However, the results and conclusions which could be logically drawn from the application of the meth
ods will follow at the end of each sample
system.- Financial limitations, as well as lack of access to adequate facilities,
negated the possibility of applying any of the current balancing techniques to actual rotor systems, either of a laboratory
or of an industrial nature. To fulfill the needs of establishing a basis of common comparison of the various approaches, the
methods were analytically compared by means of a circular orbit unbalance response program , which is
along the lines of those found in (68) and (71).
The particular program used is based upon extension of Prohl's (86) formulation, as is described in (68), (7_1 ),
and (96), to include fluid-film bearing stiffness and damping effects. The experimental verification of program is the basis
of (71 ). The use and results of programs are included in such works as (3), (4), (72), (9J), and (95). In the published reports
dealing with the application of unbalance response programs various rotor configurations have been utilized ranging from
simple geometry massive disk on flexible shafts to complex geometry rotors simulating small gas turbines. Of special in
terest are (3) and (4) which applied the unbalance response programs to a gas turbine rotor model. Also, (65) is of impor
tance because it demonstrated the unbalance response programs being applied to simulate various configurations of in
dustrial compressor rotors. The application of these programs to actual rotor configurations is important for they
demonstrate the applicability of this approach to the simulation of actual rotor systems, also the rotors used in the follow
ing examples, being a small gas turbine rotor and a steam turbine rotor, are not unlike the rotor simulations of (3) and (4),
and (65), respectively, although the following study is the first known application of one of these programs to a rotor as
large as that of the steam turbine used herein as an example rotor.
The method of balancing comparison using the unbalance response program to simulate the rotor follows the
procedure elucidated in (91 ), namely that an unbalance weight distribution is selected and applied to the rotor model. The
resultant unbalanced rotor is subjected to the appropriate balancing techniques with the then prescribed balancing
weights added into the rotor model and thereby altering the unbalance weight distribution and unbalance response. In
this way the rotor model is treated exactly in the same manner as a real system and the relative effectiveness, ease of ap
plicability, and characteristics of each balancing technique can be evaluated on a common basis.
The results of these comparisons are obviously based upon mathematical models and as such are not necessarily the
exact results or conclusions which might be arrived at in the course of experiments on actual rotor systems. They are
meant, however, to be indicative of results which could be obtained if the assumptions of the model and the theoretical
analysis are in close agreement with the actual system, such as was demonstrated in the theoretical and experimental
comparisons of (1_5,1_6) and (71 ). The overall considerations involved in making an analytical comparison based upon the
oretical rotordynamics is perhaps best exemplified by the eloquent statements of Bishop when laying the analytical foun
dations of his rotor response and balancing formulations he wrote,
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There are, however, two reasons why the theoretical approach to this subject may be of value
without further confirmatory experiments. In the first place, it is not true that this work is without
physical foundation; in fact it is a fresh approach to much previous work and, unless there be
some error in the analysis, that work would also fail were this analysis to be proved inadequate.
Secondly it is useful to have a body of theoretical knowledge
- provided it relates to problems
that are not too far-fetched and, of course, is sound - since it can never be a certainty that labora
tory experiments adequately simulate working conditions... The criterion of success in applied
mechanics is one of adequacy, not of
exactitude.23
Modal Method of Biahop and Gladwell
It will be recalled that because of the re'ation of the modal functions 6 r (z)to the corresponding critical speeds wr , as ex
pressed in (26), as the rotational frequency approaches that of a resonant frequency wr the system begins to resonate in
the appropriate characteristic mode6r (z). Within very close bounds of the critical speed, approximately 10% of the
critical frequency, the response of the system will be that of the associated characteristic mode with the contributions to
vibration by all other modes being of negligible proportions in comparison to the resonant mode. Based upon this condi
tion it is possible to balance out the effects of the sth mode by using a distribution of s weights in s balance planes so
proportioned and distributed so as to not affect the balance conditions of 61 (z), 0 2(-) ...,9s.i (z). The property of ortho
gonality providing the independence of the modes by which this separation of the characteristic vibrational modes is
possible.
The selection of the balance planes is dependent on the physical qualities of the rotor system being controlled by design,
accessibility, effectiveness, and other factors. Following the selection of the balance planes for the corresponding modal
form of vibration it becomes necessary to ascertain the magnitudes and angular positions of the balancing weights that
will result in removal, or at least the reduction, of the modal response under consideration. Using prior notation it is pos
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"Reference (10), pp. 50-51.
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So long as the
unbalanceUs'
is known, (87) may be solved for the balance weight magnitudes and angular orientations.
The implications of (87) in combination with the orthogonality of the characteristic modal functions 9 i(z), 2 (z), 0 3(z)
...eN(z) yield a practical means of balancing based upon the modal functions. Each mode is removed in turn by a distribu
tion of balance weights defined by (87) such that the response of the rotor to the exciting mode being considered is re
moved without reintroducing any lower modal vibrations already removed. In this way the first mode can be negated us
ing one balance weight; the second mode can be removed using two balance weights so defined as to not upset the
balance in the first mode; three balance weights can be selected to annul the third mode effects without upsetting the
first and second modal balances, and so on until all characteristic modes of vibration are eliminated in the balancing
speed range of the rotor system.
The success of such a balancing procedure can be seen to be directly dependent upon two factors, the first of which is an
accurate determination of the displacement and angular position of the ith plane at z = z , in the jth mode 8 j (z), or in
total, 6
j (z, ). The second factor necessary for success is an accurate representation and determination of the unbalance
U*
in the sth mode.
As regards the determination of the modal terms 6 j (z-, ) there are two avenues of approach open which can be used to
define them for the balancing process. The first of these is by recourse to calculation of the characteristic modes of vibra
tion 8 r (z) from the equations of motion written for the rotor system, such as from equation ( 1 9), or from a system critical
speed or deflection calculation, such as based upon a Myklestad- Prohl formulation. From the resultant modal deflection
functions er (z|) it is possible to evaluate the deflection of the ith plane in the characteristic modeser (zj ). The accuracy
of these calculated functions and displacements is dependent upon the degree of accuracy and similitude between the
actual rotor-bearing system and the an analytical simulation of it used in the calculations. Also, the accuracy of the calcu
lated values of 9r (z) as compared to the actual modal functions is dependent upon the correctness of the analytical
method by which they were obtained. Though differences between the actual functions and the calculated ones can
never be entirely eliminated the amount of discrepancy if minimal may not be of serious consequence in the balancing
process, as indicated in references (_1_6). (1_7), and (55). If methods are not available to calculate the characteristic modal
functions, or if the available analytical approaches are not usable, due to accuracy, generality or other reasons, then it is
possible to empirically obtain the mode functions. One means of accomplishing this is by "resonance testing", which is a
method whereby the rotor is subjected to an external forcing function, such as by electromagnetic excitation or impact
ing, and the deflections er (z. ) are measured directly from the non-rotating rotor shaft. Another method is to rotate the
rotor into the vicinities of its critical speeds and measure its deflections in the desired planes at the critical speeds. A third
method is the method of "mass
traversing"
which was initially theorized in ( 1_6). By any of these approaches the values of
8r (zj) are obtained for the actual rotor system under study.
The value of U*, unlike the values of e r(zj ) can be neither calculated nor experimentally determined, unless the rotor un
der investigation is a thin disk. It is therefore impossible for the matrix equation of (87) to be solved to yield correction
masses. Solution of (87) is possible if, instead of requiring Ug to be the actual unbalance or effective unbalance in the
sth mode, Ug is allowed to take a convenient numerical value. Equation (87) under this assumption is then a solvable set
of s simultaneous equations in s unknowns. Values of unknowns, min, -m-2r2, ... msrs, obtained in this fashion from (87)
do not represent the final balance weights but rather represent some fraction of the final weights, which are in the correct
relative magnitudes and angular orientations to balance the rotor. These weights (solutions) may therefore be used as
trial weights and the change in rotor response resulting from their attachment can be used to determine the final correc
tion masses by some appropriate means, such as Figures 17 and 18.
If the situation arises in which all modes have been removed in the rotor speed range and yet the system is still not suffi
ciently well balanced at its operating speed to be acceptable there are two options available. The first is to trim balance
the rotor in two planes so as to minimize the unbalance response over a speed range. The second alternative involves the
application of a special
"averaging"
technique to remove the combined effects of any residual unbalances not already
considered. This particular
"averaging"
technique is that presented by Moore and Dodd (34).
The modal method as described by Moore and Dodd (34) is a two part balancing procedure meant to correct a rotor at a
specified speed. The first part is a means of determining trial weight distributions for any mode, while the second part is
the calculation of the final correction weights after obtaining the change in rotor response caused by the trial weights.
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The means of determining the trial weights is based upon using a weight distribution which parallels the deflection shape
of the rotor which it is meant to correct. The basis of this formulation resides in the assumption that the rotor deflection
shape will correspond to the mode or modes having the greatest influence on the rotor response at that speed. For ex
ample, in the vicinity of the third critical speed the third mode93<z) would be dominant and the rotor would assume a de
flection shape appropriate to the third mode. The unbalance distribution would likewise be of the form e303<z); that is the
unbalance, by modal analysis definition, would assume a distribution equivalent to the third mode. Therefore, if the bal
ance weights are formulated to approximate the deflection function 9r(z), and thereby the unbalance e(z), then the addi
tion of the negative of such a distribution should remove the effects of any unbalance so considered.
As an example, assume there is a rotor which has the deflection shapes illustrated in Figure 26. Based upon the deflec
tion of the rotor in Figure 26 (A) it can be deduced that if planes z = Z2 and z = Z4 are used to balance the second mode
while planes zi,, Z3, and zs are used as balance planes for the removal of the third mode, then in order not to upset the
balance achieved in the first mode it is necessary that:
1. If p oz-in. added at 25 inches from bearing A to balance the second mode, then
P x (5J0 ozin
3.9
must be added at 70 inches from bearing A but on the side of the rotor opposite to that of
the p oz-in weight.
2. If q oz-in are added at 10 and 90 inches from bearing A to balance the third mode, then
P x (3.4 + 1.6) oz in
5.9
must be added on the opposite side of the rotor at 44 inches from A
These steps establish the proportions of balancing weights to be added in each plane and the relative placement of each.
As would be anticipated, the weights added for the second mode would influence the third mode and the third mode
weights would influence the second mode. In order to establish a set of trial weights, as well as the proper proportions
and relative positions of the final balance weights, it is possible to tabulate the weight effects according to mode and then
produce an estimate of the resulting bearing responses. The tables for this operation are to be found in Tables 2 and 3 for
this example. Once an estimate of the bearing reactions is obtained it is possible to project an approximation of the trial
weights based upon average bearing reactions before and after trial weight addition. This is explained in Figure 27 in
which the possible balance weights are determined based upon Tables 2 and 3.
After the resulting trial weight distributions are added onto the rotor and the change in bearing response is noted, it is
possible to utilize the graphical construction given in Figure 28 to determine the correct balance weights and locations
which will remove the unbalance response condition.
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RELATIVE DEFLECTION OF ROTOR.
CORRECTION REQUIRED TO NULLIFY THE FIRST \
MODAL DEFECT. \
\
A - Conditions when the rotor is
running near to the first critical
speed and is mainly under





CORRECTION REQUIRED TO NULLIFY THE SECOND MODAL
DEFECT.
Conditions when the rotor is
running near the second critical
speed and is mainly under the
influence of unbalance in the
second mode.
RELATIVE DEFLECTION OF ROTOR.
RELATIVE DEFLECTION OF ROTOR.
\ Conditions when the rotor is
running near the third critical
speed and is mainly under the
influence of unbalance in
the third mode.
Figure 26 Sample rotor deflectiona.
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Let vectors OA, and OB, represent the original
vibration at bearings A and B in the second mode.
Let vectors OA, and OB, represent the original
vibration at bearings A and B in the third mode.
Let vectors 0A and OB, represent the calculated
bearing vibrations in the second mode according
to TABLE 2.
Let vectors OA, and OB, represent the calculated
bearing vibrations in the third mode according
to TABLE 3.
To determine a compromise solution, determine the






























might represent the relation of the angles
of reaction.
Calculation of C,, C,, D. and D, would allow
a set of trial weights to be determined to
eliminate the bearing vibrations.
Figure 27 Sample rotor AVERAGING procedure.
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Weight added, expressed
as a multiple of
the calibraing weight
Distance in inches from
bearing A to plane of
added weight
Units of unbalance effect
in second mode
Units of unbalance effect
in third mode




























TOTAL FOR EACH MODE +8.64x +4.95x -1.41x -2.35x
Therefore, actual vibration of bearings would be +7.23x units at A and -7.3x at B
Table 2 Computation of the overall effect of the weights added moatly for tha second mode.
Weight added, expressed
as a multiple of the
calibrating weight
Distance in inches
from bearing A to
plane of added weight
Units of unbalance effect
in second mode
Units of unbalance effect
in third mode































TOTAL FOR EACH MODE +2.31y -1 .32y +7.53y
Therefore, actual vibration of bearings would be +6.82y units at A and +6.21 y at B
Tabla 3 Computation of tha overall effect of the weights added moatly for tha third mode.
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Construction C: Balancing when there is a mixed mode
condition remote from either critical
speed.
>-..
Let OAv OB3 represent the vibration when the
calibrating weights for second are removed and
are replaced by a three weight calibrating con
figuration which will largely affect third mode.
Then vectors AA.,, BB., represent the cirect of the
calibrating weights for third mode.
_
CA AA., ., . .
Divide AB in C so that = -rrrf and call this in.
C IS till.
Construction: Join CO and draw lines parallel to it
through A and B. Produce AO to meet the parallel




. Join B'O and produce to meet parallel
BB in
line through A in A'.
Consider the case of a rotor which has been balanced
in first mode, which is still unbalanced in second and
third modes, and which at full speed is running well
below either second or third critical speeds. Under
this condition there might well be a significant contri
bution from both modes. The measured vectors of
vibration have first to be split into modal components
where the asymmetry of the modes is not known, and
then each component has to be corrected.
For the purpose of the balancing operation it can be
assumed that the effect of the calibrating weights added
mostly for second mode represents the asymmetry of
second mode, and that the ellect of those added mostly
for third represents the asymmetry of third. Thus it is
necessary to split the original unbalances into second
and third modal (or
"out-of-phasc"
and "in-phase")
components of the same proportions as deduced from
the calibrating weights. This is achieved as follows.
Let vectors OA, OB represent the original unbalance.
Let OA2, OB2 represent the vibration measured when
a calibration pair of weights is added to the
rotor mostly to affect second mode.
Then vectors AA2, BB.. represent the clfect of the
calibrating weights for second mode.






component A'A, B'B, and it can be
OA'
A'A
shown that = in and = n. Therefore
the
"out-of-phase"
component can be corrected




corrected by adjusting the calibrating weights
for third mode.
Solution: Increase the calibrating weights for second
mode in the ratio of and move them
AAt
circumfcrcntially through the angle labelled 6-..




and move them circumferen-
tially through the angle labelled 03.
N.B.In both cases the proportions between
the individual weights in each configuration must
be maintained and as it happens, in the example
illustrated, the correction for second would have
to be placed clockwise of the calibrating position
and the correction for third would have to be
placed anti-clockwise from the calibrating pos
ition, always regarding the rotor from one end
throughout.
Figure 28 Modal AVERAGING procedure.
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Simultaneous Model Method of Kellenberger
If the equations of (87) instead of representing the stepwise balancing relations of Bishop and Gladwell are taken to be
the modal relations of all the relevant modes in the rotor's speed range, or range of consideration, it is theoretically pos
sible to solve the s equations for s sets of balancing weight distributions, one set for each mode. Hence to balance n
modes it would be necessary to use n balance weight distributions each of which is comprised of n planes, but with a to
tal of only n transverse balancing planes.
Similarly if it is necessary or desirable to use a rigid-body balance prior to flexible mode balancing then it is possible to
generate
"B"
additional equations for the matrix of (87), where
"B"
is the number of bearings and likewise the number of





fied matrix of (87) is now referred to the rotor response in the N flexible modes after rigid-body balancing has been per
formed. The solutions will be N sets of weight distributions which can be utilized to remove the flexible rotor unbalance
without disturbing the rigid-body balance previously achieved.






for the simultaneous balance weight distributions are the simultaneous





approach only for comparison purposes. The"N"or"N + B'approaches as formulated by Kellenberger are ap
plicable in each of two ways. The first is in a stepwise modal version which in the
"N"
case is the method of Bishop and
Gladwell. In the case of the "N +
B"
variant the basic approach of Bishop et al. is retained but the rotor is first rigid body
balanced and then all subsequent flexible rotor balancing is done in S + B planes, for the sth mode, such that no
reintro-
duction of either rigid body or lower flexible mode effects are produced. For example, according to the N + B school, 1 +
2 = 3 planes are necessary to balance the first flexible mode of a two bearing rotor without upsetting the rigid-body bal
ance already achieved; a second mode balance necessitates 4 planes in order to balance the second mode without up
setting the balance in the first flexible mode or in the rigid body balance.
The second of the two alternate approaches is in a simultaneous fashion of balancing a rotor. In this method of appli
cation the equations of (87) or (55) are written to encompass all relevant flexible modes and rigid body effects, as neces
sary, in the speed range of the rotor system prior to the initiation of anv flexible balancing. The establishment of the terms
6r(Z| ) can be based upon either the calculated mode shapes, as per Kellenberger, or upon actual rotor measurements if
such are possible with the
"unbalanced"
system. In the event the actual measurements are utilized and it is not possible
to run the rotor system throughout the entire rotor speed range to obtain the necessary deflection values, r(zs ), then the
rotor may be balanced in a
"piecemeal"
fashion whereby those modes are removed for which data is available. After this
step the rotor is again run through those modes for which data can be safely gathered and the rotor rebalanced. This
would be repeated until all modal information for the N flexible modes is available and a simultaneous N plane balance is
possible. The solution of (87) or (55) in a simultaneous fashion yields N sets of balance weight distributions of N weights,
one distribution pertaining to each of the N flexible modes under consideration.
With the weight distributions so available the balancing application using the simultaneous solutions becomes that of
Bishop and Gladwell except that ideally no further solutions of (87) or (55) are necessary. The procedure progresses from
mode to mode balancing each in turn, and trimming prior modes as necessary, until all modes of vibration are removed. In
order to get from the trial weights, which the solutions represent since it is impossible to accurately specify the actual un
balance and thence the acutal balance weights, to the final correction weights, the methods of Figure 29 can be employed.
Influence Coefficient Method (Lund and Rieger)
Programming the operations and equations previously cited in the description of the influence coefficient approach re




Construction A: Balancing when there is a mixed
mode condition near the first critical
speed.
Construction B: Balancing when there is a mixed





Suppose a rotor is running near lo first critical speed
but is unbalanced in both first and second modes. The
vibrations at the bearings might well be as illustrated by
vectors OA and OB. If, for want of better information
at this stage, it is assumed that first and second modal
shapes arc symmetrical, it is concluded that vector OC
represents the defect in first mode and that vectors CA
and CB represent the defect in second mode (C/l = CVJ).
With such a small contribution from second mode
present, very little error is introduced if the correction
for first mode is arranged so that the
"in-phase"
com




Let OA, OB represent the vibraliqns at the bearing
pedestals with the rotor in its original condition.
Let OA,, OB, represent the vibrations at the bearings
with a first mode calibrating weight attached to
the rotor.
Then, vectors AA,, UB, represent the effects of Ihe
calibrating weight and if A,li, is bisected at









increased in the ratio - and moved circum-
cCi
ferentially through an angle OCCv
When a rotor is running near lo second critical
speed and is unbalanced in second and third modes,
the measured vibrations will probably be of the form
shown by OA and OB. A reasonable state of balance
can often be attained by assuming that the calibrating
weights for second mode give a measure of the asym
metry in that mode, and that third mode is symmetrical.
The method is detailed below.
Let OA, OB represent the vibrations at the bearing
pedestals with the rotor in its original condition.
Let OAz, OB2, represent the vibrations of the bearings
when a calibrating pair of weights is added for
second mode.
7Vfr/i vectors AA2, BB2 represent the effect of the
calibrating weights on the bearings.
Let AB be divided in C so that
CA AA,
CB BB.7
Then adjust the calibrating pair of weights so that
their cllect cancels the vectors CA, CB.









both circumfcrcntially through an angle CAA2
(which is the same as angle CBBJ.
Figure 29 Modal BALANCING procedures.
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procedure. Application of the method entails making an original run of the system and recording the bearing responses at
the necessary speeds, attaching a trial weight in the first balance plane and making another speed run while recording re
sponse. Repeating this for each balance plane in turn yields the program input data. Taking the accumulated data and
reading it into the influence program, allows the influence coefficients, effective unbalances and the final balance weights
to be calculated. Attachment of the appropriate weights to the rotor system completes the balancing sequence.
A prime assumption of the influence coefficient approach, similar to that of Kellenberger, is that all balancing speeds
within the speed range of the rotor system are reachable prior to implementation of the balancing scheme. Usually the
balance speeds are the critical speed of the rotor-bearing system, both rigid body and flexible modes, as well as the oper
ational speed, or speeds, of the rotor, if necessary. If it is possible to accumulate the rotor response data for all balance
speeds then the method becomes a
"one-shot"
formulation because one application of the method will theoretically
balance the system completely,
However, it is very likely that it is not possible to obtain all the speed related information at the outset because of
safety considerations; therefore, as has been shown in various studies, such as (]_) and (5), it is necessary to balance in a
stepwise manner, considering those speeds and deflections at each step for which data can be obtained until finally in the
last step the total rotor speed range can be encompassed. If after this last step, or after the first comprehensive appli
cation of this approach to the entire speed range of the system, the balance level of the rotor system is insufficient to be
acceptable then the method may be reapplied until an acceptable residual unbalance level is achieved.
It should be noted that the influence coefficient technique requires knowledge only of the real rotor system and relies so
lely upon this empirical data. Also the balance speeds of the method can be any combination of rigid body criticals, flex
ural criticals or operational speeds because it is independent of characteristic deflection functions, etc. upon which the
modal methods are based. The only restriction on the balance speeds is that the relations used be non-singular. Further
there are no assumptions or restrictions on the bearing effects or characteristics when the influence approach is utilized,





of the modal methods.
Balancing Programs
To compare the various current balancing methods, to expedite the comparison process, to provide consistent calcu
lations and comparisons, and to aid in gathering of background data, various computer programs were utilized. Some of
these programs are similar to those written and used in rotordynamic analysis. The remaining programs were written for the ex
press purpose of these comparisons, in some cases providing the first known computerized formmlation of the balancing
procedures.
Major Programs
In the category of programs which formed the basis of this study there were six programs, namely
I. Unbalance Response Program





Of these six, the last four were written for this particular investigation.
The first, is an unbalance response program based upon a Prohl formulation, as previously discussed. The program was
utilized to provide the rotor behavior to the various balancing procedures used, forming the basis of the original rotor
response, trial responses, and balanced response. In essence, this program, when the appropriate rotor model was used,
became for all practical purposes the test rotor of this series of comparisons.
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The influence coefficient program (except point-speed version) uses the formulation of lund and
Rieger. The use of this program is illustrated in (jj) and (JM), as well as others previously referenced.


































where i equals x + 2, for a two bearing rigid body balanced rotor. The solutions of BAL for min, m2 r2, ... mnrn are
"relative"
solutions of the balancing weights. The fact arises because, as in an actual rotor, the unbalance
Uj*
is not a
known quantity and therefore it is only possible to solve (89) and (90) if a convenient numerical value of
Uj"
is assumed.
This was pointed out by Kellenberger in (54). With such a formulation the resultant complex solutions on the correction
masses min, nri2r 2 represent the proper proportions of magnitude and angular orientation between one mass and an
other but are not of the exact size and position to balance the rotor. Again, this is because of the inability to exactly estab
lish Uj*. The solutions of BAL therefore represent the solutions of (89) and (90), but because of the lack of exactitude in
specifying
Uj*
are only trial correction distributions and not the final balance masses. The determination of the final
weights is left to whatever means are convenient, such as Figure 9. The input and output data for this program, together
with a program listing, are included in Appendix B,
As Lindley and Bishop (^7) have shown in dealing with actual rotor systems, in the vicinity of a critical speed the rotor
response though primarily exhibiting the effects of the corresponding mode may also exhibit non-negligible effects of
other system modes. On this basis they made reference to the use of the modal balancing procedures through methods
such as was demonstrated in Figures 1 7 and 1 8. This consideration of other modal effects can be deduced to be the gen
eral case of modal balancing for it takes into consideration the whole spectrum of modal effects at the balancing speed. In
the limiting case in which the other mode effects are negligible then the method degenerates to an
"ideal"
modal treat
ment eliminating ali rotor effects by balancing, and not just the effects of the mode corresponding to the balancing speed
being considered, as in general case. Using the diagrams of Figure 29 as a basis , which are essentially those of Figures
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17 and and 18 but with greater ancillary detail, a program, MBAL, was written to provide the means of relating any final
balance weights to a system of trial weights. MBAL, through the graphical constructions of Figure 29, when given the
original bearing reactions, the reactions under the influence of trial weights, and the trial balancing distribution calculates,
when given whether the mode being balanced is an even (2,4,...) or odd (1,3.5...) mode, the changes in size and angular
position of the trial weights to yield the final balance weight distribution to remove the primary effects of the mode under
consideration. A full listing of MBAL is included in Appendix C, as are also descriptions of the input and output data.
The remaining programs, MODAL I and MODAL II, unlike BAL and MBAL are not general modal balancing programs, but
rather are programs relating to the special case in modal balancing which Bishop et al. have termed the
"averaging"
tech-
technique. MODAL I and MODAL II are both based upon the
"averaging"
technique as presented by Moore and Dodd
(34) and Bishop and Parkinson (19). MODAL I is a program which determines two sets of trial weights, one for an odd
mode and one for an even mode, so that the combined residual modal effects at the bearings can be removed by modal
means. This program is formulated along the lines of Tables 2 and 3 and based upon the results of "mass transversing".
As represented by these tables, sets of trial weights are established whereby the residual modal response of the rotor
may be corrected at a specific speed. MODAL II, based upon the rotor response under the effects of trial weights for an
even and an odd mode, either from MODAL I or from some other source, calculates a system of correction weights to an
nul the rotor vibration at a specific speed through the
"averaging"
method of Moore and Dodd as illustrated in Figure 28.
Listings of MODAL I and MODAL II, as well as input and output data are the subjects of Appendices D and E, respectively.
Auxiliary Programs
There were a number of programs used which did not bear a direct relation to the examples but which could be termed
data management programs. Into this category fell:





The first of these programs, is critical speed program based upon a Prohl formulation. The remaining
programs were written in the course of this research to aid in data handling or data graphics.
MANI is a data manipulation program written and employed to aid in the calculation of input coefficients for the trial and
balance weights used . Being given numerous sets of balance weights and/or trial weights MANI. on the basis
of coded instructions, calculates the final balance weights or trial distributions to be fed into the unbalance response program.
MANI then outputs the necessary data to be read. This program is simply a data manipulation program and does not enter into
any balancing schemes, its only purpose is to simplify weight additions when a new set of balance or trial weights are added
to the test rotor. MANI is listed in Appendix F.
The remaining three programs, SHAPE, SHAPE II, and AMP-SPD, are graphics programs which were used to aid in dia
gramming and plotting the results of this study. SHAPE and SHAPE II are rotor deflection shape plotting programs,
repre-
'
senting a first and second generation program while providing much the same results. Both of these programs are listed
in the Appendices, in G and H, respectively. The program AMP-SPD is a graphics program which aided in computer plott
ing the rotor amplitude
- speed diagrams of this report. Its listing is to be found in Appendix I.
Examples
To verify the balancing procedures whose formulations have already been presented, to establish the balancing programs
by use, and to compare in a limited extent the more widely advocated current flexible rotor balancing techniques a series
of example rotors were selected. The sample cases involved what in essence are two distinct rotor systems but through
variation cover a wide range of rotor systems. The sample rotors can be categorized as follows:
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I. Steam turbine (Flexible rotor in flexible undamped bearings)
A. Planar unbalance distribution
B. Spatial unbalance distribution
II. Steam turbine (Flexible rotor in flexible damped bearings)
A. Planar unbalance distribution
B. Spatial unbalance distribution
III. Small gas turbine (Rigid-flexible rotor in flexible-damped bearings)
To these rotor systems were applied one or more of the following balancing techniques:
III.
Modal Balancing (Bishop and Gladwell)
A. Bishop and Gladwell N method





B. N + B method
Influence Coefficient (Lund and Rieger).
The following sections elaborate on the samples and the results achieved.
Flexible Rotor in Flexible -
Undamped-
Bearings - Planar Unbalance
The actual rotor system upon which this rotor model is based is a steam turbine which
operates in a speed range of 1 1.000 to 12,000 rpm. The total rotor weight is 5,000 pounds and is carried by two
fluid-
film tilting pad bearings mounted effectively at the rotor ends. An illustration of this rotor is shown in Figure
30. Figure 31
is the layout of the rotor model used for the purpose of this investigation. The lengths of the rotor sections
and dimensions to the various rotor stations, one at each end of a rotor section, are listed in Table 4. As stated the rotor is
supported in tilting pad fluid-film bearings. The bearing coefficients for the rotor model were calculated using
the tables
and design charts contained in reference (115). There was assumed to be no bearing damping in this first case.
STATION 15 17 20 23 25
#Wr
BEARING STATION 3 BEARING STATION 23
Figure 31 Steam turbine rotor model.
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Table 4 Steam turbine rotor model dlmenaional data .
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In order to obtain any unbalance response calculations it was necessary to assume an unbalance distribu
tion. In this example a planar distribution of weights was selected so that the first three flexural modes of vibration would
be excited. The unbalance was taken to be a set of three masses of values of 5 oz-in, 5 oz-in, and 2.5 oz-in, at angular
locations of 0 degrees. 1 80 degrees, and 0 degrees, respectively at rotor stations 8, 1 6, and 22. respectively. A graphical
display of this planar unbalance distribution is illustrated in Figure 32. Using this data the original rotor unbalance re
sponse is as illustrated in Figure 33. It can be noted that based upon the amplitude-speed diagram of Figure 33 there ex
ist three critical speeds, at 2300, 5500, and 10,000 rpm. The character of these criticals can be seen from reference to
the rotor deflection plots of Figures 34, 35, and 36. It becomes obvious that the prime factors in effect at these speeds
are the first, second, and third flexural modes, respectively, with no apparent rigid body effects.
STATION 25
STATION 22 ' Q 2.5 OZ-in.
c rt rtr-i z _ K ^^m
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Figure 32 Planar unbalance woiglitdif tributl
Some general remarks are in order as regards the balancing procedures. No assumption of knowledge of the residual un
balance was made. The method of a balancing plane selection was to choose the plane or planes for a given mode which
would have the greatest effect on that mode while minimizing the effects introduced into the other modes. This plane se
lection was performed using the deflection shapes which resulted from the unbalance response of the
actual24
rotor.
Similarly all balancing operations were performed using the actual rotor deflection shapes at the critical speeds rather
than any characteristic deflection shapes based upon the solution of the eigenvalue problem. It was therefore assumed
that the deflection at the critical speed corresponded to the characteristic mode at that speed.
During the actual balancing procedure (modal) it was found that by balancing a mode, the balance level achieved in the
lower modes was affeccted. To trim the lower mode the related weight distribution was applied, but it was found that this
approach produced results which aggravated the balance levels at all modes and when trimming between the affected
modes a situation in which the rotor response
"blew-up"
was created. This despite the fact that Lindley and Bishop (17)
stated that the appropriate weight distribution couid be successfully utilized for trimming the rotor system. The method of
correcting prior modes was then combined with the weight distribution calculations of equations (89) and (90) so that
when a set of trial weights were determined for a given mode, sets of trial trim weights were also produced for any lower
modes. In this way all lower modes could be trimmed without upsetting the higher modes. This approach is the one
adopted and used in the following examples because of its very effective results.
In the application of the N 'modal approach of Bishop and Gladwell the theoretical application of the method is used, that
is that a single mass is used to correct the first mode, two are used for the second, and so on. Although in actual usage on
industrial rotors this scheme might be altered to introduce multimass distributions in each mode to reduce the size of the
required correction masses, no method has been widely disseminated to describe this method, therefore, the
"ideal"
bal
ancing system is used. Similarly, in the N and"N + B''methods of Kellenberger discrete masses are used basing the pro
cedure on the theoretical formulations found in the literature.
24ln this context the
"actual"
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Figure 33 Original unbalance reaponae.
STATION 25
STATION 1
Figure 34 Original rotor deflection at 2,300 rpm.
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STATION 25
Original rotor deflection at 6,500 rpm.
STATION 25
STATION 1
Figure 36 Original rotor deflection at 10,000 rpm.
Using the N*modal method of Bishop and Gladwell resulted in the amplitude-speed curve of Figure 37 when the first
mode was removed. Removal of the second mode resulted in the amplitudespeed curve of Figure 38. Third mode
removal results in the speed curve of Figure 39. Final balancing of the rotor results in the amplitude-speed
plots of Figure 40. Reference to these diagrams provides insight into the stepwise modal method.
Application of the simultaneous^N'modal method of Kellenberger necessitated, by definition, the use of three balance
planes for which three balancing distributions are obtained to remove the three characteristic modes of the system. Use
of these distributions, one for each mode, resulted in the final balance which is demonstrated by Figure 41.
The"N + B"simultaneous method of Kellenberger was also applied. This meant that a total of five balance planes were
necessary, as this was a two bearing system (B = 2) with three flexible modes (N = 3). Following the suggestion laid
down by Kellenberger in (54), the five balance planes were distributed along the length of the rotor but such that the
planes would be in effective positions to be utilized to annul rotor vibrations. No amplitude-speed plot was made of bal
ance levels attained because the balancing procedure followed in the previous cases failed to yield a satisfactory balance
level, in fact the balance condition worsened as the balancing procedure progressed.
Application of the Lund and Rieger influence coefficient method to a case involving three balancing speeds, by virtue of
the relation expressed in equation (66) for selecting the number of balancing planes, requires the use of five balancing
planes. Using five balancing planes and utilizing the influence coefficient program of Lund and Rieger the bal
ance level as illustrated in Figure 42 was obtained.
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N modal method, firat mode removed.
Figure 38
removed.
N modal method, second mode
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Figure 40 N modal method, final balance
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Flexible Rotor in Flexible - Undamped Bearings - SpatialUnbalance
The rotor used in this case was the same rotor as used in the previous case, however, instead of the planar unbalance dis
tribution of Figure 32, a spatial unbalance weight distribution was utilized. It consisted of 5.0 oz-in at stations 17,18, and
19, respectively, at angular orientations of 0 degrees, 90 degrees, and 180 degrees, respectively. The particular weight
distribution chosen is illustrated in the sketch of Figure 43 and was selected for its ability to stimulate all three flexural
vibration modes as well as introduce a substantial asymmetric rotor response behavior. Aside from the change in the un
balance to a spatial form, the rotor model was unchanged from that of the previous system. The original unbalance re
sponse of this altered rotor system is shown in the speed curve of Figure 44 , As can be seen from reference to Figure 44 ,
the critical speeds of the system are still to be found at 2300, 5500, and 10,000 rpm. The corresponding deflection
shapes of the rotor for these criticals are shown in Figures 45, 46 and 47 , which demonstrate as in the previous example
that the characteristic first, second, and third modes are the prevailing modal deflection shapes of the system at its critical
speeds. It can similarly be seen from Figures 44 through 47 that there are no apparent rigid body effects experienced by
the system. Therefore, this system is also a totally flexible one.
The N modal method of Bishop and Gladwell was applied to this rotor system using the procedure of the previous ex
ample. Although a reduction in the first mode by two orders of magnitude was realized, as well as a reduction to 20% of
the original vibration levels in the second mode, the third mode balance increased by one order of magnitude. Despite us
ing different balance planes and multiple applications of the balancing procedures there was no improvement in the rotor
response. Therefore, this tack was abandoned for this example. In an effort to determine if any low speed rotor effects
were the cause of this poor rotor response, the rotor was balanced in two planes at low speed and then balanced using
the modal method of Bishop and Gladwell. The result was failure to balance the rotor, in fact the rotor was found to be in
a substantially worsened condition than when the low speed balance was not used.
The simultaneous N modal method of Kellenberger was also applied to this rotor. At the end of the balancing procedure
the unbalance response plot of Figure 48 was obtained. Although an acceptable balance level was attained it was impos
sible to reduce both bearing vibrations to levels below that attained in Figure 48 . In an effort to reduce these vibration
levels, two additional weight distributions were determined, based upon the rotor response of Figure 48 . The first of these
was a set of new 3-plane balance distributions. The results of this is to be found in Figure 49 . The amplitude-speed plot of
Figure 50 illustrates the results of the second weight distribution. In this particular instance it was decided to add an addi
tional two balance planes onto the existing 3-plane distributions in order to provide an extra two
"trim"
planes. The re
sulting 5-plane weight distributions yielded the results of Figure 50 . To further determine the possibilities of trimming the
rotor response of Figure 48 to more acceptable levels two cases of two plane trimming were undertaken. The first of
these trimmed the rotor of Figure 48 in two planes at low speed while the other trimmed the rotor in two planes at
10,000 rpm. Both of these trimming operations affected the rotor response throughout the speed range, therefore in or
der to remove their detrimental effects the rotor was trimmed in the flexural modes using the original 3-plane weight dis
tributions. The resultant rotor response for these two cases are demonstrated in Figures 51 and 52 , for the low speed and
high speed trims, respectively.
Another application of the simultaneous N modal method was made upon the rotor after it had been balanced at low
speed in two planes. The weight distributions were then based upon this rigid body balanced rotor. Application of the si
N"modal procedure failed to yield acceptable balance levels, with the rotor response worsening rather than
having improved.
The balance level of the original rotor of Figure 44 though improvable by a two plane balance was of sufficiently low un
balance vibration levels that it was considered to be previously balanced at low speeds. With this assumption balancing
of the rotor was attempted using the"N + B'simultaneous modal approach. This required, by definition (N
= 3, B = 2),
five balance planes. Two distinct sets of five balance planes were used, one set using two of the planes to coincide with
the bearings according to one school of N + B 'balancing, and the other with the additional two planes being distributed
through the rotor length, according to another school of thought. Application of either of these two"N + B*modal
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approaches failed to reduce vibration levels. A worsened rotor condition, however, was realized.
Using both sets of the five plane combinations used in the N + B test, the influence coefficient balancing
method was performed. The results of these procedures are presented in Figures 53 and 54 .
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Original rotor roaponaa at 2,300 rpm.
STATION 25
STATION 1
Figure 46 Original rotor roaponaa at 6,600 rpm.
STATION 25
Original rotor roaponaa at 10,000 rpm.
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Simultaneous N modal balance.
Figure 49 Simultaneous N modal with
a new N balance distribution applied.
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Figure 51 Simultaneous N modal with
















Figure 62 Simultaneous N modal \
2-plane balance at 10,000 rpm after, withmodal <
Figure 53 Influence coefficient 3-speed
balance ualng 8-planea
(1-9-14-17-26).
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Influence coefficient 3-speed balance ueing 5-planes (1-3-14-23-28).
Flexible Rotor in Flexible - Damped Bearings Planar Unbalance
The rotor and unbalance distribution are the same as for the undamped rotor with a planar unbalance, as in Figure 32.
The only difference between this example and the previous planar unbalance example is the introduction of bearing
damping as a result of considering the viscous effects of the fluid-film bearings. The bearing damping coefficients were,
as the bearing stiffness coefficients, calculated using reference (115). To force unbalance response amplitudes of the ro
tor into a condition of definite failure, the unbalance weights of the rotor were increased two orders of magnitude, in
other words from 5.0 oz-in to 500 oz-in, etc. The result of this unbalance distribution is the amplitude-speed plots of
Figure 55 . The pronounced effects of damping are readily apparent if Figure 55 is compared to Figure 33, with the ampli
tudes of Figure 33 multiplied by 100. It becomes apparent, as Smith (103) indicated, that the effect of damping is to ef
fectively reduce rotor vibration amplitudes. Introduction of damping into the bearings results in the rotor being
"twisted"
in space, no longer exhibiting the planar response of the undamped system, as was shown in Figures 34, 35, and 36. The
rotor deflection shapes are now those of Figures 56 through 61 for various rotor speeds. It is readily apparent what ef
fects damping produces. This is in line with Last (62), who observed that bearing damping produces rotor deflections
which are helical. The deflection shapes of Figures 56 through 61 also substantiate the statements of Meirovitch, as
quoted earlier, as to the effects of non-negligible system damping.
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Another way of presenting the information of Figure 55 is in the form of an Argand diagram, or a polar plot. Using this
form of presentation, the data of Figure 55 becomes the polar plots of Figures 62 and 63 , which can be analyzed accord
ing to the method discussed by Bishop and Parkinson in reference (1_8).
Using only the amplitude-speed diagram of Figure 55 , it can be deduced that critical speeds occur at 2300, 2700 and
approximately 1 1 ,500 rpm. The first two speeds represent the first critical speed at the first and second bearing, respec
tively, along the lines of the analysis of Meirovitch. A sketch of the deflection shape of the 1 1 ,500 rpm speed yields, as in
Figure 61 , that this speed corresponds to a deflection primarily in the second mode. Therefore, it could be concluded that
there are only two characteristic modes of importance, i.e. the first and the second . Hence continuing the deduction
these would be the only modes for which balancing is necessary .
On the basis of the foregoing, the N modal method of Bishop and Gladwell was applied. The results of this are shown in
Figure 64. Likewise the"N modal method of Kellenberger was utilized yielding the results of Figure 65 . It was noticed in
applying these procedures that the methods both converged very slowly to an acceptable balance level, and only at the
expense of worsening the first mode balance. These procedures were both halted at the balance levels demonstrated by
Figures 64 and 65. as not yielding satisfactory rates of convergence and balance levels.
Referring back to the Argand diagrams of Figures 62 and 63 and interpreting them according to the analysis of reference
(18), it can be understood why the methods as used failed to achieve satisfactory residual unbalance levels. Reference to
Figures 62 and 63 indicate that the rates of maximum phase angle change occur at approximately the undamped critical
speeds of 2300, 5500, and 1 0,000 rpm. Using the damped deflection shapes of these speeds to balance the rotor at the
corresponding speed, the"N 'modal method of Bishop and Gladwell was again attempted. The amplitude-speed diagram
Figure 66 is the result of this portion of the investigation.
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Figure 56 Original rotor deflection at 2,300 rpm.
STATION 25
STATION 1
Figure 57 Original rotor deflection at 2,700 rpm.
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Figure 59 Original rotor deflection at 8,000 rpm.
STATION 25
Original rotor deflection at 10,000 rpm.
STATION 25
STATION 1




Figure 62 Argand diagram: original reaponae of bearing at Station 3.
+i8nu
+27nu
Figure 63 Argand diagram : original reaponae of bearing at Station 23.
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N modal balance at undamped critical apeeda.
Flexible Rotor in Flexible - Damped Bearings - Spatial Unbalance
This series of balance comparisons was based upon the damped rotor in the preceding example, except with the spatial
unbalance distribution of Figure 43 . Under these conditions the rotor unbalance response is that diagrammed in Figure
67 , which is directly comparable to the undamped response of Figure 44 . On the basis of this response it was noted that
criticals seemed to be present at 2700 and 12,000 rpm. The deflection shapes corresponding to these speeds are in
cluded in the deflection diagrams of Figures 68 through 71 .It will be noted by referring to these figures that the higher
speed deflections can neither be considered solely under the influence of the second mode nor solely under the influence
of the third mode, but rather some combination of the two modes. It should also be noted that the deflection shapes of
the rotor are not, nor can they be approximated to be planar in nature
Applying the N modal method of Bishop and Gladwell and balancing in a midplane for the first critical at 2700 rpm yields
the amplitude-speed curves of Figure 72 . The deflection shape corresponding to this balancing speed after this first mode
balance is illustrated in Figure 73 , where it can be seen that the residual unbalance is starting to take the form of the sec
ond and/or third modes . Use of the end planes to balance for the second mode at a speed of 1 2,000 rpm yields the de
flection shapes of Figures 74, 75 and 76 , in which a definite third mode deflection is being assumed by the rotor.
Application of N method, limited to the two speeds mentioned proved insufficient to satisfactorily balance the rotor,
as was also the case when a speed of 6500 rpm was used to provide three speeds for the removal of the three mode ef
fects which were apparent after attempted balancing.
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The application of the modal
"averaging"
technique of Moore and Dodd is illustrated in Figures 77 through 82, which
cover a series of test usages in which various combinations of planes and speeds were investigated.
The results of using the Lund and Rieger influence coefficient technique is illustrated in Figures 83
through 88 in which
the choice of speeds, planes, and number of planes is studied. It can be seen that the most effective balance of those con
sidered occurs with a two speed balance using four balancing planes. Figure 88 .
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Figure 67 Original unbalance reaponae.
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Figure 69 Original rotor deflection at 2,700 rpm.
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Figure 73 Rotor deflection at 2,700 rpm after flratmode removal.
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Figure 77 Modal AVERAGING : 4-plane (1-7-16-23) at 2,700 rpm.
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Figure 78 Modal AVERAGING:
B-plane (1-7-10-16-23) at 2,700 rpm.
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Figure 79 Modal AVERAGING:
4-plane (1-7-16-23) at 9,000 rpm.
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Figure 80 Modal AVERAGING:
5-plane (1-7-10-16-23) at 9,000 rpm.
Figure 81 Modal AVERAGING
4-plane (1-7-16-23) at 1 1,500 rpm.




Figure 82 Modal AVERAGING:
B-plane (1-7-10-16-23) at 11,600 rpm.
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Figure 84 Influence coefficient balance:
2-plane (7-16) at 2,700 rpm.
Figure 85 Influence coefficient balance:
2-plane ( 1 -23) at 9,000 rpm.




Figure 86 Influence coefficient balance:
3-plane (8-14-21 ) at 2,300 rpm and 9,000 rpm.
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Influence coefficient balance: 4-plane (1-7-1623) at 2,700 rpm and 9,000 rpm.
Rigid - Flexible Rotor in Flexible DampedBearings
The rotor system of this example is that of a small gas turbine rotor of reference (56). A diagrammatic sketch of the rotor
model is shown in Figure 89 . This particular rotor is supported on two gaslubricated tilting pad bearings which are
mounted, in turn, on flexible bearing pedestals. The damping, though of a low level is not negligible. The bearing stiffness
and damping coefficients were those of reference (56). which were based upon reference (94). The pedestal stiffnesses
were based upon the design calculations of the rotor and are extracted from (56). The rotor system of Figure 89 is meant
for a nominal operational speed of 66,000 rpm. It was assumed that unbalance forces of 1 .0 oz-in would act at each of
the three rotor disks, stations 3.9. and 1 9, and all unbalances would act at an angle of 0 degrees from reference. The se
lection of this unbalance distribution was based upon the fact that the rotor is a built-up unit with the disks being shrunk
onto the rotor shaft. As a result of this mode of construction, the worst possible unbalance distributinon would result from
all unbalances operating in the same plane and direction.
A critical speed study was performed on this rotor system utilizing the Prohl based critical speed program The results
of this study system critical speeds at 7051 , 9593, and 24,946 rpm. The rotor deflection shapes, are 'shown in Figures
90, 91, and 92 from which it can be seen that the first two speeds are rigid, body criticals. and the third speed is the
first flexural critical. Use of the unbalance distribution neglecti'ng damping, verified the critical speed results. Introducing
the bearing damping into the rotor system altered the deflection shapes into the forms illustrated in Figures 93. 94,
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and 95 . It can be seen from these damped deflection shapes that the basic mode shapes have only slightly been
altered by the inclusion of damping, but that the deflection shapes are now helical, as referred to by Last for
non-negligible bearing damping.
Plotting the amplitude-speed curves for the damped rotor produces the curves of Figure 96 , in which criticals are noted
to occur at 7200, 1 0.400, and 25.450 rpm. The deflection shapes corresponding to these speeds are included as Figures
97. 98 and 99
, When compared to the deflection shapes of Figures 93, 94 and 95 , it can be seen that little dif
ference exists between the deflection shapes for the corresponding critical speeds.
To balance this rotor, the N modal method of Bishop and Gladwell was attempted, using one correction weight at 7200
rpm, two at 1 0,400 rpm, and three at 25,450 rpm. It was soon found that the rigid body behavior at the two lower
rotor-
bearing critical speeds inhibited successful balancing of the rotor system and it was therefore necessary to resort to a two
plane, low speed balance. Reference to Table 5 will indicate the effect of the two plane balances. After the low speed bal
ancing was performed using the planes of th bearings, the*N*modal method was again applied and it was immediately
apparent that acceptable stepwise balance could not be achieved.
With the above situation, recourse was made to Federn's stepwise N + B*modal method and as can be deduced by Table
5, acceptable results were possible. It should also be stated that this approach was not completed and Table 5 lists all the
results that were extracted from this example investigation.
Earlier, another two plane balance was performed on the rotor system and the results are graphically presented in Figures
100, 101, 102 and 103 , in which Figure 100 is a speed plot and Figures 101, 102, and 103 are the resultant deflection
shapes at the system criticals. It becomes obvious from reference to these latter deflection shapes that the rotor is acting
as a spatial helix and is not exhibiting simple deflection shapes.
Using the rotor of Figure 100 as a basis, the
"averaging"
technique of Moore and Dodd was applied to the rotor at the
25,450 rpm flexural critical. The results of this balancing procedure are shown in Figure 104 , which is the system ampli
tude-speed curve.
The application of the influence coefficient method is demonstrated in Figures 105 through 113. These diagrams illus
trate the use of the influence technique in varied combinations of balance planes and speeds to cope with the rotor sys
tem of Figure 100 . It can be seen from Figures 105. 106 and 107 that although the method calls for only three balancing
planes to handle a two speed balance, an extra balance plane yields substantially superior results. It is further apparent
that the addition of one more balance plane, as in Figures 108 and 109 improves the balance level by between one and
two orders of magnitude. Adding yet another two balance planes allows for a four speed balance to be performed, as in
Figures 1 10 and 111
, in which the balance level has been reduced two orders of magnitude below those attained in
Figures 108 and 109
.
Illustrating the effectiveness of the influence technique to totally balance a system, seven balance planes were used for
four speed balances of the system of Figure96 . These results, which are Figures 1 12 and 113, are directly comparable





























Figure 89 Gaa turbine rotor model.
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CRITICAL SPEED PROGRAM - DEFLECTION SHAPES
STATION 21
STATION 1
Figure 90 First syatem critical at 7,081 .87 rpm (no damping).
STATION 21
STATION 1










Figure 93 Original rotor deflection
at 7061 .87 rpm (with damping).
STATION 21
STATION 1
Figure 94 Original rotor deflection at 9,892.8 rpm (with damping).
STATION 21
"STATION 1
Figure 96 Original rotor
deflection at 24,946.8 rpm (with damping).
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ROTOR UNBALANCE RESPONSE AT CRITICAL SPEEDS
STATION 21
'STATION 1
Figure 97 Original damped rotor deflection at 7,200 rpm.
STATION 21
"STATION 1
Figure 98 Original damped rotor deflection at 10,400 rpm.
STATION 21
STATION 1





Brg. @5 Brg. @17 Brg. @5 Brg. @17 Brg. @5 Brg. @17
Original Response 23.7094 19.4391 70.4157 24.6123 90.2387 43.0197
Two-plane (1-21) 3.25162 6.29162 9.34174 5.76883 528.517 296.470
Two-plane (1-21) (i) .507159 1 .52682 1 .06859 1 .59700 8.68777 4.61221
N modal
First mode (10) at
7200 rpm after (i)
1.14066 1 .84779 - - - -
N + B modal
First mode after (i)
.353475 .470152 2.67149 1 .07980 87.4333 52.9232
N + B modal
Second mode
.841874 1.13166 .453592 .453600 109.513 62.8802
N + B modal
First mode trim
,457521 .579836 .133233 .871080 120.072 67.3487
N + B modal
. Third mode
4.10343 .628429 11.5311 4.00038 31 .4838 31.4816
N + B modal
Third mode iteration
4.51295 .641854 12.6423 4.27890 9.88247 10.0557
Table 8 Steam turbine rotor balancing results.
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Figure 100 Rigid-body 2-plane balance uaing Statlona 2-18 at 500 rpm.
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ROTOR DEFLECTION SHAPES AFTER TWO-PLANE BALANCING
STATION 1
STATION 21
Figure 101 Rotor deflection at 7,200 rpm.
STATION 1
Figure 102 Rotor deflection at 10,400 rpm.
STATION 21
STATION 1
Figure 103 Rotor deflection at 28,480 rpm.
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Figure 104 Modal AVERAGING applied to
rigid-body balanced rotor at 26,460 rpm using 8-planet
(1-2-13-16-21).







Figure 1 06 Rigid-body balance plua 3-plane
(1-2-16) Influence balance at 10,400 rpm and 26,480 rpm.
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Figure 106 Rigid-body balance plua 3-plane
(1-2-21) influence balance at 10,400 rpm and 25,450 rpm.
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Figure 107 Rigid-body balance plua 4-plane
(1-2-16-21) influence balance at 10,400 rpm and
25,450 rpm.









/ Figure 106 Rigid-body balance plua 6-plam
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(1-2-13-16-21 ) Influence at 10,400 rpm, 26,480 rpm and
66,000 rpm.
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Rigid-body balance plua 7-plane (1-2-8-11-13-1621) Influence at 10,400 rpm, 28,480 rpm, 80,000
































Figure 111 Rigid-body balance plue 7-plane (1-2-8-11-13-1621) Influence at 7.200 rpm, 10.400 rpm, 28,480
mm, and 66,000 rpm.
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Figure 112 Influence coefficient balance ualng 7-planes (1-2-8-11-13-16-21) at 10,400 rpm, 28.480 rpm,
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Figure 113 influence
coefficient balance ualng 7-planes (1-2-8-11-13-16-21) at 7,200 rpm, 10.400 rpm,
28,480 rpm, and 66,000 rpm (no rigid-body balance).
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RESULTS
A major objective of this investigation was the literature survey on rotor balancing. This goal has been
attained and a dis
cussion of the balancing literature, primarily flexible rotor balancing references, has been presented. It was found
in the
survey of the balancing literature that primarily two schools of thought exist on flexible rotor balancing.
On the one hand are the modal formulations, comprised of the methods of Bishop and Gladwell, Federn, Kellenberger,
and Moore and Dodd. On the other hand are the influence coefficient balancing advocates among which are Lund and
Rieger, Goodman, Warner, and LeGrow.
Also included in this report are thorough and complete descriptions of various current high speed flexible rotor balancing
techniques. These descriptions have encompassed both the theoretical balancing procedures and the practical modes of
application as defined by the authors of their respective methods. The methods so dicussed are the
"N"
modal method of
Bishop and Gladwell, the modal
"averaging"
technique of Moore and Dodd, the "N +
B"





modal methods of Kellenberger, and the influence coefficient method of Lund and Rieger.
Programs to computerize and automate the modal balancing procedures were written and proven. The program BAL sol
ves for trial weight distributions; MBAL solves for final correction weights; MODAL I selects trial weight distributions
based upon modal effects; MODAL II corrects rotor vibration at a specified speed by the
"averaging"
technique of Moore
and Dodd. Additional programs were written for computer graphics or data manipulation. These programs included
SHAPE, SHAPE II, AMP-SPD, and MANI.
A series of example balancing cases were performed to demonstrate the various balancing procedures and to prove the
effectiveness of the balancing programs used and written. Amongst these examples were entirely flexible rotors, both un
damped and damped, and a damped rotor system exhibiting both flexible and rigid body effects.
From the first rotor example it becomes apparent that the assumption that the rotor deflects primarily in the shape of its
characteritstic mode at the corresponding critical speed is verified. It is also obvious that use of the actual rotor deflection
shapes in the balancing operations produces no detrimental effects to the modal balancing techniques. The total separa
tion of the actual modes on the basis of the principle of orthogonality, however, becomes doubtful as manipulation of a
given mode does in fact affect the vibration of the rotor in its other modes . The linear independence of the rotor vibra
tional modes is established as the important balancing principle, in line with the statements of Kellenberger (54) and
Parkinson (84). The use of discrete bearing stiffnesses in the rotor example did not create undue complications in the
modal balancing methods, though both modal methods (Bishop and Gladwell, and Kellenberger) are founded upon dis
tributed stiffnesses and not discrete factors. The introduction of discrete stiffness may have been a cause of the lack of
orthogonality of the shaft vibrations of the rotor-bearing system vibrations. Of the balancing methods used on this rotor
only the"N + B'simultaneous method proved unsatisfactory.
In the second case the unbalance distribution was altered to a spatial distribution which according to (5) is the most diffi
cult unbalance distribution which can be formulated. In this instance the'Vmodal method preceded with or without a low
speed two plane balance failed to yield acceptable results. Likewise the*N + B'simultaneous, and the*N*simultaneous
preceded by a low speed balance, failed to properly balance the rotor system. The application of a new three or five plane
balance distribution as well as a two plane trim at low speed, or at high speed, failed to substantially improve the balance
level achieved by N 'simultaneous method.
The damped system of the third example utilized discrete bearing damping as opposed to the distributed damping inher
ent in the modal formulations. The result was a rotor which was twisted in space, as was postulated by Meirovitch and
stated to exist by Last. Bishop and Gladwell (14) formulated the modal vibration analysis on the basis of a shaft which
was assumed to be not twisted in space. The introduction of this form of damping and the resultant deflection shapes
mean that there exists coupling between the principal planes and modes of the
rotor.26 Use of the amplitude-speed
curves of the bearings fail to produce critical speeds for which the corresponding deflection shapes are characteristic
modal functions. Also, according to reference ( j_8) the speeds determined to be critical from the amplitude-speed curves
are not in reality the critical speeds of the rotor system. In order to determine the system criticals, Argand diagrams must
be made of the bearings and studied for the speeds at which the maximum phase angle change occurs. These speeds so
found are the system criticals.
"This was a symmetric rotor in symmetric bearings therefore it does not exhibit principal planes of stiffness, motion, etc.
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Whether the speed-amplitude curves are used in the balancing procedure or the Argand diagrams, the balancing levels
achieved are only of moderate levels because of the rotor not not displaying its characteristic modes of vibration, which is
the founding principle of the modal methods.
A spatial unbalance distribution was utilized in the fourth rotor example. The basis of the modal procedure becomes ap
parent by referring to Figures 69, 73, and 74 , which represent the rotor deflections. After removal of the first mode unbal
ance effects. Figure 73 , the rotor assumes a deflection shape corresponding to the second mode. After the second mode
removal. Figure 74 , the rotor assumes an odd (either first or third) mode deflection shape. Regardless ofwhether a two or
three speed modal balance was attempted, the N"modal method failed to yield a successful balance level, again because
of the lack of characteristic modal vibrations.
The rotor of the fifth and final sample case was a rotor which exhibited non-negligible rigid body effects before becoming
flexible. Application of the N modal method of Bishop and Gladwell, whether to the
"bare"
rotor or to the two plane rigid
body balanced rotor, was unsuccessful in providing a satisfactory vibration level. Removal of the rigid body effects re
vealed the rotor to be experiencing residual vibration in the flexural modes. The fact that this rotor experienced sub




1 . A program (BAL) has been written and demonstrated which solves for a system of complex trial weights for either
the modal formulation of Bishop and Gladwell, or the modal formulations of Federn or Kellenberger.
2. A program (MBAL) has been written and demonstrated which solves for a system of modal correction weights
based upon trial weight responses. The program is based upon the general modal graphical constructions of Figure
29 and is compatible with any modal balancing technique.
3. Program (MODAL I and MODAL II) have been written and demonstrated which apply the modal
"averaging"
tech
nique of Moore and Dodd to any rotor system, including those with asymmetric bearing or rotor conditions.
4. The most widely advocated flexible rotor balancing techniques are the modal methods of Bishop and Gladwell,
Federn, and Kellenberger, and the influence coefficient technique of Lund and Rieger.
5. All of the balancing methods investigated rely upon the solutions of simultaneous equations in order to balance a
rotating system.
6. Use of the amplitude-speed curve of a rotor to determine system criticals based upon maximum rotor amplitudes is
valid only for undamped rotor systems.
7. The assumption that the deflection shape of a rotor in the vicinity of its critical speed is primarily in the correspond
ing characteristic mode is valid for undamped systems or very lightly, i.e. negligible, damped systems only.
8. The modal elimination process forming the basis of the modal balancing techniques has been effectively
demonstrated.
9. The modal methods are most effective on undamped rotor systems, or those which readily display their character
istic modes.
10. Inclusion of discrete bearing stiffness or damping, rather than uniformly distributed effects, removes the orthogonal
relation of the principal modes of vibration; the linear independance of the modes or deflection shapes however,
still exits.
1 1. Inclusion of bearing damping couples the principal planes of rotor vibrations.
1 2. Inclusion of bearing damping produces rotor deflection shapes which are twisted in space, violating an assumption
of the modal formulation of Bishop and Gladwell.
13. Damped rotor criticals cannot be accurately determined from maximum rotor amplitudes, but may be determined
by the maximum phase angle change per unit speed, such as on an Argand diagram.
14. Use of an Argand diagram for critical speed determination yields criticals which coincide with those of the un
damped system.
1 5. Rotors subjected to non-negligible bearing damping do not exhibit pure characteristic modes of vibration at their
critical speeds.
1 6. Inclusion of bearing damping complicates the modal balancing procedures if the actual rotor deflection shapes are
used in the balancing operations.
17. The Moore and Dodd modal
"averaging"
procedure is applicable to damped as well as undamped rotor-bearing
systems.
1 8. The Moore and Dodd modal
"averaging"
procedure is effective for balancing a rotor at a specific speed and is not
applicable to a speed range.
19. If a rotor exhibits purely flexible behavior, the
"N"
modal method and the
"N"
simultaneous method are both appli
cable and will produce similar results.
20. If a rotor exhibits purely flexible behavior, the "N +
B"
simultaneous method does not yield satisfactory balancing
results.





modal methods complicates the balancing procedure and prevents achieving a satisfactory balance level.
22. Use of a two plane low or high speed trim balance on a balanced flexible rotor provides negligible improvement in
balance levels, unless an increase in unbalance levels can be tolerated at speeds other than that for which the sys
tem is so trimmed.
23. Reapplication of a flexible rotor balancing tecnhnique to a balanced rotor, in order to improve the balance level,
produces only marginal improvement.
24. The use of asymmetrical
"corkscrew"
unbalances has been shown to complicate the modal balancing procedures
by introducing non-planar rotor response and by forcing the rotor axis to distort in space.





simultaneous methods, even if previously balanced at low speed.
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26. Flexible rotors exhibiting rigid body effects must be initially balanced as rigid bodies in two planes.
27. Flexible rotors exhibiting -rigid body effects may be balanced in a modal fashion so long as the flexible rotor balanc
ing does not adversely affect the rigid body balance, that is an "N +
B"
method must be used, as per Federn.
28. Additional flexible vibration modes may have to be considered in balancing rotors, which are damped or exhibit ri
gid body effects, because of the
"masking"
of higher flexible modes by damping effects or by the rigid body
vibrations.
29. The influence coefficient method has been shown to be effective on undamped and damped flexible rotors and on
damped rotors exhibiting both rigid and flexural behavior.
30. The influence coefficient method is the easiest, most effective, and most generally applicable rotor balancing tech




31. Compared to the influencec coefficient method, the modal methods required substantially greater effort, time and
trimming to attain a balance level which is satisfactory, because of the requirement to apply the method, iteratively,
as Parkinson has also pointed out in reference (84).




1 . The modal balancing programs produced in the course of this investigation should be applied to real systems to
prove their applicability and generality.
2. The comparisons carried out in this work should be extended to actual rotors, either of laboratory models or indus
trial rotors.
3. Efforts should be made to extend the modal balancing theory to non-negligible, discretely damped rotor systems.
4. Investigations should be made to determine the most effective means of dealing with flexible rotors exhibiting
non-
negligible rigid body effects.
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critical speed of a single disk flexible rotor.
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79. Muster, D., "The Theory of Balancing Rotating Machinery", GE Tech. Infor. Series. GE Laboratory Report No. 60GL101,
April 1, '60, GE Corp., Schenectady. New York.
Rigid-rotor balancing and machines; balancing criteria.
80. Muster. D., "Part I. Theory of Balancing", Section 39-1. Shock and Vibration Handbook, Vol. 3. McGraw-Hill, N.Y., 1961.
pp. 39-1 to 39-22.
Describes low-speed balancing, machines and criteria.
81. Parkinson, A.G., "The Vibration and Balancing of Shafts Rotating in Asymmetric Bearings", Jour. Sound and Vibrations,
Vol. 2, 1965, pp. 477-501.
Effects of asymmetric bearings on rotor response and balancing (modal); good.
82. Parkinson, A.G., "On the balancing of shafts with axial asymmetry", Proc. Royal Soc. (London), Series A, Vol. 294, 1966,
pp. 66-79.
Axial asymmetry is introducted in the equations of motion; modal balancing described for asymmetry; good.
83. Parkinson, A.G., "An Introduction to the Vibration of Rotating Flexible Shafts", Bull. Mech. Engng. Educ, Vol. 6, pp. 47-
62, Pergamon Press, 1967.
Modal approach to equations of motion and balancing presented; basic; good.
84. Parkinson, A.G.. "Balancing of Flexible Shafts Rotating in Massive Flexible Bearings", Jour. Mech. Eng. Sci., Vol. 1 5, No.
6, 1973. pp. 430-438.
Orthogonality conditions of equations of motion and modal balancing are relaxed; very good.
85. Petersen, S.R., "Vibration in Rotating Machinery", Power Engineering, Vol. 64, July '60, pp. 70-2+ 76.
Description of unbalance and two-plane balancing and machines; details use of balancing machines for multiplane flex
ible rotor balancing; good.
86. Prohl, M.A., "A General Method for Calculating Critical Speeds of Flexible Rotors", Trans. ASME, Vol. 67, Jour. Appl.
Mech., Vol. 12, 1945. pp. A142-A148.
The Prohl lumped-mass-parameter method of calculating rotor criticals.
87. Rasmussen, S.B., "Practical Rotor Dynamics-1- Geometric Properties of Rotors", Machine Design, Vol. 41, Feb. 6, '69.
pp. 142-5.
Self-descriptive title.




How to calculate rotor deflections.
89. Rasmussen, S.B., "Practical Rotor Dynamics - 3- Natural Frequencies and Critical Speeds", Machine Design, Vol. 41,
Mar. 6, '69, pp. 158-62.
How to calculate critical speed maps and critical speeds.
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90. Rathbone, T.C. "Turbine Vibration and Balancing", Trans. ASME, Vol. 51, Part 1, 1929, Paper No. APM-51-23,
pp.267-
84.
Discusses rigid-body balancing and flexible conditions; discusses other causes simulating unbalance; thorough;
excellent.
91. Rieger, N.F., "Computer Program for Balancing of Flexible Rotors", MTI Technical Report No. 67TR68, Sept. 15, '67,
Mechanical Technology Inc., Latham, N.Y.
Documentation and source of MTI's influence program; excellent.
92. Rieger. N.F., "Unbalance Response of an Elastic Rotor in Damped Flexible Bearings at Supercritical Speeds", ASME
Paper No. 70-WA/Pur-3.
Effects of different unbalancing at supercritical speeds.
93. Rieger, N.F., "Vibrations in Rotating Machinery", Course notes from Union College, Schenectady, N.Y., June '70.
Effects of various rotordynamic factors on the equations of motion; critical speed calculations; balancing; good.
94. Rieger, N.F., "Bearing-Rotor Dynamics", RPI-MTI Gas Bearing Design Course, Mechanical Technology Inc., Latham, N.Y.
Gas bearing design data; rotor response and balancing criteria.
95. Rieger, N.F., "Balancing High Speed Rotors to Reduce Vibration Levels", Paper presented at ASME design conference,
Chicago, May 8, 1972.
Presents documentation of I.C. program and discussion of I.C. and modal balancing.
96. Rieger, N.F., "III. Unbalance Response and Balancing of Flexible Rotors in Bearings", Flexible Rotor-Bearing System
Dynamics, ASME publication, N.Y. 1973.
Survey of Rotordynamic and balancing literature; description of balancing procedures.
97. Ruhl, R.L., "Dynamics of Distributed Parameter Rotor Systems: Transfer Matrix and Finite Element Techniques.", Ph.D.
Thesis, Cornell University, 1970.
Finite element representation of rotor system; program and sample problems.
98. Senger, W.I., "Specifying Dyamic Unbalance. Part l-Types of Unbalance",Machine Design, Vol. 1 6, Nov. '44, pp. 1 01 -6.
Explains the types of rigid-body unbalance and its correction.
99. Senger, W.I., "Specifying Dynamic Unbalance Part ll-Sources of UnBalance", Machine Design, Vol. 16, Dec. '44, pp.
131-4.
How mass eccentricities can occur.
100, Senger, W.I., "Specifying Dynamic Unbalance Part III
- Methods of Correction", Machine Design, Vol. 17, Jan. '45, pp.
127-33.
Specifying unbalance tolerances and how to remove unbalance.
101. Senger, W.I., "Specifying Dynamic Unbalance. Part IV-Balancing Equipment", Machine Design, Vol. 17, Feb. '45, pp.
163-6 -F 196.
Types of machines and consideration involved in balancing machines.
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102. Senger, W.I.. "Part II: Practice of Balancing". Section of Shock and Vibration Handbook, Vol. 3, McGraw-Hill, N.Y., 1961,
pp. 39-23 to 39-41.
General discussion of unbalance (rigid-body), machines, design and removal.
103. Smith, D.M., "The Motion of a Rotor carried by a Flexible Shaft in Flexible Bearings.", Proc. Royal Soc. (London), Series
A, Vol. 142. 1933. pp. 92-118.
Expansion of Jeffcott's development to include flexible bearings, axial asymmetry, bearing asymmetry, and combinations;
excellent.
104. Tang, T.M., and Trumpler, P.R., "Dynamics of Synchronous- Precessing Turborotors With Particular Reference to
Balancing, Part 1 - Theoretical Foundations", Trans ASME, Vol. 31, No. 1
March '64, pp. 1 1 5-22.
Equations of rotor motion are written in terms of the mass eccentricity jf each rotor section.
105. Tang, T.M., and Trumpler, P.R., "Dynamics of Synchronous-Precessing Turborotors With Particular Reference to
Balancing. Part 2 - Application", Trans. ASME, Jour. Appl. Mech., Vol. 35, March '68, 25-30.
Method of balancing based on optimum distribution of section eccentricities; based on Part 1.
106. Thearle, E.L., "Dynamic Balancing of Rotating Machinery in the Field", Trans ASME, Vol. 56, 1934, pp. 745-53.
Simultaneous two-plane balance method presented; excellent.
107, Thomson, T "Matrix Solution for the Vibration of Nonuniform Beams", Trans. ASME, Vol. 72, Jour. Appl. Mech., Vol. 17,
1950, pp. 337-9.
Matrix formulation of the equations and procedures of Myklestad and Prohl.
108. Thomson, W.T., Vibration Theory and Applications, Prentice-Hall, Inc., N.J., 1965.
Jeffcott rotor; Thearle's development; methods of Myklestad and Prohl, with examples.
109. Timoshenko, S., and Young, D.H., Vibration Problems In Engineering, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company, N.Y. 1955.
Beam vibration; critical speeds; rotor dynamics; very good.
110. Tonnesen, J., "Further Experiments on Balancing of a High-Speed Rotor Rotor", ASME Paper No. 73-DET-99.
Experimental results of using the influence method; very good.
111. Warner, P.C, "On the Balancing of Flexible Rotors", MTI Technical Report 62TR36, Mechanical Technology
Incorporated, Latham, N.Y.
Influence coefficient formulation based upon static deflection curve.
1 12. Zabriskie, C.J., "Diagnostic Sonics for Gas Turbine Engines", ASME Paper No. 74-GT-18.
Relates sonic analysis to vibration problems of turbomachinery.
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113. Zenk, R.R., "Designing for Balance", Machine Design, Vol. 31, May 28, '59, pp. 102-9.
Enumerates the possible causes of unbalance.
114. Den Hartog, J. P., Mechanical Vibrations, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1956.
Influence coefficient technique applied to balancing: good.
115. Lund. J.W., "Rotor-Bearing Dynamics Design Technology, Part III: Design Handbook for Fluid-Film Bearings", MTI
Technical Report AFAPL-TR-65-45, May '65.
Presents dimensionless data for calculation of bearing coefficients for various bearing types; excellent.
1 16. Meldahl, A., "Auswuchten elastischer Rotoren", Z. angew. Math. Mech., Bd. 34 Nr. 8/9 Aug./Sept. 1954, pp. 317-8,
translation.
Modal balancing of flexible rotors by simultaneous means; excellent.
117. Federn, K., "Multi-plane Balancing of Elastic Rotors-Fundamental Theories and Practical Application", Proceedings -
Balancing Seminar, Vol. Ill, General Electric Technical Information Series, Report No. 58GL121, April 17, '58, General
Electric Corporation, Schenectady, N.Y.
Method of balancing rotors; excellent.
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APPENDIX A: GOODMAN'S INFLUENCE COFFICIENT METHOD
MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION OP LEAST -SQUARES PROCEDURE
Given; N balance planes (locations for correc
tion masses)






where M - K x L
To find: Optimum correction masses ln the N bal
ance planes to minimize the M vibration
readings .
By plain least squares, we can minimize the
rms value of the M vibration readings ; this
is a standard statistical procedure (2) .
By successive Iterations using weighted least
squares , it may be possible to minimize the
maximum of the M vibration readings (3.)
Computer inputs are the following experimentally
measured values :
1 Zero-rotor data: A. A . ,A , which
12 M
are complex numbers giving amplitudes and
phases of original vibrations at the M lo
cations and operating conditions. Phase
angles are measured relative to a rotating
reference vector (jj) .
2 Magnitudes U, , U_, ,U of trial masses
12 N
In the N balance planes .
3 Trial -mass data: B m = 1 M
m n
n => 1, , N
which are complex numbers giving amplitudes
and phases of vibrations when trial weights
are added. B is the vibration at the m
mn
location and speed when a trial mass of






As a preliminary step, the following
computations are
made;
1 Real and imaginary parts [kmx and A,y) of t^
2 Real and imaginary parta (B and B .) ofB_
mnx mny mn




a = (B -A )+U
mnx mnx mx n
a = (B - A )+ U (1)
mny mny my n
TheBty of plain least squares computation
If M were equal to N, we could compute exact values of W., . . . ,
W , which would reduce vibration to zero at the M locations
and speeds.
W lo defined as a complex number with
n
magnitude = Desired correction mass in n balance plane
phase angle = Angular location of desired correction mass
relative to trial mass
When M > N, we cannot in general reduce all residual
vibrations to zero but we can minimize the sum of their squares.
Let e be residual vibration (complex number giving
m .L.
magnitude and phase) at m location and speed.
Then
N
e =A + o
, W, + ... + o W. = A +Zo W. (2)




Splitting this into real and Imaginary parts,






mx mx mix Ix cily ly
A +2 (o W -a W)
mx n mnx nx mny
ny'
E = A + o , W, + a , W, + . . = m
my my mly lx mix ly VJ
A + 2 (a W ? a W)





' m m* nix my
'
Choose W , Wj ,
... to minimize S
as as as as %
This requires:
y^r- * j^f- .... = y-y- - JvT' (5)





(a W -o W )]





? a [A + 2 (a W +a W )lUo
mny*
my n mny nx mnx ny J j
2 |-o {A + 2 (a W - a W )]
ml mny
'




+ a [A + 2 (a W + a
mnx my n mny nx mnx
for all n.
()
This gives 2N linear equations which can be solved for











[W] la the column matrix
[A] is the column matrix























Mly Mix aMNy aMNx




Computation procedure for plain least squares
1. Form the matrices [A] and [a]; print out [a].
2. Solve for [W] = {[oT]
[a]]"1
[oT] {A] (8)
Compute amplitude's and phases (in degrees) of W , .... W
and print out (in printout, label these "correction mass
magnitude"
and "correction mass, angle ahead of trial
weight, degrees"),
4. Compute [e ] = [o] [W] + [A]
where [ e ] is the column matrix
(9)
lx
5. Compute amplitudes (and phases in degrees)ofs E
and print out (in printout, label these as "residual vibration:
magnitude"
and "residual vibration: angle from zero degrees").




label. S as 'sum of squared residuals"; label R as "rms residual")
Note: By comparing R to e. , we can see whether
/.
' m. 'max
g / could probably be reduced by using weighted
m (max
-o
least squares as described below.




Note: After the preliminary computation of [a] using original values of
[A], program should be capable of accepting revised values of [A] to use
with original [a] in this and subsequent iterations.
Second iteration:
Computation procedure for weighted least squares
T* T
1. Form the matrix [a] which Is defined as the [a] matrix
with the first two columns multiplied
by/e /. 3d and 4th columns multiplied byje ,j etc.
nn| rp
2. Use [a) in place of [a] to compute [
W*





3. Compute amplitudes and phases (ln degreed of W ,
and print out
4. Compute [e'] = [a] [WJ + [A]
S. Compute amplitudes and phases (in degrees) of E ,
and print out









By applying this procedure In
successive Iterations, using residual errors of each iteration as multi
pliers of [a] for the next iteration, solution often converges QJ to give
minimum value of maximum residual vibration, I. e., minimum value of
/
Jmax" However, this convergence is not guaranteed, hence, result
should be checked by Inspection at each stage.
Third and final Iteration i FurHi 4r rtfi'mmtiit of mtlnhtrJ lnsFifJtartt
T T
Form the matrix [a] which Is defined
first two columns multiplied by/c
'
/
third and fourth columns multiplied by /e
' /.etc.
R





1. as the [a] matrix with
Ml
R'
3. Compute amplitudes and phases (ln degrees) of W ", ..., W
"
and print out,
4. Compute [e.] = [o] [W"] ? [A] (14)













APPENDIX B: MODAL BALANCING PROGRAM
"BAL'
Purnose
L'he purpose of this computer ro-ram is to solve the matrix
e-<unt:Lon of modal function^ to -roduce a distribution of trial
balancing; weights. The wei.^t distribution of the solution will
viarallel the rotor deflection sjia->es used, therefore it is im
portant th-it the characteristic modal functions be used as these
will produce the be :t set of trial eights. iny other deflection
shar>es may necessitate a repeated a'nlicTtion of this ororr-ft
until by iteration - R^risfactor
--
weight distribution and/or
balance level is obtained.
Iaj_iut Oat-i and Formats
Data set A
Card -i 1: (20A4) Case n.-me
C~rd 2: ( 1^-15) Case "ar->meters
Number of nodes to be balanced





0 = Spatial deflection share
1 = Pl-m^r deflection shane
Card 7 7: (7F10.0) Gntional-use only if a
"1"
a 'oears on
Card 7- 2. This implies a -.il-nar mode
shape which is orientated at an ngle
of 0, 90, 100, 270, <
sert angle value if used,
'1 or ^60. In
D3jLS-_<3-e.t_JB
C~rd ri 4: (l6,2l4,I?) Matrix oarnmeter:
APPENDIX B
Identification code of matrix
Number of rows of amplitude matrix
Number of columns of amplitude
matrix
Storage code (use a zero-!lO")
0 = General matrix
1 = Symmetric matrix
2 = Diagonal matrix
Data set C
Card !t 5: (7F10.0) Elements of amolitu.de matrix, by
row. (Repeat f<jr number of rows
in amplitude matrix.)
Card :- 6: (7F10.0) End of mntrix-use "9" in column 1
Data set D
-^ene^t Data sets B -md C for the angular orientation matrix.
Data set S
>rd '- 7: (7F10.0) Mode function data. PI ce c "-1"
or other convenient ^iri^ricl v -lue
in tho ar"i.rorria t e "nnsition for
which a modal solution is desired.
(Reneat for as many times as there
are modes for v/hich a solution is
desired, according to C.?rd # 1.)
Data set F
If Card -rt 2 indicates more data is to follow, then
Dat~
sets
A to E must be relented for each additional case considered.
Sample Problem
Sample input
p'ol lowing is the sam-ie in nut into the -.ro^r^m RAL. It --ill
be noticed, if reference is m~de to the in. nit . formats -md state
ments, that the Case
parameters call for the oro-r-m to orovide
153
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solutions of the matrices for three sets of mode function data.
This same card nlso informs the computer that only this one
ca.-e is to be solved; there is no ^ore data following. The
Matrix pr'r- meter c^rd identifies the matrix as "2", v/hich is
a general 3X3 matrix. The first set of mode function data
calls for the solution of the first mode; the second function
data calls for the solution of the second mode;
th" third set
of function data re-aiir^s the solution of the third mode.
The innut data for this samale problem is:
1.000 -E DAMPED SIMPLIFIED THIRD MODE aT DISTRIBUTION
2.000 3. 0. 0. 0.
3.000 2. 3. 3. 0.
4.000 .721147 2.30181 .542148
5.000 4.67750 2.23738 ^.681 47
6.000 25.4941 3.30223 ^.'-LSS1S
7.O00 9




in. 000 89.0984 -57.7917 85.9680
11.000 1'''-'.l45 -23.5373 22.0844
1 2 . 000 9
13.000 -1.000 .000 0.000
14.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000
15.000 0.000 n.ono -I.000
Sarnale outant
Based upon the previous input to the -'.ro~ram, the program
writes all in. ut 'lata as output and then solves the matrices
for the correct nlanar weight distributions, and ultimately for
the appropriate spatial distribution. Any errors in data, such
as singular matrices, -roduce error statements to be out-ut :.md
the program oper-ition to be terminated.
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MODAL BALANCING PROGRAM BY J. R. KGNDIG 3-73
CE DAMPED SIMPLIFIED TLHIR!'.) MODE WT DISTRIBUTION
SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS EOTIATIONS
AMPLITUDE MATRIX
MATRIX 2 3 ROWS 3 COLUMNS STO-^OE MODE 0
PAGE 1
COLUMN ,1 2 ?
Row 1 .721147E OO .2301R1S 01 .5/i-2l48E oo
ROW 2 .467750E 01 . 223738 :: 01 .3 '8147-; 01
ROW 3 . 254941E 02 . 3^0P23a 01 . 565515a 01
ANGUL>\.-> ORIENTATION MATRIX
MATRIX 2 3 ROWS 3 COLUMNS STORAGE MOuE 0
PAGE 1
COLUMN ,1 2 3
ROW 1 -!.112769E 02 ,1790.34m 03 .1 626^2 M 02
ROw 2 .890984E 02 -.577917E 0^. .8.596806 02
'
ROW 3 .13-':145E 03 -.235573E 02 .2208^4.; 02
ORIGINAL MODE VECTOR
1 -.100000E 01
2 . OOOOOOE 00
3 .OOOOOOE 00
SOLUTION VALUES
a Z DAMPED SIMPLIFIED THIRD MODE WT DT-1 MRIRU'^ION
NO. REAL SOLUTION IMAG. SOLUTION SOLUTION ANG. ORIENTATION
OR
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NO. 'SAL SOLUTIi- IMAG. SOLUTION SOLUTION ANG. ORIENTATION
'LANS COS. COM] 'ONSET
1 .109984s 00
'2 -.73944c.; 00


















GE DAMPED SIMPLIFIED THIRD MODS ST DISTRIBUTION

























^PDAl 6ALAMC 1^-5 P^RGRAN BY J.R.KFNHID a/73
2. C
3. C pi.jRPftcp
4. C APPLY THF MPDAL BALANCING TECHNIQUE T9 REAL, NRN-IDEAL
5. C THPFE-OfMfrsJSipN AL R6TRR ^YSTF'-lS WHICH ARE INFLUENCED
6. C Y MRN-^FGLT^IPLF DAMPING EFFECT*:.
7. C
8. C THIS PRSRRAM SELVES FlTHFR THF N-Pl,AME "FTH^O BF RlPwRP
9. C AND PAt'K,T\'S*'-# 8P THF N +2 MPTHPD np KELLF NPFQGFR .
10. C NRTP;
11. C IT TF ADVISED TR REFER TP PRPGRA* PP.CUMENTATTRN
12. C FQF TNPtjT SPFCIFICATIRNP FOR THF DF9IRFD MFTHftD*
13. C
14. C PASTCALLY Twjs IS A MRDjpiFO vFR?TN F TRm SAMPLE
15. C pq^ocAf tq^^Kit ftp THr jp^.gpp,
16. C PRIPIMAL PRGRAM(IE SetM) WAP T DEMONSTRATE A CPMPUTFP
17. C S9H"TIM P A PET *F STMULTANERUS rf?|,)AT iPfyje,







24. C A ^ATPTy RF SIMULTANEOUS EOUATTRmS CRbFP TC TF*iTS
ANr> a VECTPr
25. C *F C^'STAVTP AP
FRO!"1 THP STAMOAfO p.'PUT DFVICF* THF
26. C prLUTTc>> TS STAINED AND LTPTFD ^N THE. PTANiO*RD OUTPUT
27. C OFVTFF. TWI$ PFRCFDURF IP REPEATED F*c THr pTHEF FET? BF
2*. C
FC-UATI-'MS'
UNTIL a blank card is fncpuntfpf^.
29. C
30. C MATRIX IS DIMFMSJRNFD FPR 625 ELEMENT?. THrppp-opr, NuMP.pP BF
31. C FvUATjRKc; TR t-r SPLVED CANMRT FXCFED ?5 HNLpSS THF DIMENSION
3?, C STATr ME- 'T IP CHANGED.





36. C EAD * EPITf CASE NAME









^4. C CHECf FRf- SINGULAR ANGULAR pPUT
45. C IF *'P*0 TWTS !MLIFS MULTIFLA'SF CRMFT GlPAT TRN
46. C IF NRsi/ THEN THE RPTRP IS PLANAR
47. IF (MP, EC- 1 )
GR TR 201
48. 2C0 CRNTINIJE
4g. r PFAD A\D CUPCK DATA FPR AMPLITUDE MATRIX* WPJTF MATRIX IF RKAY
50. r5 CALL ^ATI |(IFPnlA*625/N..MJMc;, IEC5
51.. I^CN) 3C*9F0-3H
52. 30 IF(IFB-l) 45/3P-40
53. 35 WRITF(l08-ll) TCPP
54. GR Tf 900




57. <+5 IP(N'-M) ^0-55*50
58. 50 WPITE(10P/13) ICRD
5. GP TR 900
60. 55 IF i"'S) 60#65^6C
APPENDIX B
1 57
61. f,0 WRITE( 10, If )
ICpr>
62. GR Tp 900
69. 65 WRITEUC8-4)
64. CALL MXRUT(lCc'O,A,\,M,MS,60,120#2)
65. C PFAD AND CHFCK ANGULAR PRI ENT.AT IRN MATRIX, VITF "ATRTX IF RKAY
66. 7? CALL maTtn-(TDPD-p# 625,NB,MB, MS* IRR)
67. TF(NP) 75j>950*"7=:
68. 7^ ir(lPR.l) 90, ?0, 85
69. SO WPITF(10?#11) TDPD
70. G* TR 910
71. 85 WPITF( 108,14) IDPD
72. GR TP 950
73. 90 TFC'-ln-M) P5,1CCP5
74.. ?5 W^ITF( 10= - 13 ) IDRO
75. G* TP gio
76. ICO IF(NP) 105,110,105
77. 105 '/PTTP ( 108/ 16 ) IDRD
78. GR TP 910
79. 110 TF(N-^P) U^IPO/U-
a0. 115 '^PlTr(1nR^5)
81. 0^ TP qlc
89. 120 ERITr ( iOR/6 5
83. CALL MXPUT( TDR^/P-NR-MR/NS/60/120-2)
84. C CALCULATF PLa*-A& VALUES
?5. >-TRT = "'*?.
86. CR 12B 1=1, ^TRT
87. R U )s^( I )/K7.2Q57795
88. C( I )=*( I )CRS(H( T ) )
89. S( I ) xA( I
)*GI* (P( T ) )
90. 125 CPNTTN'uE
91. C PFAD f-pnr Fi'\TTT*N OATA, WRITE SAMF
92. DP 160 I1,NM
93. PPAO(105,?0) (F(J)>J=1,N)





98. C SPLVT cr'P CHMPP\'P^T
99. IF(NF.FO.l) OP TR 141
100. CALL 3IMO(OFC#7'-KS)
101. IF(KC-1 ) 140,135,140
102. 135 WDITF(108,19)
103. WPlTr(ir-Bf 15)
104. OR TP 160
105. 1.40 CNTTM'jF
106. C PLVF SI>! CHMPPNFNT
1C7. IF(NF,po.?) GR T^ 151




112. GP TP 160




117. WP ITE (108, 27)
118. C DERIVE TPTAL S*LUTIPN AND PUTPUT




.21. 152 AMP(j)B( <rr( j)?. ) + (F(J>2t ) )*-5
.22. OR TR 155
.23. 153 A^PCJ)-F(U)
.24. FC(J)00




15* A^G(J)-f:7.2957795*ATAN2(F ( J),FC( J) )








35. Op tp pn
900 CP^TP'UE
.37.C FRRRP I* AMPLITUDE MATRIX
3. C PFAD ANGLE MATRIX S MPPE FIJNCTIP".'S
r tp tfpmjhate ppe.SE^;T CASr
CALL NAT IN ( TDPD,,Nn,vp,NS,TPR)




IP( I -!P,EO.O) 00 TR 950
GR Tp ?4
.47, 910 CRNTT'-'UE
C FPPRr: ir. am-^LE MATRIX
49. C PFAP MR OF FUNCTIONS
C TR TERMINATE PRESEVT CASF
.51
.
Dn 915 1=1. nm
5P. PEAD( 105,20) <F( J)* J*I -")
^1^ CnN'TlNUF
WRITF(iC3-15)





.59.C T^FPFPePE, TfpmivaTE EVEO-JURf
,60.C PP
.61.C FXECi'TTRv pf ALL DATA IS COMPLETE
.62. WFTTF(108/12)
,63. GR To 951
.64. 201 R>- AD(105,'O) P|..Avp
.65.C MAKE SURF A-GLF IS BETWEEN O.P AND
36o." DtPPF-Fc
.66. 209 IF(PLANE.GT. 360.0) 06 TP 203
.67.
TF(PLA\iF.LT. -960.0) GR T& ?C4
OR TR 205
.6", ?C3 PL.ANF*Pl,*NE-360.0
.70. GR To 202
204 PLANtbpl ANF43f n-0
.72. GR Tp 202
73. 2C5 TF(PL*NF.F0.360.0) GP
Tp 206
.74.
IF(P|...ANE.FD. -360.0) GR T& 206
.75.












209 Ir(PL.ANF.FO0.0) 09 TR 910
IF(PLANE.EO90.0) GR TR 211
IF(PL*NF.P0. 180.0) G9 T 210





































































PghA^O. MATRIX IS NPT THE SAMp 5T7P AS THF AMPL* MATRIX)
lwi,26HAVGULAR RPIENTAT I P"l MATPIX,//)
IR,4E16-6)
7RN NR. REAL S&LUTIPN I^AO.cplUT IP\: SRLUTlPN A
I.R.KFNDTG 3-73)
IT MATRTX ,14)
55H MODAL BALANCING PPROPAM PY
34HSCSLUTTK< PF SIMULTANEOUS EOUAT IRNS/// )
1 mo, 44Hn J *FNS I RNFD A^FA TRR SMALL F9p INP1
IhC 2QHFX.ECUTIv TFPMTKATEO)
lur,47HPP'A1 AND COLUMN PIMFNSIR^'S NOT EOUAI.. FOR MATPlX,I4)
lH0,42HTNCf/RRECT NUMf-FP PF DATA CADS FRP MATRIX ,14)
1H0/18HGR PN TR NXT CASE)
1 HO, 38HSTPNCTUPE CODE IS NRT 7FPP FHP



















C SUBROUTINE SJ*Q IBM SSP
C PURPRSE




C DESCPIPTIPN 9F PARAMETERS
C A - MATRIX OF COEFFICIENTS STORED COLUMNWISE. THESE ARE
C DESTP9YED IN THE COMPUTATION. THE SI7F p MATRIX A IS
C N BY N.
C H - VECTOR RF ORIGINAL CONSTANTS (LENGTH N). THFSE ApE
C REPLACED BY FINAL SOLUTION VALUES* VFCT9P Xt
C N - NUMBER RF EQUATIONS AND VARIABLES* N MUST BE .CT. RNE
C KS - OUTPUT DIGIT
C 0 FPR A NPRMAL SOLUTION
C 1 PRR A SINGULAR SET PF EQUATIONS
C RpMAPKS
C MATRIX A MUST BE GENERAL.
C IF MATRIX IS SINGULAR, SOLUTION VALUES APP MFaMNGlESS.
C AN ALTFRNATTVE SRLUTI9N MAY BE OBTAINED PY U^TMG yATRlX
C AVERSION (MINV) AMD MATRIX PRODUCT (GMHon).
C SUBROUTINES AND FUNCTION SUBPROGRAMS PEOUIFD
C Np\ip
C MFTHRD
C MpTHOD OF SOLUTION IS BY ELIMINATION USING I APGFST PlVRTAL
C DIVISPP. EACH STAGE OF ELIMINATION CONSISTS PF INTERCHANGING
C PRWS WHEN NECESSARY T8 AVOID DIVISION BY ZFRP RR SMALL
C ELEMFNTSt
C THF FRRWAPD S9LUTI9N TO OBTAIN VARIABLE N IS DONE IN
C N STAGES. THE BACK SOLUTION FOR THF OTHER VARIABLES IS
C CALCULATED BY SUCCESSIVE SUBSTITUTIONS. FINAL SOLUTION
C VALUES ARE DEVELPPFD IN VECTOR B* WITH VARIAB|F 1 IN B<1)*
C VAPIARLF 2 IN B(9), ....... VARIABLE N IN P(N|).
C IF NO PIVRT CAN BE FOUND EXCEEDING A T9LERAN0F OF 00*
C THF MATRIX IS CONSIDERED SINGULAR AND KS IS SFT TO 1, THIS
C TRLERANCE CAN BE MODIFIED BY REPLACING THF FIRST STATEMENT.
SUBROUTINE STMQ(A,B,N,KS)












C SEAPCH F9R MAXIMUM COEFFICIENT IN COLUMN
IJ-IT+I













6?. r>r- 50 K =
J.N'
63. I 1 T 1 +N
64. I 2* I 1 + IT
65. SAVP = A { I l )
* 6 . A ( I 1 )
-
A ( T 2 )
67, A(T2)SAVF
70. SAVE=D ( I"'* )
71. P(IMAX)P(J)
( 1 ) ^E
"IVTD-P FOl.'ATIRM PV LEADING CREFFICIFNT
A( I1)=A( Tl )/nIOA
::( J)=SA\'f"/PK-A
Fl. PT- ATF vr-yT VARIABLE
J r ( j . s ; k c-. ,
7 r , F k



























. I n = \ - . j




- i - J
' - 1
a ( ixjv ) =a ( ivjy )- ( a ( ixj) *a( Jjv ) )
P( IX) s{ JV 1 -(!'( J )*A( IXJ) )
f'ACi* PRLUTI"''
o 1 . 0
^ a o < = i , j
9? . P { I > = -5 H
' ) - A ( T a ) *B ( I C )
9 . I a = I b - \





1. C PIJHPpmtIvf L.PC I5M SSp
P. C PURFPPE
9. C rp-pUTF A VECTOR SUPSCPIFT FOP
A"- FLFTNf TN A MATfIy of
4, C r:FFClFIFO STRRAGF MRDt
K. C US A OF
6, C 0A|.L Lf%C( T, J. TPk',M,"S)









































t i m n q p pr r l r |"j r */ j
C J - CPL.'0'k vij^E'-? p-f ELEr-'E^T
lo, r
Ti-
. PFSHLTAMT VFCTPP SUBSCRIPT
H. C
Kl





- M.JMF-EP op COLUMNS IN ^ATRIX
r mc _ R*'F DIOIT NI.JM^FP FOP ST9RAGE "PDF OF 'Atqix
r 0 - PFVFPAL
r i - 9YMV,,FTPIC









0 M f T w O r>
r
f-c--
piiarrPTPF IS CR^PUTf D FPR A "ATP IX '/'ITH M*M ELEmFmTO
C p PTr-PAGF. (GENfRAL VATRIV)
r Mp = i SUBSCRTPT
Ir CPWPUTFD FOR A mat^I* U'lTH v#(N+1)/2 IN
r ctppaGF (l.jPPLP TRIANGLE PF SV'-'MCTOIC MATPIY). IF




r-pr:pcpfiN;ni v(j fLEMENT IN UPPFo T'PIAKGLF.
C Mpsp piRPCPIPT
Ic CPMRUTPD FPR A MATDTX VITH V FLFmFmTS
r p STRRAOF (DIAGONAL. FLFf/,ENTS RP DlAGPNAl ^ATFly).
C lr FLF,F^T IS MRT ON. riAGRNAL (AND THFprpRF npt
I*-'
C otppaOF).
IP IS SET Tf 7Fpg.





10 IRX*N* (JV-l ) 4-1 V




P4 ipy=jy+( iy#ix-ix )/2
op tr >(












r PFADS CO^iTPOL CARD ANu MaTpIX ^ATA FI.FMENTS fdomLOOICAI.
C UNIT 105
C USA^f
C CALL ^ATP-^ iropp^A, IPI7E, TdR'a'. ICPL, IS, IEP)
C PPSO^TPT Jr'^ PF PAt?A'-ETEPS
C IFOOF - Upo\> Prfijivv;, ICP|'F WILL
CPNTAP'
FOUR MOIT
r T^E^T IF ICATION CRDF FRnv> ^ATr>IX "Ap a^FTFk CApD
C A . RATA ARF A FRc I\PjT MATRIX
0 TS.TXE - NiiMPFp ftp ELFMFNTS
DIMFNPT^NPO HY "URFQ FfR AdFa A
C TFW - IJPPN PFTIJPN, IRW !* ILL CpNTAlN
PR'"1 DTMFvPlRf: FR^M
0 "ATPIV OAPA^'ETER C'AFD
C TraL - UPPN -c-jupn, ICnL > ILL CPK'TATN COLUMN o y Mf Np
Ts,i fppm
0 VATDjy PA^AMFTt.7 CAPO
C TO - "0? PFTUPN, IS WILL CONTAIN rToCAGF wprsp
-f>Dc pP^M
r "ATP IX paca"-'ETF;- CAPO WHEPE
C T0=O PFMFFAL MATRIX
r T^-l cvM-FTnIC maTRIV
C I p s O
r~
I A CJ '> M A l M A 7 P i >
o Trr _ i
po:
prTURM, IFR WTLL
C',KTATK' aK: Fr-NPRP rBf)t; vHrFp
C IEPsO NP FRROF
C TEPsl TSI7E IS LESS THA* Nnt-nro ttp Fi.pvrvTS
I"
C I^PUT- "'ATP IX
C TF^r? INC^RPECT MU-'-EP pp ^aTA CAPOp
C pr'7,n/r
O K OVC.












HAS TML Ft-Llr---1*'f, format
C roi.. 5- ? PLAMif
C oo!. . 3- 6 !jP
Tr' FRUR DIGIT I PEN ;T T FT C A T I^ r*op
C omi_. 7- jo MljMRPR PF pp-.P i\ ^ATPTX
C T-L. 11-14 k:!'LHrf PF COLUMNS IN ^ f To J y




i - pv-MFT^IO "ATRTX
C 2 - "T AGONAL "ATPTX
C DATA oa^oc APP ASSUMED TR NAVE SFVFN FIELDS "r jf N COLUMNS
C FACn. DECIMAL PRINT "AY APPEAR amyi/HPFF Iv A FIFLD, IF K!R
C 0CCI--AI... Pr-INT IS INCLUDED, IT TS ACSI'"FL> That TME ^EC P'AL
C PnT\T JS AT Tup fap pp jHr in CRLUMN FTF_L.P. ?'ii^npR {v rACH
C
FjpLr'
K'AY HF DPECEDFn PY PLAN'<S. OATA tLFMF""TS MUST Pp
C PUKICHFD UV RPV. A FRw MAY CONTIMI.jp FrRM CARO TO
p
Pn-.pvrt-
PACW N|PW RRW MUST PTAPT TN THE FJPST FIFLD OF THF
C Nrvj Cipn R^'LY T'hF upPF p T-IANPULAp p(iptj-m op A SYMMFTpir
r nr: T(_r njAOO^'AL 'LEMENTS pr a 'IAOp^al MATPIX APF COk!TA^'ED
0 fn DATA CAPPS. THE FIPST FLEvrMT "F FACh - p|.' ppA WILL RF
C THF OiAOPfiAi ELEMENT FOR A MATRIX wjTH SY'^FTOIC OP
C Oiaiomal PTpPAGE MPDE. COLUMNS 71-80 RE oAta CARDp '^AY PE
C UPFD EC'P TCFMTIFTCATTO-'* PP-UE^cf VUMPFRTNG, rTr,.
C Tt-.p LAPT ^ATA CA'D ERR A|:Y MATPIX ^UPT MP Fpi ( r-Wf. D 8V A CAPO
C 'ITU A P oijmclm
I" COLUMN 1.
SUBRPUTINF "ATIN( TCODE,A, IST7F, IRPW/ TOOL, IS. IFR)
DIMFVLSIPn A ( 1 )
p.

















































at ( T6.2T4, T?)
I0C = 7
IFR = o
READ (i(j5, ?) TOOPE, IP9W, TC^L. TF








ki_,mu.fp -,p c/roc pep this
pr'm'
11 IPCDP=( IpPLT-l )/IDC+l
T f ( I S - 1. ) 1 B , 1 5 . 1 2
jo Tr;CPP = i
SPT i ip LOClP FRs NUMBER F'E CArS IN
Pr*!''
1-; p" 31. < = 1 , Ipopp
pf AD ( 1 r)5 , n ( C * ''0 ( I ) / I = 1 , T DC. )
pi/tc t^po'JGH OATA CARDS IF P!PHT ARFA TPP S^H. I










TF( IP-1 ) 10.1, 17
17 JPsJp.





ia Pf. 3p j = jp,JF
IP(J-TC"L) 20,20.31
2^ Fall Lf*C( IPRCU#J# TJ. Pn'- TChL,IS)
L-L+1
30 A ( TJ) spAP^d.. )
31 C'NTIN
if.
I c^pr = i^PpP+ 1
IF( TPRI--IPR0P) 3B35i35
3P IF ( Ic-i v -5 7 ,"3f ,36
36 ICPLT=iroLT-l
37 or- To n
3K PPA0(10C:,1 ) CAPP( 1 )
IF(CA30( 1 )..H) 39,40,33
jo IPPsp
. -\ ppTU r * '
Fvp
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I.C P!ifl"P!ijivp : yniiT If-M SSP
2, C PURPppp
3.C PR^DUCFS an OUTPUT LI ST I NO RF ANY Sl?PD ARpav m
4. C Loot CAL UNIT 1,08
5. C USAPF
6.C CALL h/yoUT( ICopE,A,n ,M,MP,LINS, IPPP, TP0)
7.C DFPCOTniTIoh op PAPAMETFPS
R.C ICop - Ikpi'T CRPE Min^ER TR BF pftntFD FAOH OUTPUT PAGE
Q.C a . A"P PF output MATRIX
10. C f -jj^ppp pf PR'-S
IK;
A
H.C M - s-ijmrfp p C0LUM" P TN A
12. C MP - STOKAPF "POT PF A WHEFE MP
13.C o - OENPRAL
14. C 1 - SYM-^ETPIC
15. C 2-0 I AGONAL
16. C LTkS - N.^^k pf PFINT LTV:ES RN THF PAGE (USUALLY 60)
17. C Ipos - Ni.^epw PF Pptnj POSITIONS ACPRSS THF pA3E (USUALLY 132)
1F.C ISP -
-
r-'F SPACTG CRuF, 1 FOP SIKrLF PRAOF, ?
F0P DOUBLESPACE
IP. C PP 'Ar^p
20. C N3K.r





24. C Tui<5 Cj'-P'JTPE CRFATES A
STANDARD OUTPUT LIFTING OF Any
2S.C "l.7rn'AFMY 'TTH ANY STORAGF MPOP. F^CM PAGF TP Hp
A^Fo i/ITH
26. C T^r C^Dr !-.U>-i-FP,PI'''FNS^- S AMD STPPAOE *oDr pp THE APPaY.









t- v Q J
tv ?
'
A ( 1 ) , R ( ? )
30. 1 FRPMAT( KV,7^"ATRIX ., I
K
, fX, I 3, 5H Powp, 6X, I 3, BH COLUM-S,
31,
-
av, ipmpTppa^p MRrp , I 1,.HX.5HPAGE ,12,/)
3P. 2 FP^AT( 12X.HHroL.U'MN /7(3x, 13, 10X) )
33. -* FoPr'AT(lH )
34. 4 FPK"-AT(1!- , 7X,4UPo-j , I 3. 7 ( E 1<; .6 ) )
35. 5 FpPMat( ii.-ip,7X, 4HPPW , I 3, 7 ( E 1 6 .6 ) )










44, IF ( IrA0F .rp.i )
'-in JR 21
4K. 1'iF I TF ( 10P,6 )
46. 21 ;"r ITPf 1CP,1 ) IC'PF.n,,m,i*-,, JF-AGF
A7. JkLT = J +NF>P-l
4.R. IPAOP = IPAGE+1
49. 31 IF(JNT->-) 33, 3"-, 3?
^0. 3P
jMs'-
Kl . 33 C0NTTN|jt














po ->p < =
i,r!['r,
60. JT = J + !<-l
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66. C CHECK IF LAST
CLU*N-




60. C EKID RF LI'-E. NP'^ WRITE
70. ID IFHRP-l) 65,65^70
71. 65 WCITF(1C^,4) L ( 2 ( JW> J:- = 1 *
Kk"
)
72. Oo To 7^
73.
'
70 t.P!TP(lOP,P) I , <G( J,J, JW=1,KI<)
74, C IE F*!o pp PHNC,
0 CHFCH COLUMNS
75, -/p IF(N-L) Rc-,RP,0
76. ?-D CONTUj p .
77, C FVD OF PA OP,
yf*;,;













APPENDIX C: MODAL BALANCING PROGRAM
"MBAL"
Purpose
i'BAL is a modal balancing program v/hich uses the graphical
constructions of Figure 29 as a basis. The techniques inherent
in these constructions are al. no a.-onlicable to any higher modes,
as well as to the first and second. This then 1 a tbe basis,
Construction A is for the odd modes (l,3-5-) r,nd Construc
tion B is for the even "lodes (2,4,6,...).
i maior assumption m"de in this program is that the dis
tribution of trial weights is available, from any source, such
as 'S.AL of A ?!vTDIL{ B, and -that the change of effects at the
hosri'"-,i-
''"iown.
Tne urogram HBAT, in no -ay will reive the correct weight
distribution if an improper distribution is input as the trial
--'ai "ht set. Also, HR.I, balances only one mode
at'
a time so tha \:
if the modes are not orthogonal there may be no raal balance
achieved or nther ^^de^- may be effected bv trie specified balance
weights. The weight distributions used as input must be the
iro-ver distribution of balance trial weights for only the mode
under consideration.
Input LJatn and Formats
Card -f- 1 : (?.0'-,k) Title or d i so vi j Live text
Card # ?: (14IR) hC, ,MB ,M-.-/ , INP
I'i'O = Mode to be balanced
0 = Odd mode
1 = Even mode
KB = Number of balance planes
M.i = Weight distribution in -ut code
0
-
v/eights ind angular position (decree)
are input
1 = Cosine and sine co.mnonents are in ut
APPENDIX C
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IHP = Data in aut code
0 = No more input data after present case
1 = Another case follows
Card 7-3: (-I-E15.6) /.( J) , AA ( J) ,B( J) ,A<f J)
--ii A(J) = Amplitude at first bearing
AA(J) = Phase angle at first bearing
B(.I) = Amplitude at second bearing
BB(J) = Phase at second bearing
Reneat this card twice. The first time '/ith J =1, represents
the original condition, while the second, with J
= 2, rep





Card 7 4: (I5,4i315.6) P(J) , WT( J) ,DEG( J)
P(J) = Plane of weight attachment
'T(J)
- Magnitude of trial weight
D;,;G(J) = Angular position of wei -ht
Reneat J = MB times, once for each
b- ]
nee ^1 ane of the
weight distribution.
MV/ ^ 0
Card ;i k: (15,4315.6) P( J) , C( J) , a(J)
P(J) = '-O.ane of '-'eight attachment
(;(,T)
- Cosine component of weight
vector
"(J) = Sine com.nonent of weight
vector
Repeat J = MB times, once for each balance nlane of the
ei,rht distribution.





cards "i-iist be re^p'-ted for each following case.
Samale Problem
'"TT'-le iivut
The input data which follows wiC 1 be seen, by ''and 7 2, to
repuire MBAL to salve -for an
"odd"
mode solution for a system
169 APPENDIX C
which is using three trial weights. It can be further seen that
the --'eight data is in the form of '-/eights and angular positions,
and only the one case is to be considered for solution bv the
ro-rarn.
The sanrTLe in^ut is:
1.000 OT DAMP>10 THI-Tu l-LOTn! /TC
2.000 0. ?. 0. 0.
5. OOO 11.72SS qp.4~,gq 1 . "-V7023 35. 7<^
4.000 11.5061 02.65CP 1.202-?4 24.7860
5. OOO 1. .81.5410 -17S.1?5
6.000 14. 5.83834 -16.8822
7.000 25. 6.1640R -171.565
8 . 000
^"il.e out put
j'he pr -gram MBAL Tints out the in ut data for verification
purposes. ''hen, the -roy m calculates the royrLtude ".nd nn-u-
1t changes necessary to re^i-ve the modal effects, either odd or
even, from the system response input. After printing the necessary
changes, MBAL calculates the correction 'eights and locations,
ba~ed iv""n the trial 'eights nd writs the final hala.nce dis
tribute, an.
T'he output for the --ample input is:
1 -, g
'
,i tt ; 1 o s D0/ ^T"0 \T
.'F0RT4 Bi-iB^T; ON, I-i >







FO IAL BATT.NCINC VFTftHT OOMPCNa V'nI0i] P-V^yyu;
* U:.;iNG hO<'--iV, J DODO1,3 CJ'tPH.TCAL T-'iCHNloiTKS *
* 'RV JOHN :. KCWDIC t',/73 *
*
*
******************* *.* ************************ ******
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CASE






AMPL . ,MILS ANG . , DEGS
,117:253E 02 .924399E 02
.115061E 02 .926552E 02
SECOND BEARING
AMPL . ,MILS ANG . , DEGS
.137023E 01 .355764E 02
.129254E 01 .247860E 02
STA
CALIBRATION WEIGHTS
WEIGHT, OZ-IN ANG., DEGS
1 .815410E 00 .181805E 03
14 .585834E 01 .343118E 03
25 .616409E 01 .188435E 03
CORRECTION WEIGHTS
MULTIPLY CALIBRATION WEIGHTS BY .26267619E 02










.175967E 03 -.213658E 02
.337280E 03 .141944E 03













PHHTI^N) AM.i Kt^IENTATF "EIGHTS
4L ACC-*RL)I\'P
T" C8K STRUCT I
nN S A AND B PttK FVf.N
5C f-p ->DO v'P0E CHN'PITIKNE.
ft !.: I MK'-S I R T T TLE ( 20 ) - A ( 2 ) , A A ( 2 ) * F ( 2 )
-
BB ( 2 ) * P ( ?b ) , WC ( ?5 ) / WS ( *5 ) j
7- *' T ( 25 ) > OPT ( P5 )
-
A X ( 2 ) , AY ( 2 ) t PX ( 2 ) / H Y ( 2 ) * ACX ( ? )
-
AOY ( p_ ) . CX ( 2 ) / CY( ?),
? *C(2) ,CA(2),-.FbO(2!5) , WC^ ( 2b ) ., WS I ( 2b ) , D ( 6 )
c* * '".TA (^b ) , OF 0/ (2a)
10* OATA KK,K:v/10b>10S/
1 1 C OV'E RADIA-: =57. 29578 DEGREFS
12. N'CK =C
13* PA 0 = 57* 2 957 fi
14 10 WFAOfKRjOQO) TITLE
15. PF AD(KR,onpj MC# ^B* -^W# I Np
16 CO 11 J= 1,2
17* PEAD(KR,903) A ( J ) , AA ( J ) , B ( J ) > BB ( J )
18 11 CBNTINUE
10* IP(Ml-'.fc.0.0) OH 1! 13
20* DO 12 J=1-MR
21 READ (KR, 904} P C J ) - WC ( J ) , wS { J )
22 TT( J) = ( ( wC( J)**2 ) + (U'S( J)**2 ) ) ***b
23. DEG( J)=(ATAN2 WS( J)/WC( J) ) )*RAD
24. 12 CPNTINUE
25* G8 tr lb
26* 13 DB 14 J=1,mp
27* READ(KR,904) P ( J ) , WT ( J ) , DEG ( J )
28* 1* C8NTINUE
29 lb CBNTINUE
















46* CALL R8TATE(l>A(l) -AA(1) -B(1)/BB(1 ) -A(2) -AA(?) -p(H),RB(?) )
47* WRITE(KW,914) A( 1) -AA(1) -B(l) -BB(l)
48* WRITE(KW,915) A ( 2 ) * AA ( 2 ) - B (2 ) -BB ( 2 )
49* WRITE(KW,916)
50- WRITE(KW-917)
51* DR 16 J=1#MR
52* CALL R9TATE(1*WT(J) -DEG(J) -D(l) -0(2)iD(3)*U(4)^D(b),0(6) )
53* WRITE(KW,904) P ( J ) / WT ( J )
-
DEG ( J )
54* WTA(J)=WT(J)
55* OEGA{ J)-OEG( J)
56- 16 CONTINUE
57* D8 17 J=l>2
58* AX(J)=A(J)*C8S(AA(J)/RAD)
59* AY( J)=A(J)*SIN(AA(J)/RAD)
60* BX( J)=B( J)C8S(BB(J)/RA0)
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HY( J)=B( J)ciN(P( J) /RAO)
17 C8VTINUE




C -ax>RX = > "X +ACX
L SAMP H*P AY S BY
00 105 Ja1,2
ACX( J)=An?( AX( J)-^X( J) )/2.
AC'Y( J)A^f?(AY( J)-HY( J) )/2*.
IP'( AX( J) .r;T,BX( J) ) Gt) TO 102
CX( J)IJX( J)-ALX( J)
c;p> ti iqt
102 CX( J)=-SXf.J) + ALX( J)
1U3 IF( AV( J) ,GT.r;Y( J) ) GO TO 104
CY( J)=t:Y( J),ACY( J)
GO TP ir-5
104 CV( J>=HY( J)+ACV( J)
105 CONTINUP
L 0PH4FCT IONAI. CALCULATIONS
C CONSTRUCT V'FCTPRS
Hf 106 J=l*2
C( J) = l (CX( J)**2. ) + (CY( J)**2, ) )**.b
CM J)ATAMH(CY( JJ -CX( J) )
0&LL Rti 1 TF ( 2 , C ( J ) , CA ( J ) , D ( 1 ) > 0 ( 2 ) > U ( 3 ) > fM 4 ) , L) ( 5 ) > D f 6 ) )
106 C'-^TJNUE
L CONSTRUCT vbOTRR 01C2 => Cl C2=0L2-PC1
CCX=0X(2)-CV(1 )
CCY =C"Y(2)-CY(1 )
CCM (CO **v. ) + (CCY*2. ) )**.5
rr a = / T A^-2( COV,CCV )
LL p (. p f - w i i p y, A |_ C M
w p F_ C T I 0 N
CHk^FCT = C< i )/CC
L AM-ULA* Ce^PECTIPN
r.ANT = A! A^ p(_CY( 1 J,-CX( 5 ) )
CALL R^ T ATE (2/0(1), '/ANT - C ( 2 > > CCA
- LM 3 ) , U ( 4 ) , 0 ( b ) , D ( 6 ) )
I IFf CCA.(..T.>.am ) r> CL8CKwISE V'-fclGHT
ROTATION




C CALCULATE VECT'-RE. Ab-AA,p.t?
L Ab-pf'--"A; AAP =HAO-HA, PBpsHfP-HP
ABX = BX( 1. )-AY(l)
ABY = t,y( 1 )-AY(l )
AP= ( ( ABX**2. ) + (APY**-2 ) ) **5
APA = ATAf,2( ARY, APX)





PH2= ( (BH2X**? )+(BB2Y**2 ) )**5
AA2AsATA^'2( AA2Y AA2X)
PP2PsATAN2(f-P2Y,f-lB2X)












128* PUTPUT' MAGI MAG2
ERRPR-MAG'
129*
WfITE(Kir,9C3) CPRPECT/ CHECK, ERRBR




L AA2A.GT.GBA => O R8TATI8N
133 L AA2A.LT. GBA => CCW RPTATIPN
134* ANULF=AA?A-^PA
135" PAN0LE = P[,2P-GAA
136* CANC- = ANOLE
137* OANFsbA'M'LF
138- CALL RBTATE (2/0, CANG,C, DANG, D^D,D#D)
139
EWfir-
- AHc; ( c; Af.. u+n ANG ) /2 . 0*0 . 1





143 '-.FITF (K'a,90?) A*'GLE/BAAGLE
144* IF( aps(DANO-CANG) ,GT.EPR(jR) GB TP 500
145* 3U0 CONTINUE







152' Of- 303 J=l/-F
153* VT( J)=CfiF--PrT*'-T( J)
154 . DEG ( J ) =0F 0 ( J ) -PA \ GLF
155. CALL KHT'ATF ( *. , v,T ( J ) , DEG ( o ) , C ( 1 ) , 0 ( 2 ) (M 3 ) $ U ( 4 ) , 0 ( b ) . 0 ( 6 ) )
156* DEGO( J) =rrR( jj/uad
157 PCB( J)=*-T( l!- *L>,-(OEGD( J) )
153. '/SI (
J)='
T( J)*SJn-(OEGC( J) )
159 V p I TF ( KV. , 9C4 ) ^ ( J ) / '-'l ( J ) , OFG ( J ) , '.-LB ( J ) /-XO I ( J )
16n. 303 CBNTINUE
161 IP (NiOK.RO.O? GP TP 700
162* ANGl_r =CHAvr;r
163* VCK=C
164* '' t? I T F (Kt- ,o?7 )





167' l'Hf (.*>, Hp? )
168' /7?iTF(K;.-,Q?n)
169* --' 3C* J =
l/'u
170 T( J) =.v'l A ( J)
171 ^P0( J) =rTOA( J)
172* 304 CONTINUE
173 0" TP 300
174 bUU Cr-.A'TINlJK
175* :>. ITFtrV. ,"?7 1
176. -.AM rp(K'/. , 2?)
177 ':'"ITr{k ,q?6)
178 vck = k(}.
179 CHANOt" = (OA^ +
OAK ^
)/2.0*ANiG[_L/AbS( AN^LK )
18 0* GO T'i 30 0
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905 FORNAT (12X> 4 9H *************** **********************^***********)
906 FPRMAK 12X/1H*/47X/1H*)
907 FRRMAT(12X,49H* MODAL BALANCING WEIGHT COMPENSATION PROGRAM *)
908 FPR?-AT(12X,49H* USING MOORE & DODD'S GRAPHICAL TECHNIQUES *)
9U9 FOR!"ATM2X/49H* BY JOHN R KtNQlla 6//3 *)
PPRN1AT(//27X/7HC A S E)
911 FSRMAT(//15X/31HP EARING RESPONSE)
912 FBR^AT(/20X,13HFIRST BEARI NG, 17X/ 14HSECBNQ BEARING)
913 FPR^AT(9HC0^DITinN,6X/10HAMPL/MILS,5X/9HAN3.#DEGS, -,X/10HAMPL./MIL
#S5X,9HAAG.,0fc.GS)
914 Ef,RvAT(/10H ORIGINAL /4E15.6)
4 lb FPPi7AT(llHCALIBRATI0N,lE14.6-3E156)
916 FPRf-AT(//RX, 19HCALIPRATI8N WEIGHTS)
917 F0RN*AT(34H STA WF. I GHT, PZ- I N ANG*DES )
918 FPRNAT(//SX,19HCPRRFCTIf-N WEIGHTS)
919 FPR^AT(/93H:"ULTIPLY CALIBRATION wtlGHTS eY ,E15.8)
920 FfRi-AT(??HRPTATE CALIBRATION WEIGHTS /Elb.,19H DEGREES LL8CKWIS
SE >





2b FPRPAI ( 1 HI )
se^p./
FPRMAT(5X-28HPPSSIBLE CPflPUTATI RNAL ERRPR )
FB*NAT(//20HP^Cr-'ED TO NXT CASE////)
FORMAT (//20HEXECUT ION TFRN INA Tfc D )
-co
926 F0RMAT(49HIT NAY BE ADVISABLE TO SUBMIT NEW TRIAL
927 F0R^AT(//,20X,21M*- C A U T I 6 N ****//)




-,-.-a FRRVATlbX/BPHAVFPAGlKG THE VALUES YIELDS The FPLLBWyNG PALANCE WE H
ights: ) t










































































IF(NCH0E.EQ.2) G8 TO 7
DO 6 J=l,4,l
IF(SIZE( J) .LT0. ) GO TO 3
1 IF( AMG( J) .LT0. ) GO TO 4
2 IF(ANG( JJ.GT.360. ) GB TO 5
GR TP 6









7 DP 13 J=l,4,l
IF(SIZE( J) .LT.O. ) GP TO 10
8 IF(ANG(U).LT0. ) GO TO 11
9 IF (AMG( J). OT. 6. 283186) GP TO 12
GP T" 13
10 ANG(J)=ANG(J)+3. 141593

























This '-roi~rara solve-? for a system of trial balance weights
based, uvmn the change of rotor response caused by addition of
-
known test weight Placed -rogressively in each balance "'lane.
''he techni-ue med is that of the "m-ns traversing" technique
advocated by Parkinson 06) and presented by Moore -md Dodd Q-0 .
The method of trial weight calculation is
b-
sed upon the tabul.-r
procedure of reference (54) . Averaging the two solutions derived
from these procedures produces a multiple of the original rotor
response. ;?he pro~r~m determines this .~vora've solution nd the
'multiplying factor, both of which are used to calculate the
trial '-.'eight distribution necessary for balancing the rotor..
This trial weight distribution is also usable in the modal
" veraging"
procedure of lLCD.'L II,
which- is found in A.Z/Zti'ZJZ J.
'Two distributions -re T->roduced, one for each of the two modes
being considered.
Inaut Data -nd Formats
Data set A
'
Card 1: (203.4) Title or descriptive text
Card 7 2: (71.5)
0 (zero)
Number of balance stations for first mode
to be bn! -need
Number of b'-lance stntions for second mode
to be balanced
Data set B
Card ". -.: ( 15 , 6T10. 5 )
--- Number of first mode to be removed
(2, 3, etc. )
177 APPENDIX D
Magnitude of original response at
first bearing
Phase angle, in degrees, of original
response at first bearing
Magnitude of original response at
second bearing
Phn.se angle, in degrees, of original
-^esoonse "it, second bearing
Data set 0
Oard i 4: (IS,6k10.5)
^lance nlane number
Magnitude of original unbalance resnonso
at balance plane in reference >ode
Phase angle of original response at
balance .'lane in reference mode
Magnitude of original resnonse at
balance Tane in first balanced mode
Phase angle or original response at
balance plane in first balanced mode
Magnitude of original response at
balance alane in second balanced mode
Phase angle of original response at
balance plane in second balanced mode
'le-ae?t Card 7- 4 tv/ice. The first time for the response of the
first bearing to a trial wei.ght of 1 oz-in at 0 in the plane
of Oard ;/ 4. The second time it is repeated it is for the re
sponse of the second hearing to a trial weight as described.





Repeat Data sets R "nd G for the second mode to be removed.
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Sample Problem
MODAL I input is printed as outnut, v/ith the correspon
ding notations red headings. This is dene for data verifi
cation -urposes. For thks reason the in^aut listing is not
included for this ->roblem. Reference to the in ->ut formats
and the following sam -a! e output maizes it an^arant that the^e
are t'^o rO.anes being used, te remove the first mode. Likewise,
throe 'alanes are used to remove the second mode. Using the li
mit data the h'-n.rin." effects for each mode ^id T a-no are cal
culated,
nnr1 tho combined ef Fects determined. Based ir.on these
the trial weight distribution is calculated for each mode con-
sider'"!. These solutions are then minted -<s outnut.
The -ari-nle output is:
iL'il H\ L.i\ i-t-j L. . G E : u A it-cAC I L 1 u / / 'l.




EEO'lILLED BALaECE EESPOESE aT
"
EEAIUEGS FOR ECDE 1
2EAEIEG 130,1 LEAPING EO .2
i'UALITUDE* AILS ANGLE AMPLITUDE; j ill LS ANGLE





STA ANP..EILS ANGLE AwP-llILS ANGLE Ai',P-NIL3. ANGLE
1.63530 40.98700 1.53630 134.61700 91.96600 2 S&-.402G3
'
16 2'. 23560 , 1 02 .85201 3.12415 162.60099 27 .3C949 lL.v4uC0
BEAT IEG '.".ESPOUSE TC CALIBRATING U2I CATS -^EAB Il-JG EO.
1
STA 7..P-AILS AN.3LZ aNE* NILS AEGLE ANF-iiIiN-3 \.\Zl.l.
1 16.3r5Cl 40.46539 3b. 26440 109.41650
343.01294 106,46500
16 5.89696 321.61036 14. 11690 100.22440 102.62550
2l1..33643
-EAB1NG RESPONSE TO CALIBRATING US-I GATS
-BEAR IEG .LC. 2
STA .AP - A1L2 ihJGLE A^P-uILS
A.'JGLL AA;--liILS iUj:-L-
6.93734 11.05170 106.75301 164.66300
267.E316V






- G . iT S i' 0E M C D ILL E Q 2.00000
<1>TaTE CALIB. VTS . C -97.309 1 J





i '.r i , j i :i.j uLI;
0. 2 '.OOOOO
COS CGuP sin goap
9 7 3 6 9 i 6 .60966
97,30910 -.00126 .00966
i I "J V O *.- i ^O D o U
*









zz., !..::, ..o. i
:-ii
;-
J_j i. . ':. _.;:, J - A. .
AT BRa . i f j G o F'Ja i-iJL'jj
BEAEA.G NO. 2
AaGLE AMPLITUDE -NILS








angle a^p, ni.es angle
1 1 . 6L,53;: 246. .-6706
AAA j A I LLt
1 .53630 136 .61 766 Q I . Q r'- 06 6 2 65.4'L
1.21129 65.73242 1. 64 144 .9.6:R:il, 46.604.76
16
eeaEIuG response to Calibrating, uzigats-eeaeiijg i<c. 1
rT :: a. ;A j i j i L - iuEL^ i.r.i-' j -jii_..Lj AE'oAE a.*. 'j aI A..-- a^jLji,
1 16.36561 , JQ . 46539 36.26440 1C9. 41650 343.01294 166.45566
6 14.66 3 26 3 0.349 11 36.7 19 10 10 9.4023 0 1 72 . 1 1 1 2 I 16 6.13961
16 r. 59699 321.51526 14.11690 100.26440 102.62550 81.33543
B.A.RIaG EE3PCNSE TO CALIEL.LATING UEI GATS -BEAR I
NG'
EC 2
9"/i ANPaNIE? AEGLE A.-LAjNIES AE3LE 'ANPjNILS ANGLE
1 6.93734 302.17603 li. 05176 1Gb. 75301 i s4 . 66860 ...7.23189
5.6-5 8'
813 .l.'834G 10,62250 105.67801 ov.2460 256.52690
16 17.63050 67.50650 9. -='7604 143.47900 62.67660 116.70355
IAL
UEIGNTS'
FOR NODE NO. .00 00 6
ROTATE CALIB. UTS. C>












U6IGET ANGLE CCS C0NP SIN CONF
.06378 9.01629 .06758
. C5933 3 5.500 73 .0 5645
.06678 9.01629 .06766
-.49656 . 2.17996 2.23560










* 00 BO 5
1, C MODAL BALANCING PROGRAM 3Y J.R.KENDIG 10/7 2
2. DIMENSION NAME (2 0) ,Al( 25 ),S1 (2 5) ,V0( 7) -AM< 2) .A A( 2) ,3 Ml 2)
3. *tPA(2) ,P (2 5) ,0M(25),0A (2 5) SM( 25 ),SA (2 5) ,TM( 75 ).
<+. *TA (25) ,C1< 25),C2 (25) ,C3( 25 >.Cl (75) ,CS( 75),C8 (7 5) ,
5. *Dl (25) ,D2( 25 ),D3 (2 5) ,Dl( 25 ).D5 (7 5) ,D( 25 ),
6. *A2 (25) ,S2(25), S(2S),0(25).SIZE (4 ), ANC-C1) .
7. *ZB (2 5) ,ZC(25 ), WEIGHT (2 5) ,WlIANG(?5).C0MP (75) . 0M=( 25 )
e. OUTPUT' MODAL BALANCING 3Y J.P.KENDIG 10/7 2*
S. OUTPUT'' THIS PROGRAM USES MOORE g DODD'
1G. OUTPUT' '
11. OUTPUT-' PART I'
12, OUTPUT' mmmm* **mm *
13. OUTPUT' TRIAL WEIGHT CALCULATION'
11. READ (105,123 ) NAME
15. WRITE ( 108, 122) NAME
16. READ (105,109 j MODE.NA.NB
17. DO 50 1 = 1,2, 1
18. REA0(1D5,1 10) MO (I ) , AM ( I ) , AA (I ) , BM (I ) , B A (I )
19, AA (I')=AA (I J+iao.D
2D. BA (I)=BA (I )+l80.0
*
21. CALL ROTATE( 1. ,AM(I) ,AA(I) ,SM(I) ,BA( I) ,n.,D. ,0 .. 0. )
22. GO TO 30




25. GO TO 2
26. 1 NEND=NB
27. 2 DO 3 J=1,NEND, 1
28. READ (105,1 10 ) P ( J) ,0M ( J) ,0A( J) ,SM( J) ,S A ( J) ,TM( J) ,T A( J)
29. CALL P0TATE( 1. ,0M( J) ,0A( J) ,SM( J) ,SA( J) ,TM( J) ,T A ( J) ,0 .. 0. )
3D. READ (105 ,1 ID ) 73 ( J ) , Cl ( J ) , C2 ( J > , CL5 ( J ) , Cl (J ) , CS (J ), Cb (J )
31. CALL P0TATE( 1. ,Cl (J) ,C2< J) tC3(J> CM J) ,C5( J) .CE( J) .0 0. )
32. READ (105,1 10 ) ZC ( J ) , Dl < J ) . D2 ( J ) . 05 ( J ) . Dl (J > . D5 (J ). D6 (J )
33, CALL R0TATE( 1, .Dl ( J) ,D2( J) D 3( J) ,D4( J) ,D5( J) ,06( J) ,Q ., 0. )
31. 3 CONTINUE
35. GO TO 32
36. 10 is =o.a
37. IP =G.O








16. DO 5 jrl.NEND.l
17. Al (J)=0A (J)
16 . Si (J) =0M (J )
IS. IF (I. EG. 2. ) GO TO 1
50. A2(J)=SA(J)
51. S2(J)=SM(J)
52- GO TO 5
53. 4 A2 ( j) =TA (J )
51. S2(J)=TM(J)
55 . 5 CONTINUE
56 . D0 7J=1,NEND,1
57. IF (A2(J) .GT. 130. ) GO TO i
58. IS=IS*1







62. 6 0 TO 7
5.5. 6 IP-IP+1.
61. C(J)=P(J)
o5. Hl=Hl +Sl (J)*C0S(0. 01 715*A1 (J))
SG . H2-H2-- Si (J)*SIN(0, 01 715*A1 (J))
67. 7 CONTINUE
58. IFdS.EO.O.) 30 TO 20
69. IF (IP.EG. 0.) GO TO 7D
70. 23 G3=( ( (Gl )* *2 )+ ( (G2) 2 )) ** .3
71 . H3=( ( (Hi )* *2 )+ ( ( H2)**2 )) ** .5
72. G1=ATAN2 (G2, Gl )
73. Hl = ATAN2 (H2, Hi )
71. G5=(G3)/(H3)
75. H5=G1-H1
76. C 65 15 THT MAGNITUDE OF THE PROPORTIONING WEIGHTS.
77. C HS IS THE PROPORTIONING ANGLE.
78. CALL ROT*TE( 2. ,G5,H5 ,Q . D. ,0 .. 0. ,0 ., D. )
79. DO 10 J=1,NEND,1
30. IF(P (J) .EQ.S (J)) GO TO S
31. C3 ( J) =C3 (J)* (-G5)
32 . C5 ( J) -C 5 (J )* (-G5 )
S3. D3 ( J)=D3 (J)* (-G5)
31 . DS ( J) =D5 (J)* (-65)
85. Cl ( J) =C1 (J )*H5
86. CS ( j) =C5 (J ) + HS
37. Dl (J) =D1 (J )+H5
88. DS ( J)=D6 (J)+ Hb
89. CALL P0TATE(2.,C3(J),Cu(J),C5(J).C6(J).D3(J),0l(J),






96 . 05= ( ( (Ol )* *2 )? ( ( G2 )* *2 ) ) ** A
97 . Q-5=AT AN2 (Q2, Ql )
98 . G7=( ( (33 ) *2 )( (01 )**?))** .5
95 Q3 = ATAN2 (Ql, L.-3)
ICO. CALL R0TATE( 2. ,Q7,Q8,0 ., D. ,S ., 0. ,0., 0. )
101. GS=(G5>G7) /2.
102. GlD= (Gc + QS )/2.
103. 011= (AM(I) +3M( I) )/2.
101. G 12= G.C 171 5* (A A (I) +3A( I) )/ 2.
1C5. Ql3 =Gll/rv9
106. Gl1=GlC-Cl2
107. C MINUS SIGN ON Qll IMPLIES COUN TE P- CL OCK W TSE ROTATION
158. C PLUS SIGN ON Qll IMPLIES CLOCKWISE ROTATION.




111 . WRITE ( IDS. Ill) LO
1 12 . WPITE ( IDS, 112) Ql =
1 13 . WITE( 108, 115) Ql3
111. D0719J=1,NEND,1
115. IF (P (J) .EC .S (J)) GO TO 70S
116 . WEIGHT (J)= 1. CJ (-GS)
117.
'=
IANG(J) = H5 *57. 29 57 8
HP. GC TO 7 01
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115. 73 6 WEIGMT(J)=1.3
125. WE I AVG (J J = D; 2
21. 7 51 CONTINUE
22. IF (G15.LT. 0. ) GO TO 7q 2
23 . W
r
I AN G ( o ) = W-E I A N G ( J ) - G 1 5
21. GO TC 17.1
25. 702 W'EIANG ( J)=WE IANG (J)+A9S(G1 5)
26. 753 WEIGHT (J ) = WEIGHT (J)*Q1 3
27. CiLL POT A r E ( 1. , wEIGHTt J) ,WtIANG( J) ,0 .t 0. ,0 .. 0. .0 .. 0. )
28. CCMP (J)=WEI3HT (J)*COS( 0. 0l7l5WEIANG (J ))
25. 5 0MP (J)=-trIGHT (J)*SIN( Q. 01 In 5* WET A NG (J))
3D. 715 CONTINUE
31 . WRITE ( 13 8, 11 1) LO
3Z . '/'PITS ( 1 36, 121)
33. 3 0 7 20 jrl ,NEND, 1
31. 7;6 WPITE ( 108, 116) P ( J ) , WE IGHT (J ) , tf 5 IA NG (J ) . CO MP (J ). SO MP (J )
35. W-ITF ( 138, 110) I ,S 1 . C-7 ,G3, HI ,H 7. H3
36. fcPITE ( 108, 115) I ,G1,H1 ,G5,H5
37. GO TO 6 5
38. C THIS SECTION SOLVES FOR THE CASE OF UNIFOPM SIDE POSITION
39. C IN THE HIGHER MODE 3UT OPPOSITE SIDE IN BASE MODE.








18 . T 2 = 3 .
15 . t 3 = 5 .
55. T1=5.
51. D 0 2 2 J = 1 , NE NO , 1
52. IF (Al(J) .GT. 130. ) GO TO 21
53. \! 5 = N 5 + 1
51. S(J)=P(v>)
55 . Pl = Rl + Sl(J)*COS(G,Ol7l5*Al(J))
55. R2 =R2+Sl(J)*SIN(u.0l715*Al(J))
57 . G 0 T 0 2 2
58. 71 \P=NP*1
5C
. 0 ( J) =P( J)
55. P 3 =R3.Sl(J)*C0S(0.ni715Al(J))
51. P^ = R1 + Sl (J )* SIN( 3. 51715* Al (J))
52. 22 CONTINUE
53 . I F ( NS E Q . G . ) G 0 T 0 7 1
61 . I F ( ,\p E Q 3 .') 3 G T C 7 1
5E. Gl=Rl
66. G2 = P2
67. Hl = F3
68 . H2=R1
69. GC TO 2 3
70. c tIS SECTION DISTRIBUTES STATIONS TO ALTEPNATING SIDES.
71. .? OUTPUT' THPEE'
72 . KOP= (NEND* 1) /2
73. DO 25 J =1, KOF, 2
71 . IF (P (J) ,C"G.5.) GO TO 25
75 . S ( J ) = p ( J )
75. Tl=Tl+E 1 (J )*C3S (0. 51 715.A1 (J ))
77. 2 5 T2=T2 +Si (J )*SIN(D. 01 715* Al (J))
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178. DC 26 J=2,K0F,2
179. IF(P (J) .EG.O.) GO TO ?6
-3D. 0(JJ=P(J)
181. T3 =T3--Sl{J>*CGS(5.Dl71S*Al(J))
182. T1 = T1 + S 1 (J)*SlN(n.0l715*Al (J))





1 88 . GO TO 2 3
1 89. 3D WRITE ( 108, IH) I
19D. WSITE( 108, 115)
191 . WRITE( 106. 116)
192. WPITE( 108, 117) AM ( I) .A A ( I) ,8 M( I) ,8 A( I)
193. GO TO 31
191. 32 WRITE < 1G&, US)
195. WRITE(1C6, 119)
196 . WRITE ( 103, 123)
197. DO 33 J = l.NEND.l
198. 33 WRITE( ICS, 110) P ( J ) . OM (J) ^ OA ( J ) . SM (J ) , S
A (J > , TM (J ), TA (J )
1 99, DO 39 KI=1 ,2 ,1
200. WRITE( 108, 121) Kl
201. WRITE ( 108, 126)
202. IF(KI.EQ.2) GO TO 35
203. DO 31 J=1,NEN3,1
201. 34 WRITE ( 108, 110) P ( J ) , Cl ( J ) , C2 ( J ) C3 ( J ) , Cl (J ) , CS (J ). Cfi (J )
205. GO TO 33
206. 35 DO 36 J=1,NEND,1
207. 36 WRITE ( 108, 110) P ( J ) , Dl ( J ) , D2 ( J ) , D3 ( J ) , Dl (J ) . 05 (J ). Dt, ( J )
208. 39 CONTINUE
209. GO TO 1G
2 10. 105 FOR MAT (7 15)
211. 110 FQRMATUS, &F10.S)
212. 111 F0RMAT(//28H TRIAL WEIGHTS FOR MODE NO. Fl n. 5)
213. 112 F0RMAT(/23H ROTATE CALIB. WTS. CW Fin. 5)
211. 113 F0RMAT(2bH MULTIPLY CALIB. WTS. BY F15.10)
215. Ill FQRMAT(//18H REQUIRED BALANCE RESPONSE AT BEARINGS FOR M OD F 15)
216. 115 FORMAT (3X12HBEARING NO .1 12 XI 2HBE AR IN G NO .7 )
217. 116 FORMAT (HH AMPLITUDE, MI LS5X5H AN GLEF XI IH AM PL IT UOt, f-ILS 5X5H ANGLE)
218. 117 FORMAT (1F15. 6)
219. 116 FORMAT (//16X18HUN3ALANCE RiSPONSr)
220. 119 FORMAT (1GX 10H3ASE MODEl OX SHMOGE 711XGHM0DE 3)
221. 12C FQRMAT(S2H STA AMP, MILS ANGLE AMP, MILS ANGLE AMP, MILS
222. * ANGLE)
223. 121 FORMAT (/5X52H3EARING RESPONSE TO CALIBRATING W EI G-H TS -3 EA PI NG NO. 1
2 21. *5)
225. 122 FORMATC ' .20A1)
226. 123 FORMAT(20A1)
227. 121 FORMAT(HHSTA. WEIGHT ANGLE COS COMP SIN COMP)
228. 5G CONflNUE
229. C LAST CARD OF MAIN PROGRAM
2 30. END
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* SUBROUTINE R OT A TE ( CODE ,S ZZEl , ANG 1, SI ZE 2. ANG7 ,S IZ E.3 ,
2. *AN63, SI lrt* ,ANG1)









12. IF (CODE. EG. 2.) GO TO 7
13. DO 6 J= 1,1,1
!* IF(SI7E( J) .LT.O. ) GO TO 3
15. 1 IF (ANG (J). LT. 3.) GO TO 1
IB- 2 IF (ANG (J). GT. 360.) GO TO 5
17. GO TO 6
18* 3 ANG( J) =ANG
(J)--
18D. 0
15. SIZE (J) = SIZE (J)* (-1. )
2D. GO TO 1
21. 1 ANG( J) =ANG (J J+3&0. 0
22. GO TO 1
23. 5 ANG( J) =ANG (J)- 36c. a
21. GC TO 2
25. 6 CONTINUE
26. GO TO 15
27. 7 DO 13 J=l, 1, 1
28. IF (SIZE( J) .LT.O. ) GO TO 13
29. 6 IF (ANG(J) .LT.O.) GO TO 11
30. S IF (ANG (J). GT.o .283186) GO TO 12
31. GO TO 13
32. IC ANG( J) =ANG (J )+3. l1l5S3
33. SIZE (J)=SIZE (J)* (-1. )
31. GO TO 8
35. 11 ANG ( J) =ANG (J )+6. 2831 85
36. GO TO &
37. 12 ANG( J) =ANG (J )- 6. 2831 86
38. GO TO S
32, 13 CONTINUE
^0 15 CONTINUE
H SI7E1=SI7E (1 )
^2. SIZE2 =SI7E (2)
**3 . SIZE3=SI7E (3 )
W S rzE"=Sl7E (*+ )





50. C LAST CARD OF SUBROUTINE AND PROGPAM







MODAL II is a computer program which solves for a system of
balance weights for both even and odd mode effects, simultane
ously, when the trial weights and trial weight effects are sub
mitted to the program. MODAL II is an extension of MODAL I found
in APPENDIX D, and is the final step in applying the modal "aver
aging"
procedure to balance a rotor at a specific speed. The
program is based upon the "averaging" procedure as first pre
sented by Moore and Dodd in reference (3fO The input or selec
tion of the trial weight distribution may come from any available
source, such as from MODAL I. An effective balance has been
shown to be achievable for damped as well as undamped rotor sys
tems so there are no limitations on the program or the method's
use except that the balance is made for one and only one speed.
Input Data and Formats
Card # 1: (20A^) Text or descriptive title
Card # 2: (I12,^F12.6)
J = Mode number
Magnitude of bearing response at first
bearing
Phase angle of response at first
bearing
Magnitude of response at second
bearing
Phase angle of response at second
bearing
Repeat Card It- 2 twice. The first use of Card # 2 has J = 1,
and is used for the original bearing reactions. When the
card is repeated with J = 2 and J = 3, in turn, it is used
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to refer to the bearing reactions -nd rotor response under
the action of trial weights for the even .-.nd odd nodes con
sidered, in turn.
C-ird '/ 3: (615)
Number of balance ''Tanes for even r-iode
Number of bal .nee planes for odd mode
0 (zero)
Card If. k: (I1?,4F1;R6)
Plane cf balance weight attachment
Magnitude of trial weight
An"ul?r oosition (degrees) of trial
v/ei~ht
Repeat c, rd -'f-
k'
once for each plane used ~>,s a balance nl.nne
for the even and then the odd. mode, respectively.
"am-nj.e ''r^blen
Sample in^ut
following is the --am-ol e in nit i.i:;o the .>ro*ram i-KD\I, IT,
based u -on the samfle problem of
<
'-ALL T, in A'pJ 'riO'i'A "0. The
sample in tut wil i be seen to he balancing- a rotor for the ef
fects of an even -md -.n odd mode. In this case th.-j e^en mode
is the second, and the odd m de is the third. Hence, two weights
are used in the weight d '.stribution for the even mude, v;hereas
three weights re used for the odd >node. It will also be noted
that the same balance olanes can be utilized to balance for both
lodes and distinct pl'.nen for each distribution ire not a neces
sity of this a -oroach.
.i'he sam le in >ut data is:
1.000 KENDIG TRIAL # VIII PART I I PROGRAM CHECK
8.000 1. 21.30 -88.80 16.90 134.10
3.000 2. 20.40 -74.70 18.20 142.70
4.000 3. 31.30 106.20 16.80 -107.80
5.000 2. 3. 0.
6.000 1. .00996 97*30910
7.000 16. .00996 97.30910
6.000 1. .08878 9.01629
9.000 2. .06933 35.50073




Using the above in-ut, the urogram calculates the final
balance veight distributions and orints out the appropriate
vreight distribution to remove the effects of the correspon
ding mode.
The urogram out out for the sample is:
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': >;< ^ >jc r',z >|c >L; >|; 5|; r.r ^: * * "C * >,. itfi ^c :.]; >;< ;;; :{; # i :\r >|i
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;
5 "c ^: ;fc ij< ;;; >jc :)< ;;< ><>*>}: i|; ;\: %. ;(; ?;< >;; ': v 5}; ;= i\z rfc if. %. jjc% ** ?;< >}; :fc s\z ^ ^; ^ * sf: ^ >;; ^ ifi * ** ; * i'r. ^c ^
:"
>;. ^ ^c "r ^:
:--:odal balancing program ey j.r. kendig g/72
TillS PPOGPAH USES TEE wGCHE & DODD APPEGACh .
;;: * * >\i >,; * ******** *pART I I * * * * *>* *********
GRAPHICAL SOLUTION
KENDIG TRIAL ii- VIII ..PART I I PEOGRAA CHECK
APPENDIX E
188
********************BEAR I NG REACT I QMS *************** *******"'!<
*************************************
NODE BEARING ONE REARING TUO




















.437350R 03 .420494E 03 .188909E 02 .195401E 02 .759240E 00 .169000E 02
*
437.371502 * .59.7096 .002640 3.068026 .070725
.759034E 03 .649533E C 1 .759034E 03 .2-35925E 01
.7744G9E
C3'
.534028E 0 1 .7744S9E 03 .548173E 0 1
-.434539E 03 .605472E 03 .757099E 03 .221476E 01.
.424765E OC .628055E 01 .759035E 02 .193555E 01
-.536355E 03 .535072E 03 .759031E 03 .235925E 01




.774489E 03 .548173E 01 .759034E 03 .235925E 01 ..241077E C1-.727981E 00
149.100052 149.1.CC128 -14.550792
.852332E 01 .S30744E 01 .
M 21,. 300003





















*******2ND NODE CCRRECT I ONS ********************
*****;,;* ^;**** jfc**** * ^ jjj^^ ; ^^,******************************* ***
. BEARING NO. 1
CHANGE CuUlPT I PLY) ORIGINAL ;rEIOi-T3 BY .149100E 03
ROTATE OP I G INAL 'EIGHTS
CC"
.47598 IE 03
-553236E 01 .830744E 01
REAPING NO. 2
CHaNGECi.UHTIPLP ) ORIGINAL HEIGHTS BY .1491CCE 03
POTA-TH-: jg IGINAL :EIG..~3
CC"
.47596 IE 03
.550G04E 01 .3730702 01- /
-;** -> * * * :'r
:--
* * * :;: :.; ;.: :; ,;. * :.. * 3 ; . jj l , 0 DE 0 0 RP EO T A ONS * * * * * :- '- * * =.= * * .- * -.- * * -.- *
HEARING KG. 1
Jii.AivGE( NULT INLY > "A I 0 I
i'
JAL PLIGHTS PY . 1455GC-E Jrc
'
"'"J.t'lZ ORIGINAL -EIGHTS CCV .215C74E 03
.24 13A1E 01 .375375E 01
r




CHAUGECaULTIPLY) C'LOHLaL '."EIGHTS BY .14550CE 02
ROTATE ORIGINAL "TEIC0.TS COU .215074E 03
*^ * :j. :{. >: rr * * * * :;: >': * ;j: * .
A-
r,; * * * * :',-.* * ;;, ;.< * ^c :,n* ;,.; * *** * * * :^ * * * * ^ * * * * * ;|; ^ %: * * ^; ^ ;,;
'
->.-;: -j. J: >;: :.. * * :\: .;-. * * :r; .,< * >,' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ****** * * >,: * * * .-;=* ;
'
S: * * * >. :.< * >*
'
* ^ '.- * -
:,.* ;.; :.; * -,; :]. :,; :,< ;> * >:. r+ v * * * * * * * -.- >,- * * * * * -.- '.- * * * 5^ >.- >i.* * * * * >> * * ** :> i*. :.; ?<. * 5ji :.: '.',. ;,-. 2f.>,.z.
BALANCE ''EIGHTS POLL NODE NO. 2
ta. :teig:.t angle cos ooap 3 1 Rj coap
1 '! .43504 213.29004 -i. 24192 . -.61423
IS i .43504 213.29004 -1.24192 -.81423
BALA.-J GE T~EIGH~3 POP -lODE NO. 3
P:i. UEIG.-T LOJCLE COS COAP SIP COnP-
1 1.29112 224.09035 -.92650 -.89015
2 1.00681 250.5740.0 -.3362V -.95110
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3 ( a ) = Y 3
-
( k ) -Y 3 3 ( 1 )
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(1 ) 333 ( GA >-A *J A\
r
( 1 ) )
3 3C = GAw*
-p.
(i )3I\. ( C.A VA --0 ANO ( 1) )
:t^:cl* 33 d >
3 A = 3 S L A ? 3 A \ G ( 1 )
Zi
-l < ( C 3 A { 1 ) -C L C )*?)+(( 3 1 a I 1 ) -3 0 )**.') > ** . '->
A3. - ( (|[C'i(l) -^l.l-33 f l) *C V3 (3 ELLA+"A\G (i ) ) )./>? ((
: I\ (3;:. LA+A'. \G (1 )) 5 -;)).* .3
"'





- 3 = Y
/ - ( - 3 / 3 C ) 3 ( 1 )




- :~ . S (93 (1) - x * Y )
r- : ( ( ( 3
"
3 L 1 I ) ) ? ( 3 - X ) * ( 3 - Y ) ) /O ) * * .
A Lph;: -A^^.i.?. P-H(l) ))
3 "TA:
Z.A^ A" 2 (- , ( 3-X) )
^
"
I : 3 * A T A \ 2 ( P . ( S - Y ) )
= 3 ' ( l ) =3A\3( 1) -AL^Kfi-^31
;' (1 J 3 = 3 A \^( i ) -rtLcKA -P'^I+3 .^ Ul s9
-.,
r
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195 APPENDIX E
APPENDIX F: DATA MANIPULATION PROGRAM "MAN
I"
ijurijose
Phis 'TO'Tam is a data handling program which takes any
data expressed in vector form and breaks the data into real
and imaginary, or cosine and sine components. Phe irogram
is then capable of combining in any ^redetermined manner the
data which has been in^ut. Usually, the form of the ir. -uf data
wi
:
] be the ol-'Ue, magnitude, "rid ^n -np
-
:r orientation of a series
of weight distributions, '-'ith the -Tenm combining the various
distributions in order to produce a single set of w^iphts
v/hich represent either a set of balancing weights or a ~et of
trial b lance weights. In this manner the iramt daAa for the
urKal-r.co re^-.-on^e "ro"T m is obtained and written out to a
storage file for future use when needed.
Pecans'? of the Tcnra's ability to reduce vector quan
tities to their component parts, it can also he uaed to reduce
the rotor response, as provided by the un^lance response oro-
pram, into its ?i].?n?r components, so that
~
clear picture of the
rotor vibration mnr be obtained.
In^ut Pat? and Formats
Card ? 1:. (1-H5) NPUN-3 , N(1)
NPPN3 = Number of casas to ^a done
M(1) = Number of alanes to be use"1
Card '//- 2: (1*1-1 5) PRAL,NCR3L ,HPnp,N'T^I AL,PF< PM
MRAL = Number of MRAL sets to be read
NORAL = Number of BAL sets to be read
MOLOP = Number of MRAL sets to be used
NR3IAP = Number of the HAL set to be used
IJFORM = Code of in^ut data
0 = Cosine and sine components of weights
1 = -.'eight magnitudes and angular nositionf
APPENDIX F 196
Card f 3: (I5,E1?.6,3E14.6) NMP,CM,SM or NMP , PT , REG
NMP = Plane of weight attach
ment
. , CM - Cosine component of weight
vector
SM = 3ine component of v/eight
vector
,.'T
= Magnitude of weight
-, Ang =. Angular nosition, in
de-rees, of height
Repeat Card 77 3 once for each plane in the set of nlanes
in the weight distribution. Pepear. each set until the
stated number of data sets, according to Card
r- 2, is
reached. All nlanes must appear in each data sot.
197 APPENDIX F
^JpF^Plf sting
3hL*\j: EI3HT DAT* AND UNBALANCE RESPONSE DATA MANIPULATION
s-G3WA!l BY J.ftKENDIG 12/73
DI rE si I 3p N{3l*N=M3*10)*C7l(3*l3)*S1<3*lD)*CB(3*10)*S3(3,10>*
*CwT<13) .SwTllO) iCTwl3*10)*STw(3*10|*NAMEi20>*L3(10)*BK(10>*BC(10>
*-T'>( 3*10)* AN1(3,10)**T3(3*10)* ANB( 3* 10 ) * NT I T ( %* 20 ) * NDAMP ( 3 >
Input O-Ta
pmD3a,.,a\CE anD UNBALANCE STATIONS CONSIDERED
Cr*)3A- COSINE wtlSHT COMPONENTS
SPM3Au SINE WEIGHT COMPONENTS
C5*3al COSINE WEIGHT COMPONENTS




\(X)N3. STATIONS CG^ XTH PUN
"BA^.^aA,. S'iLJTlC-,3 INPJT CODE EOjALS \D. 3F MODES HAVING SOLNS
N03i = \3'. MODES HAVIN3 bAL SOLNS
i"3den0 of the mode beis3 co^^sidered for case
nt^lal;j3 of mode fjp a sal soln to be used
'-2* 1-an3ular and weight imput data code
:*:osine and sine input height data
1*AN3LE AND WEIGHT INPUT DATA
<Oa'|3"C0DE FOP DAMPED 3EAPIN3S
3*DA-^I <3 I\ 9tAPlN0Si ALSO NO DATA CHAN3E
1*N0 DA-|PI\3 IN 3EAPIN3S
S E a 0 Is^JT PApA-lTEP3
rfPlTEl 138*102)







w^HEi 133*101 ) M3Aun33al-mQ0E*NTPIAL*NFJRM
N9ITEI 135*103) I
: READ 13-ii. SOLUTIONS
IP(^3aU#E30) 30 TO




IF(Sff3SMEa0l 30 TO 201
PEaO|1J5*116) NM?(I*IJ)*WT^(II*IJ)*ANM(II*IJ)
Cv; II, I j) -wTK II, j j j -Cos ( AN"1! Ili I J ) /5 7 . 2^5 8 '
3y(II/IJ)wT-i(H,ij)^3Is(AN,7(IIilJ)/57.2958'
IF ( II .STRODE) 30 TO 1
WRITE! 138*106") II*NMP( 1# IJ-) Cr( II* Ij)#S?ll II* IJ)*wTM( II* IJ)*ANm( II* I
*J)
00 TD 1
?01 PEaDI 105*116) nMP( I* IJ) iC,r( II* U)*S)UI* IJ)
A(CvpII*IJ>'i"!'2+S,'i(II*IJM'.*p.)**t3
9-ATAN2(3M(II*IJ)iC-1( I I* IJ) 1^57-293 8
IF i II -3T-M0DE) 30 T3 1
WPlTEil38*106)II*NHP(I*IJ)*CM(II*Ij)*S!*1(iI*IJ)*A*B
1 COnTI jJE
; READ 3At 30LJTI3N3
2 IF I vCi-At.EC'O ) 30 T3 k
IF( ST*lALED0) 30 TO 330
PI TEH 38* 107)
wRlTEi 133*105 )
300 00 3 K1*NC3A|_
DO 3 IL-1*N( I )
I=R n- 3*ME30 ) 30 T3 203
PEA3I 105*116) NHP( I* ID*WT3( IK* IL), AN3I I't* ID
CB( I<* Ii- iwTe( K* IL>*C0SI ANB( K* ID/57. 2358'
S3(I<<lD-lrtT5IK*IL>*SlN<AN3(IK* IL ) /5 7 . 2^58 '
!=( NT-^IAl.EQ'O I GO TO 3
IF( I<.-.TNTRIAL) GO TO 3
IF( I<.3TNTRIAL I 30 TO 3





?03 SEaDI l33. 116) NMP( I* IL)*CB( K* IL)*S3( K* iL)
(C31I<>IL>**2+-S3(IK'lL)*i'2)**5
3aTan2(S3(K* IL>*X3< I< ID 1*57.2958
IP( NTpI AL.E20) 30 TC 3
IF ( K.uT.\TRlAL) 30 TO 3
Ip ( I<.3T.NTPIAL) 30 TO 3
.
WPITEI 138*106) K*NTa( IIL)*CB(I<*I|_)*S3(U*IL>#A*B
3 COnTI ijs
t CCNTlNJE
CALCj-ATE TOTAL WEIGHTS AT EACn STATION
DO 3 J"1*N( I )






IF("i33E.E3.C > GO TO 6
DO i> IV11".C0E
DO S IN1*NII)
CnT< I M) =CwTl IN) tci( I"* IN)
3wT< In > *SwTl IN)+Sr,( Ir"* In )
a CONTINJE
OUTaJT' TwO'
IF(NT^lAL.EC.O) 30 Ta 207
DO 7 JI*1*N(I) .




30 T3 21 J
?37 DO i34 j:l*N( I )
CT*1' I > J I ) C*T( J I )






WPITE ( 108*105 )
DO 13 Jj.*N( I )
A(CTw<l*J)'il*2tST.v(I*J)**2<')**.5
3 = aTa.j2(ST^(IJ)*CTW(I*J))*57?958
WPITE(203*116) N^Pi I* J) jCTNI I* J) #STw( I*j)
10 WPiTEi 138*106) NTPlAL'N-IPf I* J)*CTw( I* J)*STw( I* J) A*B
11 COnTI iJl
OUTPJT' FIVE'
IF( nCJN.E31 ) 30 TO 3$
99
OUTPjT' END'
100 FOP^aT ( *20A4 )
101 fopma:iM3)
102 fOPiATi //5X*22H3aLanCE WEIGHT PPOGpAn)
133 FOP^AT! /16X* AHCAPE* I3>
1 0 <t r0PwArll5K*l3Hr3AL SOLNS)
105 FOPMatJiCH MODE ST A* 6x* 3hC0S* lOX'i 3HSI N* 3X* 2HWT* 1 2X 3HANG/ )
106 F0P--AT<2I5*4Z13.6)




116 FQP-UT I5*E176*3E1<* .6)
117 F0P^AT(/25M *3AL 3AL vODE TPT P0*1)




APPENDIX G: COMPUTER GRAPHICS PROGRAM
"SHAPE"
SHAPE is a program which is used in conjunction v/ith the
unbalance response program to produce sketches of the rotor
deflection at desired speeds. 3H.R3E is a eiranhics program
which reads out out data from the unbalance response program
a-id converts the data into a form usable in the computer
Piles routines of a Xerox Sigma 6 com-iuter.
a sample of the output of this program is included.
























DIMENSION NAME1(20).NAME2I20) .NAHE3f 2D J ? ARR A Y< 20 )
*
tPLOTX (5 0) .PLOTY (50) .PLNXCS01 .PLKY (SO) tSTAXI 50 ). STAY (50) .
*DRAWX( 2) .DRAWY(2)
1 READ(1C5.101) NP.NS.INP
READ (105 .102) ARRAY
READ (105 1 102) NAME1
READ (105 .102) NAME2
READ (105 .102) NAME3
READ (105 .103) ROTSPD.DELTA .FIN
DO 700 K=1.NP
CALL B EG PT(1.. FALSE. )
OUTPUT- BEGT
CALL PL0T(-7.5 .0.0.0)
CALL SYMB0L(-6.5.. 5. .42* NAMEI 90 27 )
WRITEt 10 8. 113 3) ROTSPD
CALL NUMBERt-6.5.6.50..42.R0TSPD*S0. .0)
CALL SYMBOL (-5.5.0.. .42. NAME2. 90 .- 10 )
CALL SYMBOL( -5.5-3.. .42.NAME3 .90 .- 20 )
CALL A XI S( -2 .5 .8 .5. A PR AY.4.2.0.0. + 90. .-9 0. .0)
CALL A XI S( -1.5 .7 .5. ARR AY .4.2.0.90. .180.. -90. .0)
DO 605 Jrl.NS
READ (204.103) PL OTX( J) .PLOTY ( J)
READ (205 .1031 PLNX (J > .PLNf ( J)
READ (2CS.103) ST AX (J ). STAT ( J)
SO 5 CONTINUE
CALL PEN UP ALTER
CALL PLOT(PLOTX( 1) .PLOTY fl) .3) ALTER
CALL PENDN ALTER
DO SOS J=1.NS ALYER
CALL PLOT(PLOTX( J) .PLOTY (J) .2) ALTRE




CALL NUMBERtPLNX (J).PLNYfJ) ..28. SUM. 90 .? -1 )
SO 8 CONTINUE
DO 609 Jrl.NS
DRAWX( 1) rPLOTX (J)
DRAYX(2) =STAX( J)
DRAWY( 1) rPLOTY(J)
DRAWY( 2) =STAY( J)
CALL PEN UP
CALL PLOT(DRAWX( 1) .DRAWY fl >.l)
CALL PENDN














70 0 CO NT IN UE
10 4 IF(INP.GT.C) GO TO 1
101 FORMAT (14I5T
10 2 FORMAT (20*4)
103 FORMAT (4 El 3. 6)
CALL EXIT
STOP
LAST CARD OF PROGRAM
END
203 APPENDIX G
APPENDIX H: COMPUTER GRAPHICS PROGRAM "SHAPE
II"
This program is an u -dated version of 3HAPS, found in
APPENDIX G. The basic program is identical in concept to
that of the earlier version, but is altered to eliminate the
overlap of the rotor deflection diagram on the alphanumeric
computer output of the explanatory text, etc.
SHAr'E II, though proven and operational, w.~s not used
as expected to produce the rotor deflection diagrams. The
reason for this lnck of usa-e was that the .(erox Sigma 6
com uter at RRT. v/as not operational during the ^renaration




C BY J.R. KENDIG 3/73
DIMENSION NTITlf 20 ) . NTIT2f 2 0) .NT 17 3 (20) . NTIT4t 20 ) .NTIT5 (20) .
SARRAY(20).NAMElf 20).
$PL0TX( 3O).PL0TY(3O).PLNX(3O) .PLNYf 30 ) . ST AX (30) .STAY (30)
$ .DRAWX (2).DRAWY(2)
C
C CO MM EN TS :
C THIS PROGRAM IS MEANT TO BE USED IN CONJUNCTION
C WITH UNBALANCE RESPONSE PROGRAM
C ALTERED VERSION. BY J.R. KENDIG 3/73
OUTPUT* DYNAMIC ROTOR DEFLECTION PLOT PROGRAM'
OUTPUT* BY J.R.KENDIG 1/74-
OUTPUT- RBMNING-
RE AD (105 .101) NTIT.l
OUTPUT- A*
RE AD (105 .101) NTIT2
OUTPUT* B*
READ (105 .101) NT IT 3
READ (105.101) NT IT 4
READ (105 .101) NT IT 5
READ (105 .101) ARRAY
1 READ (105 .101) NAME1
READ (105 .102) NP.NS.INP
READ (105 .103) ROTSPD .DELfA.FIN
C READ ROTOR AXIS DATA
DO 2 Jrl.NS
READ(204.103) PL OT'Xf J) .PLOTY ( J )
2 CONTINUE
DO 3 Jrl .NS.2






C WRITE TOP HEADING ON PAPER
CA LL S YM BO L ( 1 . 0* 9. 44 . . 56 .NT I T 1 .0 am 3 1 )
OUTPUT* C*
CALL PLOW 1.0.9. 375.3)
CALL PL0T( 1.0.9.375.2)
C WRITE SYSTEM HEADING






CA LL S YM BOL ( 1 . 36 .7 .9 . . 42 .NT IT3 .0 . 12 )
C WRITE REMARKS HEADING AND BOX
CALL SYMBOLf 12 .2.4.14. .42.NTIT4.0. .8)
CALL PLOTfll.0.4.0.3)





C WRITE LOGO HEADING AND LOGO
CALL SYMBOLf 1.3.2.3. .28.NTIT5.0. *5 )
CALL A XI S( 1.5. 1.5. ARRAY. 1.1..0..IB0. .-18 0. .0)
CALL AXIS(2.0. 2.0. ARRAY, lri. .270.. 90. .-180.. 0)
205 APPENDIX H
WRITE ROTOR NAME AND SPEED
CALL S YM BOL ( 6. 4. 8. 54 , . 42 .NAME 1 .0 am 12 )
CALL NUMBER15.4.7. 9. .42.ROTSPD.0 .-. 0)
WRITE(10 8. T03) ROTSPD
READ INPUT DATA
DO 21 Jrl.NS
READ(206.103) ST AX (J ). ST AT (J)
2 1 CONTINUE
PLOT ROTOR AXIS STATIC
CALL PL0T(PL0TX( 1) .PLOTYfl ).3)
DO 4 Jrl.NS.l





DO 5 Jrl .NS.2
CALL NUMBER (PL NX fj). PLNYfJ) ..2 8.SUM.0. .-I)








DRAWY( 2) rSTAY( J)
CALL PL0T(DRAWX(1) ,DRAWY(1).3)
CALL PLOT(DRAWXf 2) ,DRAWY2) .2)
6 CONTINUE
OUTPUT* 4*
PLOT DYNAMIC ROTOR AXIS
CALL PL0T(STAX(1).STAY(1).3)









9 IFflNP.GT.O) GO TO 1




LAST CARD OF PROGRAM
END
APPENDIX H 206
APPENDIX I: COMPUTER GRAPHICS PROGRAM
"AMP-SPD"
This computer -"ranhics urogram performs the function of
making the amplitude-speed diagrams similar to those used in
this report. The only reason this urogram was not utilized
as intended v/as the non-operational status of the R.I.T.
Xerox Sigma 6 computer graphics system. Had this not been the
case, all of the amplitude -speed
curve"
of this present
report would have been produced by this oroprnm.
There is only one difficulty which rnav be found in the
use of this nrogrnm which is capable of using any arpRitude
scale and any speed, scale. That one difficulty is that the
origin defining statements in the rogr.am were presenting some




C ROTOR AMPLITUDE VS. SPEED PLOT PROGRAM
C BY J.R. KENDIG 1/74
DIMENSION ITITlf20).ITIT2C20) .IT 1*3(20) . ITIT4f 20 ) ITIT5f20)
SNA ME (2 0) .
JXSPEDf 15 0) wTlf 15 01 .Y2f 150) .Kf ID
OUTPUT* ROTOR AMPLITUDE VS. SPEED PLOT
PROGRAM*
OUTPUT* BY J.R .KENDIG 1/74*
READ (105. 101) NRUNS
OUTPUT* A*
RE AT) (105. 100) ITIT1
OUTPUT* B*
READ (105 .100) ITIT2
OUTPUT* C*
READ (105 .100) ITIT3




DO -9 99 I rl, NRUNS
READ (105 .10D) NAME
CALL BEGPT(2..FALSE. )
OUTPUT* BEGPT*
C WRITE HEADING ON THE TOP OF THE PAGE
CALL PL0T( 0.0.0. 5. 0)
CALL SYMBOL (1.48 .10. 0, .56.1 TI Tl . 0. .30)
OUTPUT* 2*
c wr rrr case he-aoing
CALL SYMBOLf 3.5. 9. 54 , . 42 .TTIT2 .0 . 15)
CALL SYMBOLf 8.9. 9. 54,. 42.NAME.0. r!2)
OUTPUT* 3*
C WRIT EL SPEED SCALE
READ (105 .102) SM AX .A MPMAX. AMPMIN
DELTAVrSMAX/15.0/100 0.0
AM IN rQ .0
CALL AXIS( 1.0. 1.0. ITIT3.-25.15.0.TJ.0..DELTAV.-1)
OU TP UT 4*
C WRITE AMPLITUDE AXES
CALL PL0T(3.5.10.0,3 1
CALL PLOTf 1.0. 10.0.2)
CALL PLOTf 1.0.1.0.2)
CALL PLOTf 1.0.1 .0.3)
CALL PLOTf 16.0.10. 0.2)
CALL PLOT( 13.5.10.0.2)
Y=1.0





READ (105.103) (K (J). Jrl, 11)
YLrl.24
YRr.76
DO 3 LL=2. 6
LR rL L* 5
CALL SYMBOLf .75. YL.. 14.KH.L) .270.. 4)






CALL SYMBOLf .3.9.8..42.ITIT4.270 24)
CALL SYMBOLf 16.7 ..25.. 42. IT IT5. 90*. .29)
CALL NUMBERf .4.10. 3. .42. SUM .0 ..-W
OUTPUT* 7*
C SCALE AXIS ON LOG SCALE




DE LT AV rf AL M A X- ALMI N) /9 .0
CALL PLOTf 1.0. 10.0.3)
CALL PLOTf 0.0* 0.0.01
CALL PLOTf 0.0. -9 .0.3)
CALL PLOT(0. 0.-9.0.2)
DO 14 Lri. 150
READ (2 07.104) SPCAL. Bl
READ (207.104) CALSP.B2
WR IT E( 108.104) SPCAL.B1,CALSP,B2
IF ((SPCAL-CALSP) .EQ. 0.) GO TO 5
4 OUTPUT* SPEEDS OF BEARINGS DO NOT COINCIDE TO EACH OTHER ABORT*
GO TO 10 00
5 XSPEDf L) fSPCAL/SMAX)*l5.0
IFfBl.LT.*MPMIN) GO TO 7
IF(Bl.GT.AMPMAX) GO TO 8
BlrBl*FACT






9 IF(B2, LT.AMPMIN) GO TO 11








13 IF (SPCAL .GE.SMAX) GO TO 15
14 CONTINUE
15 CONTINUE
DO 16 Lri. 150
CALL PLOT(XSPEDf L) .YKL) .2)
CALL MARKER (1)
WRITEf 108. 104) XSPED (L).Yl (L)
IFfXSPED (D.GE.15. ) GO TO 17
16 CONTINUE
209 APPENDIX
17 CALL PLOTf 0.0. -4.0.3)
CALL PL0Tf0.D.-9.0.2)
OUTPUT* 8*
DO 18 Lri, 150
CALL PLOT*fXSPED(L) ,Y2(L1 r2)
WRITEf 108, 104) XSPED(L).2(L)




000 OUTPUT* PROGRAM TERMINATED*
100 FORMAT (2 0A<M
101 FORMAT (1415)
102 FORMAT (7F10.0)
10 3 FORMAT (2 0A4)
10 4 FORMAT (4 El 3. 6)
CALL EXIT
END
210
APPENDIX I
